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enlisted along the way! In this respect, there are many I have to thank: they have not merely enhanced
my life, but they have redefined it. I owe them not just something, but everything; all the best and
everything better.
To Sonny, Bryce, Shobhit and Geoff, my companions with exceedingly daft propensities: you
made my years in New Zealand a vastly less lonely and powerfully more hilarious time. New Zealand
is a beautiful nation, but one too far from the rest of the world for this eccentric; I may not long for the
land of the long white cloud as others might, but I certainly miss our adventures. Finishing the PhD by
staring into the Milky Way above Lake Tekapo was nothing short of wonderful. To Mitch and Patrick
– you’ve been my friends since the beginning of Imperial, and friends to the end; I will never turn
down a chance to create some chaos with you two. Jason, for just being an irresponsible child and a
perpetually thoughtful adult, I could thank you a thousand times over, but by engineering a
coincidence on your world travels, I suppose I’ll have to thank you a thousand and one times, right?
Ingrid, you made Australia more fun than any amount of absinthe and kangaroo combat ever could.
Lucy and Holly, I promise you, you can be anything and anyone you want as you grow up; whatever
you choose to do, I’ll be proud of you. To both of my nans and my invincible nanu: you’ve supported
me with such zeal since I was a child, but more importantly, you taught me that compassion and
understanding for others is of the upmost importance – a lesson more useful than any scientific
finding, indubitably. Grandad Charlie: I’m finishing this PhD on your birthday. I hope I’ve made your
son and yourself proud. Sophie, you’ve always made me giggle, and it’s been fantastic to watch you
cascade through life as much as it has been hilarious to be a part of it in some small way. Judith – I’ve
only ever wanted to be as incredible a friend to you as you’ve always been to me. You’ve always
known me better than I’ve known myself, and I don’t think I know anyone wiser. That key was always
going to be yours. Lukas, Sebi and Daniel, every single second with you is so densely packed with
mischief that I am surprised it hasn’t ripped a hole in the fabric of space yet; thank you for all the
anarchy. Valentina, the encapsulation of everything adventurous and reckless in my life: don’t ever
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change; use all that fire to change the world around you, as always. Kate and Sara: the tale of the Fox,
the Cat and the Wolf surely has no recognisable end; you both have always been there for me, in both
the darkest hours and the very brightest. Your friendships are lifelines to me as much as they are
catalysts, and not a day goes by when I don’t think of everything you’ve done for me. Joe, it’ll take a
lot to top scaling Mount Fuji before sunrise, but if anyone is always willing to try, it’s you – you’re
more family than friend; you’re as kind-hearted as you are beautifully bonkers. Jess, you’re as mad as
a bag of cats; keep it up. Natasha and Natalie, in two very different ways, you’ve been the eyes at the
heart of powerful storms: thank you for watching the world spiral, dance and collapse with me when I
needed it the most. Tobi: you’re a legend of a young scientist; your assistance in getting my first paper
published is second only to how downright cool you are. Mike, Sarah, Simon, Philipp, JT, Josh, Heidi
and Gigi, Europe is your playground: I’ll never tire of seeing your grinning, silly faces. To my
supervisor James, who for reasons unknown to science always allowed me to forge my PhD pretty
much how I saw fit: with a lot of physics and even more explosions. In addition, this PhD has sent me
all over the planet, from the US to Japan, from all over Europe to all across Oceania – it’s been almost
unbearably exciting. Thank you for the most stupendous opportunities, both scientific and geographic.
To my parents: for once, I am lost for words. You are the most selfless, heart-warming and
caring human beings I – or anyone else who has met you – know of. Everyone on this pale, blue dot
will know about you before I’m done. You are my lighthouses in the night. I’m so proud of you both.
And lastly, but of course most of all, to the girl I met at the end of the world. You’re a best
friend, a partner in crime, and the most effervescent, personal saviour beyond anything my
imagination could conjure. I am infinitely lucky; I am perpetually thankful. You burn so brightly, and
I’ll make sure the world sees it. You genuinely are the most intoxicating arrangement of star stuff, my
personal apotheosis of madness and mischief; the internal happiness you generate feels
insurmountable by anything else. Thank you for absolutely everything, m’dear.
"The secret of a joyful life is to live dangerously. A joyful life is an active life - it is not a dull
static state of so-called happiness. Full of the burning fire of enthusiasm, anarchic, revolutionary,
energetic, daemonic, Dionysian, filled to overflowing with the terrific urge to create - such is the life
of the man who risks safety and happiness for the sake of growth and happiness."
To you all: thank you for letting me live dangerously. To days to come, and all my love to
long ago.
Now go forward in all your beliefs, and prove to me that I am not mistaken in mine.
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Abstract
In recent decades, major fieldwork studies have greatly advanced our knowledge of
maar-diatreme systems, the second most common type of volcano; despite this, much of the
interpretation is strongly debated. My original contribution to volcanological research is twofold: firstly, successfully simulating maar-diatreme systems using analogue experimentation
in order to determine the processes that generate them; secondly, using mathematical
modelling to produce a predictive model for their total energy release during an eruption. This
study uses a tripartite, quantitative approach: (1) bench-scale experiments are used to generate
simulated maar-diatreme volcanoes and examine their eruption and depositional processes;
(2) these are qualitatively compared and quantitatively scaled to both field-scale experiments
and natural maar-diatreme volcanoes; and (3) the 1886 maar-forming Rotomahana eruption is
used as a case study for a new thermodynamic model which gives a first-order calculation of
the cumulative energy change during the event.
This study finds that maar-diatreme volcanoes can form through both ascending and
descending blast series; multiple types of diatreme can form depending on the blast pattern.
Debris jets responsible for the genesis of such systems are two-tier processes: the crater
excavation and upward entrainment processes are temporally segregated. The behaviour of
the explosively generated cavities, the preservation potential of the system architecture, and
the stratigraphic partitioning of blast energy are controlled by mathematical relationships
between blast depth and energy. Comparing the simulated volcanoes’ sedimentological
architecture to natural examples reveals additional information regarding their eruption
history and depositional processes. Data produced by the thermodynamic modelling of the
1886 Rotomahana event corroborates with both fieldwork studies and direct observations, and
reveals the eruption was overwhelmingly dominated by a thermal component; this predictive
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model is hypothetically applicable to similar volcanic systems. A new conceptual model of
maar-diatreme formation is conceived based on a synthesis of the findings of this thesis.
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1 – An Introduction to “Approaches in Experimental Volcanology: BenchScale, Field-Scale and Mathematical Modelling of Maar-Diatreme Systems”

At the recent conference of the European Geoscience Union in Vienna, (2014) – the
second largest in the world after the American Geophysical Union – an entire symposium was
dedicated to the future of quantitative volcanology, encouraging scientists from a plethora of
geological backgrounds to get involved with multi-disciplinary discussions. The session
invited contributions of innovative approaches to open questions and problems in
volcanology, particularly by young scientists who would “take over the duty of addressing
new advances and defining new directions” in the field. The consensus of the session was that
the current limits of volcanology have been transcended through the use of quantitative
approaches designed to investigate volcanic processes, particularly those that can never be
directly observed. Increasing numbers of experimental laboratories across the world and
exponential increases in computing power are helping to advance and deepen our knowledge
of how volcanoes form, and the order and types of events in an eruption sequence.
At the tip of the proverbial spear is experimental research, allowing the recreation of
volcanoes, or more commonly specific volcanic processes, in a laboratory or field-scale
setting. Backed up by mathematical or numerical modelling, a comprehensive study with
clear, testable, repeatable and readily falsifiable results can be produced. The data from such
studies can inform, corroborate and build upon pre-existing volcanological theories; in other
cases, new analogue experimental data can contradict the interpretations of long-standing
volcanological ideas and fieldwork-based interpretations.
Although there is always a place for traditional fieldwork, there are limits as to what
can be ascertained from natural volcanic exposures. Volcanic processes, unless directly
observed, can only be inferred from their deposits. However, quantitative volcanology is now
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providing the means to simulate both surface and subsurface processes than would otherwise
be entirely impossible to view; although they are merely analogues of natural processes, they
are, in conjunction with mathematical or numerical modelling, producing convincing results
that strongly correlate with, or clarify, the findings of field geologists. In the case of this
study, the merits of relatively simple volcanologically based experiments are emphasised: the
results are rapidly repeatable, testable and falsifiable, the data is precise and accurate, and the
documentation of the simulated volcanic processes is clear. In this study alone, previously
unanswered questions in volcanology are comprehensively addressed via a range of methods,
with each conclusion emerging as a result of detailed a posteriori, rather than a priori,
scientific approaches. In addition to this, although this study was focused initially on maardiatreme eruptions, the bench-scale experiments revealed quantitative information applicable
to subterranean nuclear weapons testing, Ionian volcanism, and any explosion within a
granular system.
These analogue modelling experiments have also recently been popularised in the
media. An online piece has been published by the author of this study on The Conversation, a
social commentary portal written by academics specialising in a variety of fields, and explains
the workings and the intended purpose of the bench-scale and field-scale experiments
conducted for this study to a non-scientific audience. Furthermore, it includes the footage
used by the televised Canadian outlet of The Discovery Channel, who reported on the first
round of the field-scale experiments in 2012.
The focus of the bench-scale and field-scale experiments – and associated
mathematical modelling – deployed for this thesis is maar-diatreme systems. Few historical
eruptions of maar-diatreme volcanoes have been witnessed and recorded in any way other
than anecdotal; during the eruptions that have been witnessed, no scientific recording
equipment was available. Qualitatively speaking, a range of interpretations has been made by
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a vast selection of field-based studies, but the end-member models designed to explain their
formation are viewed as mutually exclusive. Quantitatively speaking, the energetics of the
eruptions, and their associated kinematic and thermodynamic characteristics, until very
recently, have been very difficult to ascertain from fieldwork alone.
This study comprehensively addresses several key unanswered questions through a
range of analogue modelling experiments, focusing on their formation mechanisms and the
subsequent eruptive sequences, concluding with a new cratering model that builds on the preexisting end-member models whilst simultaneously adding new quantitative data. In the final
chapter, New Zealand's largest historic maar-forming eruption, of Rotomahana in 1886, is
analysed using a thermodynamic approach that similarly focuses on energy expenditure
involved in production of maar-diatreme structures. In this case thermal energy, which plays
no role in the bench- or field-scale experiments, is brought into the analysis, and shown to
have played a fundamental role in both excavation of diatreme structures and emplacement of
the quarried debris as enclosing tephra-ring deposits and regionally extensive fallout.
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2 – Natural maar-diatreme volcanic systems: A review

Chapter summary
Maar-diatreme volcanic systems are summarised below, using the seminal review
paper by White & Ross, (2011) as a springboard. The focus here is on the processes that
generate both the variety of maar craters observed in the field and their associated subsurface
structures. The chapter ends with the proposal of four key questions that this thesis aims to
answer via bench-scale, field-scale and mathematical modelling, all three segments
representing pioneering methods of quantitative experimental volcanology.

1. Introduction

As the review by Cashman & Sparks, (2013) states, the past twenty-five or so years
have seen a remarkable increase in our scientific cognizance of the processes that drive
volcanic eruptions, largely thanks to field-based studies with increasingly advanced
instrumentation, observational techniques, and a growing interconnectedness between the
fields of geochemistry, geophysics, petrology and sedimentology. In addition, major advances
in computational facilities and techniques have begun to build on the excellent pre-existing
body of volcanological work. Although fieldwork studies have led the way in modern
volcanology for well over a century, scientists are increasingly embarking upon quantitative
computational and experimental studies as they attempt to understand process that cannot be
directly observed in the field. In any case, Cashman & Sparks, (2013) note that much of the
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work conducted on volcanic systems in recent times has been due to the recognition of their
hazards, which are increasing in frequency due to increasing population densities near
volcanic systems and our reliance on infrastructure. Maar-diatreme volcanoes are no different
to several other types of volcanic structure: they are certainly hazardous (Lorenz, 2007; White
& Ross, 2011), and any study on their eruption mechanisms and explosive energies will no
doubt assist in the reduction of their hazard potential.
As it happens, the number of studies on maar-diatreme volcanic systems has increased
rapidly in the last two decades for a variety of factors. The recent discovery and excavation of
kimberlitic diatremes in Canada (Kjarsgaard, 2007) has led to increased funding for maardiatreme systems research: they are historically known for their diamond populations
(Wagner, 1914; Clement, 1982; Naidoo et al., 2004; Hetman, 2008). For volcanologists, these
volcanic structures with ambiguous or unknown formation and eruption mechanisms (White
& Ross, 2011 and references therein) represent opportunities to study their hazard potential
(Lorenz, 2007) and to connect them with larger-volume volcanic eruptions in monogenetic
volcanic fields (White & McClintock, 2001; McClintock & White, 2006; Ross & White,
2006). The proportion of fieldwork-based studies has historically been significantly greater
than experimental studies, although recent thermal experiments (e.g. Zimanowski & Büttner,
2002; Schipper et al., 2011), field-scale experiments (Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013)
and an increasing number of bench-scale experiments (Ross et al., 2008a,b; Andrews et al.,
2014) specific to maar-diatreme volcanoes are beginning to balance out this ratio. The
energetics and precise physical characteristics of the subsurface processes within these
volcanic systems remain decidedly unclear (Geshi et al., 2011; White & Ross, 2011). Over
half a century of research on maar-diatreme volcanoes has produced a considerable amount of
data, but as the following chapter will outline, much of the interpretation is still strongly
debated.
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White & Ross (2011) published the most recent review paper on maar-diatreme
volcanic systems, and provide a framework for the structured discussion of these volcanoes:
firstly focusing on the surface processes of cratering and ejecta generation, before moving
onto the more ambiguous and open-to-interpretation subsurface processes. As the focus of
this thesis is on approaches to experimental volcanology, from bench-scale and field-scale to
mathematical modelling, the structure of this chapter will be similar to the review manuscript
by White & Ross, (2011), but with an enhanced focus on the characteristics of maar-diatreme
systems that will be subsequently investigated with modelling.

2. Nomenclature

Descriptors applied in maar-diatreme volcanology are numerous and occasionally
conflicting. This is a direct consequence of the uncertain interpretations of both deposit
features and their corresponding emplacement processes. For this thesis, a clear nomenclature
is required. Much of the terminology is taken (or modified) from White & Ross, (2011)
with additional elements taken from Andrews et al., (2014). Fig. 2.1 displays the
morphological features described below.
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Figure 2.1 | A schematic cross section illustrating the major surface and subsurface features of a
maar-diatreme volcano, both syn- and post-eruption. From (White & Ross, 2011).

In terms of the morphological features that are identified as always occurring within
maar-diatreme volcanic systems (from the surface to the subsurface):-
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•

A maar is a volcano typified by a central depression crater cut into the preeruptive ground surface, underlain by a diatreme, and surrounded by an ejecta
ring or rim. This can be contrasted with a scoria cone, which is a
topographically positive cone-shaped volcanic landform.

•

The maar ejecta rim is an accumulated ring of ejecta deposited on the preeruptive ground around the maar crater.

•

The vent is the open mouth of a transient passageway (a conduit) through
which material can be transported upwards through the system.

•

Any deposit formed by a volcanic eruption is known as a volcaniclastic
deposit, whereas a volcaniclastic deposit generated within volcanic plumes,
jets of pyroclastic density currents is known as a pyroclastic deposit. Juvenile
material is derived from the erupting magma; some clasts become recycled,
either as cold re-used clasts, or as hot re-born ones (Lefebvre et al., 2013).

•

A diatreme is a cylindrical to cone-shaped infill of volcaniclastic juvenile and
accessory lithics in a diatreme structure cut into country rock and underlying a
maar crater. It is generated during the eruptive sequence through a mixture of
debris jet emplacement and fallback sedimentation.

•

Diatreme deposits are the primary volcaniclastic infill of the diatreme
structure.

•

The upper diatreme deposits are bedded pyroclastic deposits enclosed within
the diatreme structure, potentially cross cut by non-bedded zones of
volcaniclastic material.

•

The lower diatreme deposits are typically unbedded pyroclastic deposits.

•

The root zone represents a region of a mixture of coherent and clastic rocks at
the base of the diatreme, but above the feeder dyke. It is the zone wherein
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explosions are inferred to take place. A magmatic component is always
present.
•

An intra-diatreme fragmentation zone is a zone of chaotic irregular form
consisting of coherent and clastic rock not in contact with the country rock.
They are situated within the diatreme structure at depths shallower than the
root zone and are thought to be zones in which phreatomagmatic explosions
occur. In effect, these are root zones that form higher in a diatreme after the
root of the structure has penetrated to a greater depth.

•

The feeder dyke system is the lowest region of the volcanic system,
representing intruding magmatic dykes into shallow country rock that are
thought to explosively interact with groundwater.

•

Volcaniclastic material generated during the eruption from the new magmatic
component is termed juvenile material.

•

The explosion occurs within a surrounding host of pre-existing accessory
material, i.e. country rock, which can be consolidated or unconsolidated to
varying degrees, and can be comprised of both older volcaniclastic and nonvolcaniclastic material.

In terms of the processes that are thought to occur within maar-diatremes (in
alphabetical order):•

An explosion induces the opening of a cavity in the material around and above
the explosion site, by pushing material outward and upward.

•

Cavity collapse takes place as walls flow inward and the roof breaks up or falls
downward.
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•

A contained eruption occurs when the dome fails to burst and the entrained
material does not breach the surface (Andrews et al., 2014).

•

The containment depth is the depth at which an explosion of a certain energy
creates no surface crater (Valentine et al., 2014).

•

The damage zone represents the material within or below the crater that is
irreversibly modified but not significantly mobilized during an eruption.

•

A debris jet can be defined as an explosion-generated upward moving lowdensity mixture of pyroclastic debris and gases, propelled into a pre-existing,
non-fluidised, non-consolidated mass. They are thought to be generated by
phreatomagmatic (or perhaps magmatic) explosions, and entrain volcaniclastic
particles (Ross et al., 2008a,b).

•

A discrete blast is a single, temporally isolated explosion that can occur on its
own in a volcanic eruption sequence or can be part of a succession of blasts. In
a phreatomagmatic eruption, it induces the rapid expansion of compressed gas,
derived from magma mixing with a coolant fluid that leads to the rapid
vaporisation of water or other volatiles within the mixture. Intense
fragmentation waves are often generated.

•

The cavity begins growing below the surface of the system, but domes the
overlying material upward, above the surrounding system (ground) surface.

•

The term ejecta is here used specifically for material permanently ejected
during the eruption, landing on or beyond the rim of the post-shot crater. In
field studies, ejecta is used more broadly for any material ejected into the air,
including that which falls back into the crater.

•

General material removal can be described as excavation.
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•

Fallback deposit refers to material, lifted by the explosion, which has
subsequently fallen back into the transient crater; this is one variety of crater
fill deposits.

•

The optimal depth of burial, or ODB, is the depth at which an explosion of a
certain energy value released over an extremely short period of time creates the
largest crater by diameter (Valentine et al., 2014).

•

The post-shot crater is the crater remaining after a single explosion, sometimes
called the apparent crater, one that is open to the sky.

•

Fully developed, a cavity has a domed roof.

•

A successful eruption takes place when the upwelling cavity dome bursts and
juvenile material rising through the cavity is expelled to the surface (Andrews
et al., 2014).

•

The syn-eruptive crater includes all craters that exist during an eruption and
which commonly evolve through an eruption.

•

The transient crater is delineated by the floor and walls of a cavity opened to
the surface by the explosion; it exists only during the explosion.

•

Fully developed, a cavity has walls where the enclosing material has been
pushed aside.

As White & Ross, (2011) outline, the names of terrestrial volcanic edifices are drawn
from their final morphologies (Fig. 2.2). All stratovolcanoes are tall cones; calderas are
enormous subsidence features; shield volcanoes have low peak height to width ratios. Smaller
volcanoes – rings, tuff/scoria cones or maars – unlike their larger counterparts, can form
either from the result of a single blast or a succession of blasts (e.g. Bradshaw & Smith, 1994;
Freda et al., 2006), but are still named after their representative morphological characteristics.
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A

C

B

Figure 2.2 | A photographic montage of examples of maar-diatreme volcanoes. A: an aerial
photograph of Volcano Island in Taal caldera, located on the island of Luzon in the Philippines, (taken
by M. Gonzalez, {Creative Commons licence}. It once contained a maar cut into the shoreline, but it
has now been filled in by subsequent eruptions. B: A once-exposed maar crater now covered by craterfilling deposits dipping inwards in the Hopi Buttes volcanic field in Arizona, USA, photographed from
the top of a butte formation in 2012. C: The Rotomahana craters soon after their formation,
photographed from the top of Tarawera Mountain (taken by Burton Brothers, 1886).	
  

Maar volcanoes comprise a central crater with elevated rims (White & Ross, 2011 and
references therein) and are akin to inverted scoria cones. An ejecta rim extending to a radius
of about a kilometre from the central vent surrounds most maars, unless the ejecta rim has
been eroded. Although older papers consider maars to include hydrothermal explosion pits
(Browne & Lawless, 2001) that did not eject any juvenile components into the environment
(e.g. Ollier, 1967), Lorenz (1973) restricts maar volcanoes to those that form due to a
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magmatic eruption, although it is acknowledged by White & Ross (2011) that only a very
small percentage of the material erupted may be juvenile as opposed to accessory lithics – the
1886 Rotomahana event being a notable example of this (Nairn, 1979). The compositions of
magma in systems that underlie and form maar volcanoes vary greatly (Lorenz, 2008), but as
White & Ross, (2011) surmise, it is most probable that one particular kind of volcanism,
regardless of the magmatic source, dominates in maar-diatreme volcanic systems.
Incidentally, Kimberlites, as White & Ross, (2011) clearly show, are no different
morphologically or volcanically from “standard” maar-diatremes – they are only
distinguished economically thanks to their high concentration of diamonds. Consequentially,
they will not be discussed further.

3. Phreatomagmatism and MFCIs

Phreatomagmatic eruptions have a large range of styles, with no clear eruption
sequence defining them (Cas & Wright, 1995). Vaporisation of groundwater is one way in
which magmatic heat can produce explosive eruptions; this takes place during
phreatomagmatism. In any case, phreatomagmatic eruptions must include the interaction of
magma, of any chemical composition, with groundwater or surface water, and must produce
juvenile particles that are released into the environment, (Zimanowski et al., 1991). They
occur in a range of hydrogeological environments, from groundwater aquifers and shallow
lacustrine zones through to deep marine (Lorenz, 1987). This section focuses on the explosive
phreatomagmatism thought to occur in maar-diatreme systems.
Maar-diatreme volcanoes occur almost exclusively in environments that include a preexisting hydrogeological system (White and Ross, 2011), which covers a very broad range of
geological settings. Thus, although there is no conclusive evidence that water is instrumental
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rather than merely incidental with regards to the formation of maars (White & Ross, 2011 and
references therein), it does appear that phreatomagmatic blasts drive their inception and
evolution.
When magma and water – or a variety of “dirty” coolants, mixtures of water and fine
sediment (Schipper et al., 2011) – are in contact, the resulting temperature gradient between
the hot magma and cool water induces the formation of insulating vapour films in a process
termed the Leidenfrost effect (Zimanowski et al., 1991), a type of boiling.
The mingling of the water and the magma can occur without any subsequent violent
explosive event. However, as Zimanowksi et al., (1997) finds, if the mixing regime, the
coolant/magma mass ratio, and the interface area are optimal, an ignition event can occur:
during an explosive interaction these vapour films rapidly collapse, allowing for direct contact
between the hot and cold fluid phases. Leidenfrost boiling in this case leads to an extremely
rapid enlargement of the thermal energy-conducting surface of the melt as the magma
fragments and solidifies into microscopically fine particles. These two sequential events result
in a violent, rapid transfer of most of the melt's (or "fuel's") thermal energy to the water, or
“coolant”. Over the course of microseconds the water becomes superheated – rising far above
its boiling point – within the fragmented domain along the dyke or magma chamber’s
periphery. Most energy from the interaction is released as seismic and acoustic energy, with
fracturing allowing further decompression of the magma-water mix and rapid volatile
exsolution. Furthermore, the continued vaporisation of the superheated water continues to
drive the explosive expansion. Incidentally, the thermal energy transfer between the fuel and
the coolant is much faster than the process of vaporisation, and thus occurs nearly completely
and homogeneously (Zimanowski et al., 1991). This explosive reaction is a type of Molten
Fuel Coolant Interaction, or MFCI. Zimanowski et al., (1997) equates an explosive MFCI
with a phreatomagmatic explosion.
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Both explosive and non-explosive MFCIs have been experimentally investigated in a
variety of scientific fields with a variety of “fuels” or melts, from nuclear reactor testing (e.g.
Nelson et al., 1988) to volcanological analogues (e.g. Zimanowski et al., 1991; Schipper et al.,
2011). If a juvenile component is explosively ejected – by an explosive MFCI – as a
pyroclast, the eruption is definitely phreatomagmatic; other eruptions of magma into water are
effusive, and there remains uncertainty about precisely why some magma-water interactions
are explosive and others are not (Zimanowski et al., 1991, 1997; Schipper et al., 2011). As the
2010 phreatomagmatic eruption of Eyjafjallajökull demonstrated, the coolant can in some
cases be melt water from ice or the ice itself, and can involve both concurrent effusive and
explosive elements (Sigmundsson et al., 2010).
Woods and Koyaguchi, (1994) describe the transitions between explosive and effusive
silicic magma eruptions. They conclude that the magma flow rate is the major factor
controlling relative explosivity, and that a critical overpressure is required for explosive
eruptions. There are numerous scenarios therefore, not taking into account MFCI-type
explosions but magmatic explosions generally, that can occur in a volcanic system to result in
an explosive event: (1) If the flow rate increases throughout, and a critical overpressure is
reached, the eruption will be effusive until an explosion occurs; the pressure will then drop
below the critical overpressure and become effusive again; (2) the flow rate could be low, but
the confining pressures are near the critical overpressure already, thus causing a rapid
transition into an explosive eruption phase. In terms of maar-diatreme volcanoes, however,
the flow regime is not the only factor leading to an explosive event: the mixing regime needs
to be taken into account.
For explosive MFCI or phreatomagmatic explosions, the key factor appears to be
getting the coolant trapped within the magma before it explosively interacts in the way
hypothesised to occur during phreatomagmatic explosions in volcanoes (Zimanowski et al.,
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2001; Schipper et al., 2011). Phreatomagmatic explosions are inferred to have been the
driving force for a range of historical maar-diatreme eruptions (White & Ross, 2011).
However, a key question is whether or not initial eruptive phases in maar-forming eruptions
are necessarily phreatomagmatic, or could instead be purely magmatic. During a workshop in
the Hopi Buttes maar-diatreme volcanic field in Arizona, (2012), I had personal discussions
with a range of volcanologists on this very topic, and there was no consensus, but rather a
range of differing and conflicting opinions.
A point of debate as of 2014 is whether magma-water explosions drive all diatreme
excavation, whether magmatic explosions drive them all, if there is some combination in all
diatremes, or if some form through one process and others by another. Water was always
present during historical phreatomagmatic eruptions, and it has been inferred by White &
Ross, (2011) that the interaction of groundwater and magma is the most probable, but not
only, option for the generation of explosive activity within the root zone.

4. The evolution of explosions

Baker et al., (1983) discuss in detail the nature of explosions, their associated hazards
and their physical evolution through time. This book makes several points about explosions
that are pertinent to violent MFCI explosions.
The first is the distinction between a blast and an explosion: an explosion is classified
by Baker et al., (1983) as requiring a chemical reaction. However, for the purposes of
experimentation, blast is an acceptable and interchangeable term, as, like explosions, a blast
involves a change in the local pressure, temperature, density and particle velocity.
An explosion or blast converts the chemical and potential energy of the detonation
into six distinct energy packets, all of which are types of kinetic and potential energy: (1) the
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compression wave energy, as potential and kinetic energy depending on the momentum
of the individual particles and their displacements; (2) the waste energy, both sonic and
compressive wave energy, that leaks into the atmosphere; (3) fragmentation energy,
both kinetic and potential; (4) energy remaining in the source material, kinetic; (5)
energy remaining in the source material, potential; (6) thermal radiation. The
overwhelming majority of the energy released in chemical explosions, according to Baker et
al., (1983), is contained within stages 1 and 2.
As the bench-scale experiments involved in this thesis involve unconsolidated
material, no fragmentation energy is required to mobilise the material, and thus in Chapters 3
and 4 will not be a factor that requires discussing. Chapter 5 deals with field-scale blasts, and
a variety of material that, although relatively unconsolidated compared to coherent country
rock in natural maar-diatreme systems, is more compacted and consolidated than the glass
beads used in the bench-scale experiments, and thus, fragmentation energy will be more of a
factor there. It will be referenced during the chapter as appropriate.
It is important as this point to introduce both spalling and gas acceleration as defined
by Nordyke, (1961), a seminal study on subterranean nuclear weapon explosions. Spall
involves the generation of compression waves in the explosion-proximal material produced by
explosive blast. As the first compressive wave impacts a free surface, it must not change the
localised pressure. To balance out this positive compressive wave, the material generates a
negative stress wave (“rarefaction” wave) that propagates back into the medium. At particular
depths, the constructive interference of the two stress waves will be equivalent to that of the
dynamic tensile strength of the medium, causing it to yield. For consolidated material such as
basaltic lava blocks, breaks will occur along joints and pre-existing areas of mechanical
weakness. For unconsolidated material – i.e. granular material – this makes each particle
propagate into the air separately. Importantly, this spalling mechanism is much more
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significant in chemical and high-yield (e.g. nuclear) blasts than in the bench-scale
experiments of Andrews et al., (2014) (see Chapters 3 and 4), as the initial pressures of the
argon gas involved in these runs are highly likely to be of an energy density too low to
produce significant pressure waves. Nordyke, (1961)’s other cratering mechanism, the “gas
acceleration” phase, is much more relatable to the bench-scale experiments. He describes this
phase as a long period of acceleration caused by the adiabatic expansion of cavity gases. This
is directly comparable to the blast mechanism utilised by Ross et al., (2008a,b) and Andrews
et al., (2014), wherein explosive gas decompression is the major mechanism attributed to
crater formation. In either case, nevertheless, all blasts are discrete and rapid, and are noted to
produce geometrically similar crater formations through similar mechanisms.
The explosions in these experiments, according to Baker et al., (1983), (see Chapter
2), will release the majority of their energy during the compression wave (“spalling”) energy
phase and the waste energy phase; however, some energy will be transferred from the
explosion into the fragmentation energy phase, as this material is partially consolidated.
Although this is speculation, based on the observed behaviour of the material as it is
mobilised by the explosion, it is moved in an inertial non-collisional regime (see Chapter 4),
just as the glass beads likely are in the bench-scale experiments. Enough material from the
transient crater is ejected that the ability of the transient crater to hold the walls becomes
irrelevant.
A pertinent question at this point, in comparison to the field-scale experiments, is
whether or not the bench-scale blasts have a compression wave. It is likely, based on the fact
that all blasts (Baker et al., 1983) create a local change in pressure, temperature, density and
particle velocity. In terms of the bench-scale blasts, however, the compression wave phase
(Nordyke, 1961; Baker et al., 1983) will be insignificant compared to the gas expansion
phase (Nordyke, 1961), as this is literally what the blasts are comprised of: rapidly
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decompressing inert gas. The non-consolidated fill means that a negative stress wave will not
change the localised pressure – it simply moves the particles by transferring momentum to
them. Therefore, a compression wave likely occurs, but without a rarefaction wave, and thus
it is part of the dominant gas expansion phase.	
  

5. Historic maar volcano eruptions

An eruption, as defined by Fisher & Schmincke (1984), is a period of continuous
delivery of magma to the earth's surface through a single or multiple vents linked to the same
magma source. For unwitnessed volcanic eruptions, it is rarely possible to distinguish
between the volcanic products of a single continuous eruption and an eruption episode
comprising a series of eruptions, separated by distinct breaks in activity (White, 1991a,b;
White & Ross, 2011). A single eruption sequence that produces a maar crater may be
followed by a further eruption sequence that buries the previous edifice, thus changing its
final morphology from a maar volcano to something else, such as a scoria cone (e.g., Lorenz,
1986; White, 1991a).
For this thesis, the 1886 Rotomahana eruption will be used as a case study of a maardiatreme eruption – see Chapter 6. At this point, as an introduction to the maar volcanic
eruptions, two often-cited and well-studied historical maar-forming events will be outlined:
the 1965 Taal maar-forming eruption sequence in the Philippines, and the 1977 Ukinrek
maar-forming eruption sequence in Alaska, USA. In the case of the these two historically
recent maar volcano eruptions, the details of each event are pieced together from both direct
observations of their eruption sequence and later sedimentological and volcanological
fieldwork, reconstructing the event from the architecture of the diatreme and crater forms left
behind. However, the precise quantitative physical characteristics of the blasts and the
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subsequent processes leading to the mobilization of material within the conduit(s), are not
investigated.
The 1965 eruption of Taal lasted 2.5 days, and showed a distinct transition between a
magmatic eruption phase and a phreatomagmatic phase. The crater-forming phase took place
over the course of six hours; propagating explosions along a roughly linear transect caused
significant crater elongation. <15km eruption columns were observed, which collapsed to
form wet surges. The final post-shot crater was a roughly symmetrical, elongate crater
comprised of multiple coalesced craters generated by discrete blasts, comprising of mostly
accessory material and a minority of juvenile volcaniclastic material. A late stage tuff cone
was also formed at the end of the main eruption sequence.
Kokelaar, (1986) had determined, based on fieldwork and careful sedimentological
analysis, that groundwater seepage into the magmatic source caused a series of explosions
that led to deep vent excavation. The explosions propagating along the transect occurred as
the groundwater interacted with fresher magma that had not yet interacted significantly with
any coolant during the eruption. Fissures were created as a result of the cumulative effect of
the blasts, which Moore et al., (1966) noted allowed lacustrine sediments to be mixed with the
volcaniclasts generated or mobilized by the 1965 eruption. Significantly, Kokelaar, (1986)
suggested that the groundwater, not the surface lacustrine water, was instrumental in driving
the phreatomagmatic activity.
White & Ross, (2011) also reference the Ukinrek maar-forming eruption in Alaska,
USA in 1977, stating that it has become the most commonly cited example of an historic maar
eruption. Two maar craters were formed, with the explosive activity moving eastwards
throughout the eruption sequence. Self et al., (1980) suggest the East Maar crater formed
through a succession of discrete blasts. Kienle, (1980) noted the presence of a 6km high
eruption column, and a transition from phreatomagmatic to magmatic eruptive behaviour as,
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presumably, the groundwater supply began to dwindle and phreatomagmatism was less likely
with time (Self et al., 1980). Indubitably, the groundwater infiltration into the magmatic
source region of the maar-diatreme system was driving the phreatomagmatic blasts that led to
the generation of the final post-shot craters (Self et al., 1980). Self et al., (1980) concludes
that the development of the Ukinrek maars was driven and controlled by the gradual collapse
of the conduit walls and the removal of volcaniclastic rock through powerful enough
phreatomagmatic blasts, but the specific energetics of the blasts are not alluded to or
examined further.
The physical nature of the explosion-causing parameters within the rising basalt
magma is also briefly addressed. The authors of this study highlight that highly vesicular
magma would have presented an enlarged surface area for magma/water interaction, citing
work by several authors (Tazieff, 1968; Colgate & Sigurgeirsson, 1973) on the dynamic
mixing of water and lava (e.g. Schipper et al., 2011) to conclude that this would have
“enhanced the explosive contact” between the basalt and the groundwater. They reference the
vulcanian style of syn-eruption conduit blocking by dislodged country rock and solidifying
magma, suggesting larger explosions may have occurred due to rapid pressure increases
induced in this way. However, this is still speculative, and does not include any detailed
description of the physics of the discrete phreatomagmatic blasts that occurred during the
eruption.
On the other hand, it should be noted that quantitative ballistic analyses were
conducted by Self et al., (1980) on the Ukinrek event, which determined that the maximum
muzzle velocity of the ejected blocks reached up to 150 ms-1, referred to by the authors as
similar to velocities determined from previous block-ejecting eruptions. Using a total kinetic
energy equation modified from Steinberg, (1976, 1977), for ballistic basaltic blocks up to 3m
in size ejected at a 45 degree angle from the vent, E = 8.7x1020 ergs, or 8.7x1013 joules. The
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equation in question takes into account the maximum range of large blocks (Xm), the rock
density (ρr), the depth of explosion (ω), the gravitational acceleration (g), and the angle of
ballistic ejection (θ):
E = Xm 4π ρr ω3g / 2.4 sin3θ sin2θ
(Eq. 2.1)
Importantly, the depth of the discrete blast that ejected the large block(s), ω is
calculated again using a modified equation set from Steinberg (1976, 1977), which relates ω
the to the radius of the resulting maar crater (ro), and with the terms listed for Equation 2.1,
includes the atmospheric pressure at sea level (P) and the cohesive strength of the rock (σ):
ω = ro/(0.6 + log [{Xm 4π ρr g}/{2.4 sin3θ sin2θ (ρr ωg + P + σ)}]
(Eq. 2.2)
With all the parameters listed in the equation known, including the radius of the postshot crater – which requires a good level of preservation not always, but frequently, observed
(White & Ross, 2011) – the depth of a discrete phreatomagmatic blast was calculated. For a
113m maar crater (East), the depth of explosion which is capable of ejecting a large 3m block
up to 700m from the vent at an initial angle of 63 degrees is approximately 43-45m, noted by
Self et al., (1980) to be at roughly the same level as the water table at the site of the maar,
implying phreatomagmatic explosions were highly likely to have occurred at this depth. This
useful calculation, although seemingly accurate and taking into account many physical
parameters of the maar volcano and its surrounding environment, does not directly take into
account the kinetic energy released during the blast, nor can it ascertain the total driving
energy – both mechanical and thermal – of the eruption or of the individual blasts. In
particular, the dynamics of the discrete blasts themselves, from their generation to their
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method of entraining juvenile and accessory volcaniclastic masses, are impossible to
determine from the equations and post-eruption observations listed in this study.
Nevertheless, it still represents a relatively recent attempt at quantitatively assessing the “most
commonly cited example of an historic maar eruption”.
From this point in time onwards, extremely little work of this type – applying
quantitative methods to assess the physical nature of the discrete phreatomagmatic blasts that
form maar craters – was conducted, right up until the last two decades. Authors such as G.
Valentine, P-S. Ross, J. Taddeucci, and J.D.L. White have begun to use experimental
volcanology and quantitative techniques to address, clarify and build upon the pre-existing
knowledge of maar volcanoes referenced above. Their work will be introduced and heavily
referenced in each subsequent chapter of the thesis, from the smaller bench-scale
experimental volcanology work to the larger scale field-based detonation studies.
As is clear, maar volcanoes do not have a typical eruption sequence; nevertheless, in
all cases, there appears to be a transitioning between a phreatomagmatic eruption phase to a
(frequently calmer) magmatic eruption phase as the supply of groundwater in contact with the
magmatic source dwindles. Furthermore, the triggering mechanism of the phreatomagmatic
phase appears to be the interaction of groundwater, not surface water, with a feeder dyke or
magmatic source beneath the surface. Maar volcanoes are always roughly symmetrical open
craters that are excavated into a substrate, and always have an elevated rim. A tephra ring of
ejected material surrounds the crater(s), and always varies in radius, componentry type
(juvenile, accessory or composite), volumetric proportions, and fragmentation degree.
Certainly, the combination of direct observations and eyewitness accounts of the eruption
sequence, and the sedimentological and volcanological work of scientists provides excellent
detail of the eruption sequence itself. However, at this point, it is also cleat that the processes
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that form the diatremes, and the energetics behind the crater forming explosions, are not
possible to definitively ascertain from fieldwork alone.
White & Ross, (2011) in their detailed review of maar-diatreme volcanoes, conclude
with a synthesis of their sedimentological architecture and implied volcanological nature.
Taking into account the complex and often overlapping eruptive processes interpreted to
occur based on the sedimentology of the edifices, they state that:

“…most diatremes show evidence of cool deposition (absence of welding in the lower
diatreme and type I upper diatreme deposits), episodic processes (multiple ejecta-ring layers,
multiple beds in the upper diatreme, and cross-cutting structures in the lower and upper
diatreme), strong or buttressed diatreme walls (steep pipe walls), in-ground energy release
(broken-up country rock), and where preservation extends to the pre-eruptive ground surface,
particle distribution by ballistic trajectories and pyroclastic density currents (ejecta rings).”

It is beyond any reasonable doubt that the existence of multiple, discrete
phreatomagmatic blasts of relatively low temperatures and varying mechanical energies
occur during the formation and evolution of a maar-diatreme system. However, the complex
recycling and redistribution of material within the diatreme, and the varying degrees to which
volcaniclasts are removed from the volcano, mean that the particle mixing and entraining that
presumably occurs within the conduit(s), are difficult to describe. Consequently, White &
Ross, (2011) seek an explanation for such particle mixing within the diatreme that is
consistent with eruptions that utilize pulsatory, small-volume events over the volcano’s
lifetime.
Debris jets are invoked (e.g. Ross et al., 2008a,b; White & Ross, 2011; Bowman et
al., 2014) to explain the particle mixing within diatremes: discrete phreatomagmatic blasts
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occurring within the vent produce a pressure wave and gas expansion phase that remove both
the pre-existing substrate and any new juvenile material created in the eruption to varying
degrees, depending on how powerful each blast is. Repeated debris jets will cause increased
mixing and homogenization of the diatreme structure.
The passage of such debris jets are assumed to be unpreserved, however; in fact, only
the final debris jet is assumed to leave a sedimentary record of well-contrasted columnar
forms, as any pre-existing ones would have most likely been destroyed by any later-stage
blasts (Ross et al., 2008a,b; White & Ross, 2011; Lefebvre et al., 2013). Furthermore, any
subsequent subsidence caused by the debris jets loosening and weakening of the diatreme
structure would have further removed their sedimentary record. Once again, although the final
deposits are well preserved in maar-diatreme volcanoes, it seems their pulsatory, explosive
processes are not. Debris jets remain only a loose concept without any significant physical
description at this stage.
Worldwide, maar-diatreme systems form from a range of magmatic compositions with
highly variable volatile contents. For example, Kött et al., (1995) describe a rhyolitic maar,
Kurszlaukis & Lorenz, (1997) report a carbonatitic maar, and Ross et al., (2008a) references a
tholeiitic basaltic andesite maar-diatreme system. Nevertheless, despite this, they all show a
very similar range of physical characteristics, in both crater morphologies and their diatreme
architectures. This is certain; what is decidedly uncertain is that there is no agreement on what
drives the country rock excavation and how this type of volcano evolves during an eruption to
produce the range of similar deposits observed across the planet. There are, however, two
prevailing hypotheses on the generalized processes that generate maar volcanoes and their
subsequent diatreme architectures, as the next section outlines.
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6. Morphological features: craters and crater rims

6.1. Common features

The distinction between syn-eruptive craters and post-eruptive craters, both
geomorphological terms, must be stressed here: a post-eruptive crater (post-shot crater)
remains at the termination of the eruptive process and undergoes separate processes to the
syn-eruptive crater (transient crater). In order to compare common morphological features,
only the post-shot crater will be discussed here, as it represents the end of the volcanic
eruptive sequence.
The post-shot craters are approximately radially symmetrical, and are always
depressions cut into the pre-eruptive ground surface. White & Ross, (2011) note that the
typical diameters of post-eruptive craters in Quaternary maars are predominantly in the range
of 200-1500m, whilst the depths range between 10-300m, taking into account post-eruptive
sedimentary modification where necessary. Thus, the newest maar craters have a diameter to
depth ratios between 3:1 and 7:1. The steepness of the crater walls varies between subhorizontal and 20° angles, (White & Ross, 2011); in some cases, maar craters with
particularly steep crater walls of up to 70° from the horizontal plane are known, but are
extremely likely to collapse in on themselves shortly after they have formed, as summarised
by Barnett, (2008).
Crater sediments can be divided into fallback sedimentation and ejecta. These terms
are defined in Section 2.2 as Fallback, which refers to material, lifted by the explosion, which
has subsequently fallen back into the transient crater, and the ejecta, referring to material
permanently ejected by the explosion, landing on or beyond the rim of the post-shot crater.
Thus, the fallback sediment represents the material that forms the crater infill. In either case,
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both types of deposit contain mixtures of juvenile and accessory material. As aforementioned,
upon forming, maar craters produce a range of initial ballistics and entrained particles, but in
many cases a much larger proportion of them consist of accessory material rather than
juvenile material (9:1 in many cases {White & Ross, 2011}). The particle size/degree of
fragmentation of the fallback sediment is of course proportional to the initial explosion
energy, the frequency and duration of any recapitulation and welding processes, and the
lithic’s original consolidation degree.
Participation in the 2012 Hopi Buttes volcanic field workshop in Arizona, USA, which
was dominantly structured around fieldwork by White, (1991a,b) and Lefebvre et al., (2012),
revealed a complex mix of sedimentary forms within the maar craters. The maar craters,
dating back to the late Miocene period, contained a mix of volcaniclastic deposits from not
just their own eruption sequences, but the deposits from proximal scoria cones; often, the
specific provenance of the volcaniclastic deposits was unclear. Thus, the crater infill in many
maar craters around the world may not just represent deposits from one single eruptive event,
but multiple different volcanic eruptions from different sources.
The individual, discrete blasts propelling ejecta out onto the maar ejecta rims often
form well-stratified sedimentary features, and the distinctions between the fallout from the
eruption column’s umbrella region and the later stage wet surges and pyroclastic density
currents are, depending on the degree of post-eruption erosional modification, very distinctive
from each other, as White & Ross, (2011) note. Although the maar crater morphologies are
roughly symmetrical, the post-eruption crater rims can occasionally be marginally asymmetric
based on the prevailing wind direction at the time (e.g. Moore et al., 1966; Kienle et al.,
1980). These stratified layers – consisting of mostly ash and lapilli, with some volcanic
bombs and blocks (Nairn, 1979; Sable et al., 2006; Lefebvre et al., 2012) – are known to
experience slumping and collapse (Lorenz, 1973; White, 1991a; Auer et al., 2007; White &
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Ross, 2011), but the reasons for their slumping, and any connection to the pattern of
explosions occurring during the eruption sequence, are currently ambiguous; the general
assumption is that it is related to continued diatreme excavation (Lorenz, 1973).

6.2. Formation mechanisms

Discrete explosions are well known to be responsible for the formations of craters –
experimental crater testing (e.g. Nordyke, 1961; Goto et al., 2001; Ohba et al., 2002;
Valentine et al., 2012) conclusively show that craters of predictable diameters can be
generated if the original explosive yield of a single explosive detonating at a set depth is
known (see Chapter 5). However, as Valentine et al., (2012) summarise, in terms of natural
maar craters, knowing whether a crater’s final morphology is determined by the single most
energetic explosive or is in fact a representation of a series of explosions over time at varying
depths is extremely difficult to determine, if at all. What is clear, however, from both
fieldwork (e.g. White & Ross, 2011 and references therein; Lefebvre et al., 2012) and
experimental field-scale explosive studies (see Chapter 5) is that the proportion of fallback
sedimentation to permanently removed ejecta is critical in determining the final depth and, to
a lesser extent, the diameter of the maar crater.
Taddeucci et al., (2010) show that the size of the final crater scales well with the
kinetic energy invested in the ballistics of the eruption sequence, particularly those not
affected by buoyancy and density contrasts – i.e. blocks and bombs. This study shows that the
largest explosions by energy released produce blocks that travel the furthest distances from
the source crater, as one would expect. Thus, the transient crater dimensions appear to be
proportional to the size of the largest explosion that occurs within the eruption sequence.
Larger explosions allow for greater accessory and juvenile mass to be permanently removed
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as ejecta during the eruption, and less material will fall back into the crater. Therefore, the
transient craters of more energetic eruptions can be assumed to be deeper and wider; however,
post-shot crater modification by slumping, wall collapse, and aeolian and fluvial
sedimentation can lead to a decrease in the overall crater depth over time (White & Ross,
2011). Lorenz & Kurszlaukis, (2007) highlight the problem of “mass deficiency”, wherein
immediately post-eruption, cavities within the diatreme structure sensitive to mass
overloading – crater infill – collapse, modifying the post-shot crater’s dimensions. In some
cases, the cavities are so voluminous that they are insensitive to the overlying mass and will
inevitably collapse regardless. In fact, post-shot crater modification via sedimentation
processes is considered by White & Ross, (2011) to be highly significant, although the
timescales over which these processes occur vary dramatically. Nevertheless, it is assumed
that most craters become wider and deeper with time due to these mass deficiency collapses
(e.g. Lorenz & Kurszlaukis, 2007; Geshi et al., 2011).
In any case, a single explosion, generated by phreatomagmatic activity at depth, will
generate a crater – if it is shallow enough, regardless of whether it is a “successful” or
“contained” blast (e.g. Lorenz, 1973; Goto et al., 2001; Valentine et al., 2012). However, as
White & Ross, (2011) note, maar craters are suspected to be formed by a series of tens or
hundreds of individual explosions. Thus, the energetics of the individual explosions is highly
significant when discussing the formation of maar craters, and the review by White & Ross,
(2011) does not state any specific explosion energies that are thought to be required to create
natural maar craters. Therefore, a major component of this thesis will be to investigate the
kinematics

and

energetics

of

maar-forming

mathematically.
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Figure 2.3 | An illustration of the two competing end-member models for maar-diatreme volcano
formation. The model to the left is the Incremental Growth Model favoured by Lorenz, (1973); the
model to the right is the Major Explosion Dominated Model, favoured by (Taddeucci et al., 2010). As
they are end-member models, they are considered to be mutually exclusive.

Two major crater forming models exist (Fig. 2.3) as of 2014: (1) the “major explosion
dominated model”, wherein the largest explosion during the eruption sequence is responsible
for the final dimensions of the maar crater, and (2) the “incremental growth model”,
wherein the cumulative effect of a succession of blasts – either as part of a stationary,
ascending or deepening explosion series – produces a depositional process wherein
subsidence through explosive activity, permanently removed ejecta and fallback
sedimentation forming crater infill compete; the integral cumulative effect forms a final crater
(Valentine et al., 2011). Some studies (e.g. Sato & Taniguchi, 1997; Taddeucci et al., 2010)
infer that the largest explosion dominates the crater forming process. In fact, as popularised
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by two highly referenced and debated studies (Lorenz, 1973; Lorenz, 1986), the prevailing
view until recently was that the explosive excavation in a maar-diatreme system is dominantly
a deepening explosive series, as the explosive MFCIs trace the gradually falling water table as
shallower groundwater is used up (e.g. Kienle, 1980; Self et al., 1980). However, fieldwork
by Ross & White, (2006) in Coombs Hills and Lefebvre et al., (2012) at Hopi Buttes (Section
7) showed evidence that spatter patterns within the country rock and diatreme walls indicated
that explosive deposition of juvenile material can occur during both ascending and
descending blast patterns.
Other studies (e.g. Valentine et al., 2011) conclude that the incremental growth model
(Lorenz, 1973; Lorenz, 1986) makes more sense for some craters, such as the Lunar crater in
Nevada, USA, without conclusively determining the vertical blast pattern. White & Ross,
(2011) represents a review that is currently undecided on the issue, although there is a slight
bias towards the latter model as a focus on sedimentation processes, both syn- and posteruption, are emphasised in the text. The issue of which model – and which type of explosive
excavation series – is the dominant one is one of the greatest unanswered questions in
volcanology, one that this study will experimentally address.

7. Morphological features: diatremes and root zones

7.1. Common features

The diatreme structure represents the overall subsurface structure cut into the preeruption substrate. As defined in Section 2.2, a diatreme is a cylindrical to cone-shaped infill
of volcaniclastic juvenile and accessory lithics underlying a maar crater, generated during the
eruptive sequence through a mixture of debris jet inception and fallback sedimentation. The
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diatreme deposits are the primary volcaniclastic infill of the diatreme structure. The structure
itself can be segmented into the upper diatreme – deposits that are bedded pyroclastic deposits
enclosed within the diatreme, potentially cross cut by non-bedded zones of volcaniclastic
material – and the lower diatreme – deposits that are typically unbedded pyroclastic deposits.
Below this, the intra-diatreme fragmentation zone is the zone of chaotic irregular form
consisting of coherent and clastic rock not in contact with the country rock. They are situated
within the diatreme at depths shallower than the root zone and are thought to be the zone
responsible for the genesis of phreatomagmatic explosions. Beneath this, the root zone
represents a region of a mixture of unconsolidated and consolidated clastic rocks at the base
of the diatreme, but above the feeder dyke, and always contains a magmatic component.
Considerable detail regarding the sedimentology of the diatreme deposits are given in
White & Ross, (2011); as this thesis focuses on their generation, the structural componentry
and generalized sedimentology only – summarised by the aforementioned review paper – will
be outlined here, with a focus on their inception processes. For simplification purposes, the
term “diatreme” here encompasses both kimberlitic and non-kimberlitic diatremes. Fig. 2.4
represents all the morphological features described below.
1) The Upper Diatreme. Generally speaking, upper diatreme deposits are well-bedded
volcaniclastic infill, containing a mixture of accessory and (not always, but usually)
juvenile material. The proportion of accessory to juvenile material depends on a variety
of factors, including the excavation energy of the blasts (and therefore the degree of
material permanently removed from the diatreme) and the amount of magma involved
in the eruption versus the pre-existing accessory lithics. Diatremes do not necessarily
have to contain upper diatreme deposits: in some cases, the explosion energy of the
eruption is enough to cause a significant degree of fragmentation and permanent
material removal from the upper diatreme zone, leaving only unbedded deposits behind
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akin to the lower diatreme zone deposits; in other cases, fluvial processes remove
considerable amounts of upper diatreme material before it has time to settle and form
layered strata. White & Ross, (2011) distinguish between two types of upper diatreme
deposits based on fieldwork on (1) the Missouri River Breaks diatremes, USA and the
Mwadui kimberlites, Tanzania as described by (Stienfenhofer & Farrow, 2004), and (2)
the Hopi Buttes volcanic field (identified by White, 1991a) respectively.
i. Type I. These are subsidence-based deposits that form during the explosive
excavation processes that occur during the eruption sequence. Rings faults,
centralized sagging features and relatively constant inward dipping of the
diatreme wall-country rock contact all point towards subsidence. They are often
crosscut by unbedded volcaniclastic material though to have been brought up
from lower sections of the diatreme by explosion-driven discrete jets. Thus, these
deposits are a proxy for high-energy depositional processes.
ii. Type II. These deposits are thought to form post-excavation – and thus posteruption – and do not appear to be driven by subsidence, but rather low-energy
depositional processes. The syn-eruptive crater at the terminus of the eruption
sequence undergoes sedimentation by fluvial sediment settling, and in some cases
the deposits can extend to the pre-eruption surface, effectively stopping the
formation of a post-eruptive maar crater.
2) The Lower Diatreme. In contrast, lower diatreme deposits, as summarised by White
& Ross, (2011), are well-mixed, lack bedding, and represent a chaotic mix of juvenile
and accessory fragmented particles from various sources but with a broad textural and
lithological consistency (Clement & Reid, 1989). Ross & White, (2006) describe the
relatively well-preserved and well-exposed Coombs Hills diatremes (Antarctica) as
showing extremely weak layering, containing a range of fragmented and crosscutting
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rafts of country rock isolated within the pyroclastic deposits. Rafts of variably oriented
bedded tuff and lapilli tuff are also noted to occur within the largely unbedded
pyroclastic infill in this zone. Similar chaotic features are noted at Hopi Buttes
(Standing Rocks West and Round Butte exposures), with an emphasis made on the
very weak layering. Evidence for upwards, convex points within the bedded, upper
diatreme zone indicate that the upper diatreme deposits can still be forming via
sedimentation as the lower diatreme deposits are being emplaced. Diffuse margins
between depositional zones within the lower diatreme and the lack of consolidation
within the deposits suggest that they are emplaced often as mobilised granular mass
flows, perhaps as the result of discrete jets of debris. The subsidence of the lower
diatreme zone, post-formation, is more likely than in the upper diatreme zone,
primarily due to the highly fragmented and unconsolidated nature of the deposits. Fault
slices (laterally moving sections of the lower diatreme wall into the unbedded
sediments), megablock raft subsidence (large sections of the wall falling away into the
central lower diatreme), and generalized bulk subsidence (entire sections of the lower
diatreme sink into the basal region under the influence of gravitationally-driven mass
slumping) are frequent occurrences here.
3) Root Zones and Intra-Diatreme Fragmentation Zones. These are the most chaotic
and most poorly preserved regions of the maar-diatreme volcanic system. Root zones
represent the diatreme-dyke transition, and as such show a gradation, often highly
ruptured by presumed explosive activity, from brecciated lower diatreme deposits to
increasing proportions of coherent igneous rock originating from the feeder dykes.
Lorenz & Kurszlaukis, (2007) attribute the suspected explosive activity generating the
brecciated transition zone to an unsustainable increase in pore-pressure within low
permeability igneous and metamorphic host rocks. However, they make a significant
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omission: the possibility that phreatomagmatic activity could be responsible. IntraDiatreme Fragmentation Zones are identified by White & Ross, (2011), based
primarily on fieldwork in the Hopi Buttes volcanic field (e.g. White, 1991a,b; Lefebvre
et al., 2012) as nested diatremes: diatremes within larger, pre-existing diatremes.
Within the smaller diatremes, the original country rock is not altered: it has already
been fragmented by the larger diatremes’ associated phreatomagmatism, which
precedes the (possibly explosive) emergence of the smaller ones.

Figure 2.4 | A schematic diagram illustrating the Coombs Hills diatreme complex in Antarctica,
as interpreted (and modified from) White & McClintock, (2001); taken from White & Ross, (2011).
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7.2. Formation mechanisms

This wealth of sedimentological data may suggest that many hypothesized formation
mechanisms exist for diatreme structures, but as evidenced by White & Ross, (2011) there
are, in reality, very few. Whereas the post-eruption sedimentation processes are describable
from fieldwork studies, the actual original inception of the diatreme structures is considerably
less well known. This brings the discussion onto the theory of debris jets. As defined in
Section 2.2, a “debris jet” in volcanology can be defined as an explosion-generated upward
moving low-density mixture of pyroclastic debris and gases, propelled into a pre-existing,
non-fluidised, non-consolidated mass (Ross et al., 2008b). They have been specifically
inferred from deposits of maar-diatreme volcanic systems; the material mobilised by debris
jets is inferred to have penetrated through the overlying material, and the jet either breaches or
fails to breach the surface of the system (as described or inferred by Lorenz and Kurszlaukis,
2007; Ross et al., 2008a,b; Taddeucci et al., 2010; Lefebvre et al., 2013). In maar-diatreme
systems, debris jet(s) are thought to directly, characteristically shape the diatreme-structure
infill through the initial explosive expansion followed by within-cavity sedimentation plus or
minus surface eruptive effects (Ross et al., 2008a,b; White & Ross, 2011). It is assumed that
debris jets happen synchronously with the explosive phreatomagmatic, discrete blasts (Ross et
al., 2008b), but beyond this, little is known of their physical nature. Certainly, their
entrainment of particles within the system, their eruptive characteristics, and their depositional
mechanisms are all but resolved at present, with the exception of the interpretation of the
experiments conducted by Ross et al., (2008a,b). As debris jets are thought to represent the
major phase governing the formation of the subsurface structures of maar-diatreme systems,
and are also thought to represent the process directly following on from an explosion that may
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or may not generate a maar crater at the surface, an investigation into their physics and
inception is absolutely essential for understanding maar-diatreme systems as a whole.
	
  
8. Process markers and preservation potential

Maar volcanoes are the second most common type of volcano by total number (White
& Ross, 2011) but their formation is rarely observed or scientifically recorded. Thus, their
formation mechanisms are fairly speculative (e.g. Lorenz, 2003; Ross & White, 2006; Section
2.5), with only very limited quantifiable evidence yet available. Nevertheless, they are well
preserved as they often intersect the water table at various depths within dominantly lacustrine
palaeoenvironments (White & Ross, 2011). This low-energy environment inhibits erosional
processes, and preserves the edifice, particularly the diatreme. Furthermore, as water and
lacustrine sediment begins to infill the crater and any of the diatreme structure that has
subsided over time, these volcanic structures often act as particularly sensitive climate
recorders (e.g. Zolitschka et al., 2000).
However, as is now clear, the processes that lead to the generation of maar-diatreme
volcanoes, and their associated explosive energetics, are not particularly well preserved at all.
Thus, it could be said that the sedimentological architecture is extremely well preserved, with
some particularly excellent field exposures in Antarctica (White & McClintock, 2001;
McClintock & White, 2006) and Hopi Buttes in Arizona, (White & Ross, 1991a,b; Lefebvre
et al., 2012; 2013), but the processes that cause their formation and continued evolution are
often not, based on the most contemporary literature on the topic.
There are two primary factors contributing to the structural collapse of maar
volcanoes: environmental erosion, and the violent eruption sequence itself. In the case of the
former, Suhr et al., (2006) indicate that crater subsidence continues long after the post-shot
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crater is generated, and the eruption sequence has ceased. In many cases, such as in New
Zealand’s Rotomahana maar-diatreme volcanic system (Nairn, 1979; May et al., in press), this
is because a lacustrine environment begins to form in and around the depression craters,
which are naturally excellent reservoirs for rainwater. The unconsolidated granular sediment
that is often the geomorphological basis of the maar craters, already highly fractured during
the eruption sequence, is weighed down by the additional meteoric water. The diagenetic
compaction of the lower layers of the edifice, combined with the additional hydrostatic
pressure and the lubrication of the sediments, increases the likelihood of crater subsidence
into the upper segment of the diatreme. In the case of the latter, as is clearly evident from
fieldwork in Hopi Buttes, Arizona (Lefebvre et al., 2012), the root zone, intra-diatreme
fragmentation zone, and the lower and upper diatreme segments are all highly fragmented, as
would be expected if their generation involved tens of hundreds of phreatomagmatic
explosions over a short period of time (Lefebvre et al., 2013). The cumulative eruption
fragmentation energy is likely to be high enough to cause an extreme degree of accessory
country rock fracturing (White & Ross, 2011 and references therein). When the eruption
ceases, the remaining diatreme structure is full of structural weaknesses, making it very likely
that over time, it will at least partly collapse in on itself under lithostatic overburden pressure
or the formation of a lacustrine environment and subsequent increased groundwater flow
(Lorenz, 1986). As such, although the craters and diatremes are relatively well preserved due
to their burial within a low energy environment, the subsidence and collapse processes distort
the record of the explosive processes that have occurred within the volcanic system.
A recent study on the Suoana crater in Miyakejima Volcano, Japan by Geshi et al.,
(2011) contained a detailed description of the sedimentological architecture of a highly
exposed, subvertical cross section of a diatreme. The maar crater itself dates back to the 7th
century. As the authors note, the internal structure and the evolution of the maar-diatreme
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system is still under heavy debate as the processes that produce them are not preserved either
at all or in their entirety. Pirrung et al., (2003) and Lindqvist & Lee, (2009) are cited as two
examples wherein the drill holes have reached the upper level of the diatreme structure – a
rare occurrence. Geshi et al., (2011) continue:

“In old and exposed diatremes the connection between the diatreme and the former volcanic
landform and its volcanic succession is based on indirect evidence because the volcanic
edifices are eroded away,” citing the work of Pittari et al., (2008) on the Orion Central
kimberlite volcanic complex in Saskatchewan as an example. “It is, therefore, difficult to
determine the relationship between the eruption style reconstructed from the ejecta tephra of a
maar and the explosion process occurring within the diatreme. These exposed diatremes,
however are often old and their pyroclastic assemblages, if preserved, are commonly strongly
altered and/or have suffered diagenetic changes that have strongly modified the original
texture of the original rocks.” [Italics added for emphasis]

In summary, they open their study of a maar-diatreme system with a preface stating
that although field examples of these volcanoes are often well-preserved in terms of the
wealth of deposits they leave behind post-eruption, but the processes that lead to their
formation, and the process that link the surface crater with the diatreme, are very
difficult to determine, and can only be indirectly interpreted.
The Suoana crater is described as a typical maar-diatreme volcano, comprising of a
roughly symmetrical crater with an elevated rim and containing crater infill, a diatreme, a
feeder dyke, and a maar ejecta ring. In most respects, the diatreme structure described by
Geshi et al., (2011) matches up with the generalised description of the diatreme given in the
review by White & Ross, (2011).
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In their discussion of the phreatomagmatic explosions that are interpreted to have
occurred during the formation of this particular diatreme structure, Geshi et al., (2011) make
several key conclusions: (1) the glassy juvenile, low vesicularity juvenile volcanoloclasts, and
the contraction cracks on and the chilled surfaces of the juvenile and accessory clasts within
the diatreme provides evidence for magma-water interaction – in other words, explosive
MFCIs; (2) the stratified tephra deposits suggested pulsatory blast patterns within the volcanic
system; (3) the lack of surface water implies than a shallow groundwater source was the
coolant primarily responsible for explosively interacting with the magmatic source (4) in this
case, the petrology of the tephra ring suggests a transitioning from a “dry and magmatic”
eruption phase to a phreatomagmatic one as the overall eruption sequence progressed. It is
suggested the increased access to groundwater through the explosive fracturing of the host
rock capping the aquifer caused this transition, but this is not definitively resolved; (5) The
phreatomagmatic activity in the diatreme caused both the ejection of volcaniclasts from the
proto-diatreme and the collapse of the overlying material into a newly formed cavity.
Although Geshi et al., (2011) present a very recent and very detailed study on the
sedimentological architecture of an extremely well exposed diatreme structure, their initial
preface – stating that the processes connecting the diatreme and the maar crater, and the
processes leading to the formation of both are still under debate and can only be indirectly
interpreted – has not lost any of its pertinence. The major conclusions of this paper concur
with those of the review by White & Ross, (2011), and fundamentally do not address three
outstanding issues with regards to maar-diatreme volcanoes: (1) the pattern of blasts within
the diatreme are unresolved; (2) the energetics of the blasts are not ascertained, and (3)
the physical characteristics of the debris jets, which connect the blasts with the
entrainment and distribution of volcaniclastic material through the volcanic system, are
not described. This is of course no fault of the authors of the otherwise comprehensive
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sedimentological study on the Suoana crater and its diatreme; rather, as they clearly state from
the outset, a field example of a maar-diatreme volcano can be exceedingly well preserved, but
the processes that occur within them syn-eruption are almost certainly not. This discrepancy is
arguably the greatest contemporary challenge facing maar-diatreme volcanologists.

9. Hopi Buttes Volcanic Field

Work at Hopi Buttes Volcanic Field in Arizona, USA represents the most recent major
addition to maar-diatreme volcanism through fieldwork. Significantly, in this case, this
fieldwork study focuses on the explosive processes that are likely to have occurred during the
formation and evolution of said volcanoes.
The Hopi Buttes Volcanic Field is a late Miocene to early Pliocene volcanic field
containing a plethora of volcanic landforms, including but not limited to scoria cones, lava
flows, tephra fall deposits, vents within palaeo-lacustrine environments to varying depths, and
aeolian dunes. Significantly, the field contains closely spaced maar-diatreme volcanoes
containing mixed deposits from a range of eruptions, making their provenance difficult to
ascertain. Nevertheless, the preservation of the maar-diatreme volcanoes in this field is high
enough to allow for detailed fieldwork studies to take place here, and in particular, two recent
studies, stemming from the earlier fieldwork of White, (1991a,b), have led to major advances
in the understanding of not only the sedimentology of the edifices, but of the subterranean
explosive processes – and their associated energetics – that take place during their formation
and evolution.
In a study by Lefebvre et al., (2013), the unbedded architecture of the Standing Rocks
West diatreme within the Hopi Buttes volcanic field, along with the volumes and sources of
the wall rock, was determined through fieldwork techniques, including mapping and
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sedimentological logging. The interpretation of the diatreme focused on the multiple,
subvertical columns found within the upper diatreme. These were determined to represent
multiple, ephemeral-conduit deposits containing well-mixed, poorly sorted, composite and
juvenile pyroclastic-rich lithologies. These were formed through consecutive, cumulative,
small explosions fed by a low flux of basaltic magma. Later phases of weak damped, shifting
blasts, alternating between shallow and intermediate depths within the diatreme, led to the
recycling and recapitulation of the pre-existing pyroclastic material. The relative weakness of
the phreatomagmatic blasts propagating through the diatreme were approximated by
determining the absolute volumes of wall-rock clasts, pyroclasts and matrix removed from the
diatreme by said explosions. By treating the diatreme edifice – from the palaeosurface to the
feeder dyke – as an inverted cone, and by performing multiple clast counts, simple geometric
and volumetric calculations were made: the distribution of the juvenile and accessory
components of the diatreme were ascertained. Thus, this study represents a quantitative
analysis of a maar-diatreme system with regards to its mobilized lithic componentry, and
importantly, it relates this data to the explosive energetics of the eruption. However, from this
study, it was not possible to calculate or estimate the specific energies behind the
phreatomagmatic phase. Furthermore, the fieldwork suggests that jets of debris were
generated by these pulsatory explosions, leading to the ejection or entrainment of pyroclastic
material within the maar-diatreme volcano: unfortunately, it is not possible to ascertain from
fieldwork the physical characteristics of these debris jets, or precisely how they are generated.
An earlier study by Lefebvre et al., (2012), a fieldwork study at Castle Butte Trading
Post within the same volcanic field, looked at the sedimentological architecture to determine
both the source and pattern of such intra-diatreme blast patterns. Spatter dykes, dykes
consisting of magmatic spatter patterns, are determined to represent the transition from the
coherent feeder dyke to a pyroclastic dispersion phase. They consist of packages of bedded,
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variably welded, lithic-rich, incipiently vesicular spatter patterns interspersed with wall rock
debris, and are approximately one order of magnitude wider than the source feeder dykes.
Essentially, these spatter patterns were formed when pulsatory, weak, intermittent discrete
blasts, concurrent with the fragmentation of the conduit walls and the mobilization and
entrainment of pyroclasts and wall rock lithics, occurred within the diatreme. These blasts,
traced by the spatter dykes, moved both lateral and vertically, both up and down the diatreme
zone.
Although this paper draws qualitative conclusions, it does begin to assess the physical
nature and possible vertical and lateral propagation of the phreatomagmatic blasts that
produced the final diatreme structure, and thus once again represents an important advance in
the field of maar-diatreme volcanism. However, once again, the quantitative nature of the
explosive activity forming and driving the maar-diatreme volcano is unknown.
The review by White & Ross, (2011) concludes with a look forwards to future
research on maar-diatreme volcanism; in particular, the combination of high-quality outcrops
of diatreme deposits, geochemical analysis of fresh material, and petrographic analysis are the
three types of research highlighted as paving the way for future advances in the field. It is
worth noting that experimental work on the subject is not mentioned at this point, for two
reasons: firstly, it is comparatively rare to find experimental work focused on maar-diatreme
volcanology compared to fieldwork studies on the subject; second, experimental volcanology
is a relatively new form of volcanology in general. Thus, it seems only pertinent that this
study will combine not only experimental volcanology work – at both bench- and field-scales
– but it will also utilize mathematical modelling of maar-diatreme systems to provide a new,
hybrid angle on this type of volcanism. With regards to mathematical modelling, it is also
worth highlighting that it is not mentioned once throughout the entire review paper, arguably
indicating its current underuse in the subject of maar-diatreme volcanism.
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The Lefebvre et al., (2013) type of fieldwork-based study represents both incremental
but major gains in the understanding of maar-diatreme volcanoes; nevertheless, as in all major
field studies of these volcanoes, there is very little quantitative analysis. This is of no fault of
the authors of the study: although well preserved, maar-diatreme volcanic systems are
difficult to extract quantitative data from, aside from – broadly speaking – crater diameters,
depths and their associated diatreme sizes. Without quantitative analyses on maar-diatreme
volcanoes, these dominantly qualitative studies will not be able to properly confirm or
invalidate their theories on maar-diatreme volcanism using corroborating or conflicting
physics-based evidence. Of course, scientific theories should not rely on mere
experimentation alone – but equally, they should not rely on fieldwork alone – and thus, the
major objective of this thesis is two-fold: first, to investigate whether or not experimental
modeling is able to viably, repeatedly, and accurately reproduce – qualitatively-speaking
– the sedimentological architecture of maar-diatreme systems; second, to quantitatively
scale the experimental runs with the natural examples, to verify the viability of preexisting theories and nascent, newly-formed hypotheses on their physical nature.
This thesis represents an experimental and mathematical modelling approach to the
unanswered questions presented, and alluded to, in this chapter. So in summary: what
unanswered questions regarding maar-diatreme volcanic systems will this thesis will be able
to tackle?
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10. Subsidence and Porosity

Although there is plenty of literature on the subject of subsidence in maar-diatreme
volcanic systems, it will not be covered in this literature review chapter for several reasons:
(1) syn-eruption subsidence is covered by the experiments, but is primarily controlled by
cavity duration and morphology – controlled by several factors (see Chapter 4); (2) the
unchanging porosity of the bench-scale experiments does not allow for compaction (Chapters
3 and 4), and little compaction occurred during the field-scale blasts due to the relatively low
consolidation value of the materials used (Chapter 5); (3) changing porosity through digenesis
(Auer et al., 2007; Ross et al., 2011; White & Ross, 2011) is only relevant to natural
examples, not the bench- or field-scale experiments. Subsidence – particularly post-eruption
subsidence – cannot be accurately accounted for in this thesis, and thus it will not be
discussed further here.
In addition, it was clear post-experimentation that the debris jets and their decoupled
cavitation and granular fountaining (Chapter 3) provided myself with a phenomenon that
required intense investigation, with the published paper resulting from this requiring almost a
year of debate. As this set the precedent for syn-eruptive, rather than post-eruptive processes,
post-eruptive subsidence was deemed less important. In any case, the materials used in the
experiments – particularly the glass beads in Chapters 3 and 4 – had little ability to compact
and alter their porosity; thus, naturally-occurring subsidence was thought not to be well
represented by these experiments.
A recent study on subsidence can be directly contrasted with my experiments: Roche
et al., (2001) created a subsidence set up using a silicone (Newtonian) material as a magma
proxy and a sand and plaster surface (Mohr-Coulomb) material. The silicone was allowed to
collapse into an under-pressurised reservoir at different rates and with different silicone mass
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aspect ratios to examine the differences in flow and subsidence regimes. Under a low-aspect
ratio (<1), a cohesive piston forms; under a high-aspect ratio (>1), there is a chaotic, faulting
block than leads to the generation of a cavity. Moderate aspect ratios (1) display subsurface
collapse prior to a sudden surface collapse.
These experiments show subsidence pre- or post-eruption, something my experiments
are not able to show. The materials used in the Roche et al., (2001) experiments are designed
to test for aspect ratio and cohesive effects on subsidence. Glass beads are a fluid-like
granular material, and the materials used in the field-scale blasts are more akin to granular
materials than either of the two used in the Roche et al., (2001) experiments. Simply put, my
experiments can only show syn-eruptive subsidence, not pre- or post-, but there are
experimental rigs out there specifically designed to test for this.
Porosity is necessary for hydrodynamic fluid to be able to access the root zone in
maar-diatreme volcanic systems; it controls transmissivity and storativity; the initial and posteruptive porosity are important for the likelihood of explosive MFCI events, (e.g. Ross et al.,
2011). The destruction of porosity (e.g. Bjørlykke, 1988; Searl, 1994) is another important
issue that, although occurring naturally, is an aspect these experiments did not set out to test.
Porosity is, for the most part, constant for monodisperse glass beads, so the destruction of
porosity cannot be investigated on a bench-scale (Chapters 3 and 4). At field-scale (Chapter
5), the objective of the experiments was not to investigate changes in porosity.
	
  

11. Summary and Key Questions

This chapter will be referred to in detail when discussing the results of the forthcoming
bench-scale and field-scale analogue experiments and mathematical modelling. As is clear
from the above synthesis of the most up to date interpretation of maar-diatreme systems, from
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their formation to their depositional processes, a lot of headway has been made in the last few
decades, but there are still many aspects that are the focus of competing, contradicting
models. Furthermore, there are sections of the current consensus on maar-diatreme systems
that are founded on assumptions that have very little evidence to support them, particularly
with regards to the inception of, and the mechanics of, debris jets. Although a wealth of
unanswered questions could be selected as targets for a study on experimental analogues for
maar-diatreme systems, I have chosen the four most pertinent; those that have the most farreaching consequences if they are answered:(1) Which models of maar-diatreme system formation are more likely to occur in
nature? Fig. 2.3 illustrates the competing models, of which there are three. The
first represents the “major explosion dominated model”, wherein the largest
explosion during the eruption sequence is responsible for the final dimensions of
the maar crater, regardless of the change in blast pattern during the eruption
sequence. The second represents the “ascending blast incremental growth model”,
wherein the cumulative effect of a succession of blasts as part of an ascending
explosion series produces a depositional process wherein the integral effect of
subsidence through explosive activity, permanently removed ejecta and fallback
sedimentation forming crater infill forms a final crater. The third is precisely the
same, but with a deepening series of explosions: the “descending blast incremental
growth model”. The first model can be seen as being energetically dominated,
whereas the second and third are sedimentation dominated.
(2) Are there any subsurface sedimentary features that are indicative of the
explosion pattern within the diatreme? So far, the literature makes it clear that
slumping, both syn- and post-eruption, have distinct sedimentary signals.
However, little indication is given to the sedimentary signals left behind by
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explosive excavation processes apart from the relative degree of fragmentation of
the lower diatreme deposits. Is it possible the vertical pattern of explosions can be
determined from any of the subsurface sedimentary structures, as Lefebvre et al.,
(2012, 2013) began to do?
(3) Do debris jets occur concurrently with the gas expansion phase of the
explosions occurring within the system, or are they more complex than this?
The physical nature of debris jets is very poorly understood. As they are
considered to be instrumental in generating the structures seen within maardiatreme systems, this will be the first question to be addressed.
(4) Is water incidental or instrumental as a driver of maar-diatreme volcanic
system formation? Water is clearly present in all maar-diatreme volcanic
environments, but its relative significance, or lack thereof, is unclear at present.
Can explosive gas decompression events lead to the formation of maar-diatreme
sedimentary structures without being generated by deep-seated explosive MFCI
blasts?

Although the fieldwork studies presented above have produced exemplary advances in
the understanding of the sedimentological architecture, eruption sequences, and the evolution
of maar-diatreme volcanoes over time, there are several threads of research that fieldwork
cannot currently build on. The formation mechanisms and the associated explosive energetics
of maar-diatreme volcanoes are currently open to a lot of interpretation, and it is in this area
that I wish to investigate through experimental means – bench-scale and field-scale detonation
analogue experiments – and mathematical, thermodynamics-based modeling. At the start of
each subsequent chapter, an introduction to the most contemporary bench- or field-scale
experiments will be summarized, leading into the experimental runs conducted for this thesis.
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The mathematical chapter will include a summarization of the thermodynamics concepts used
in the model presented. Throughout the thesis, the quantitative and qualitative results of the
experiments and models will be directly linked to fieldwork-based studies. Furthermore, the
results of each model will be quantitatively scaled to not only each other, but to pre-existing
experiments and relevant historical volcanic and nuclear blasts.
At this point, the introduction to experimental volcanology can begin, firstly giving
some background into the pioneering experiments by Ross et al., (2008a,b), the precursors to
the bench-scale experiments conducted for this study.
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3 - Simulating maar-diatreme systems in bench-scale experiments Part I:
“Discrete blasts in granular material yield two-stage process of cavitation
and granular fountaining”

Based on the manuscript of Andrews et al., (2014) – lead author

Chapter summary
A discrete blast within granular material, such as a single subterranean explosion within a
debris-filled diatreme structure, is typically considered to produce a single uprush of material.
Our experiments demonstrate that apparent "debris jet deposits" can be formed by a two-stage
process of cavitation and subsequent granular fountaining. Bench-scale experiments reported
here demonstrate that for a range of overpressures and depths, individual, discrete, buried gas
blasts open space and expel particles from the blast site in two largely decoupled stages.
Expanding gas initially pierces material nearest the blast source to open a cavity above it; then
a fountain of grains rises from the source into the cavity. This staged motion dynamically
segregates source grains from host-material grains, and the rates of cavity opening vs.
fountain rise show a power-law decay relationship with initial pressure. This experimental
analysis has implications for maar-diatreme systems, field-scale detonation experiments, and
underground nuclear testing.
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1. Introduction

A “debris jet” in volcanology can be defined as an explosion-generated upward
moving low-density mixture of pyroclastic debris and gases, propelled into a pre-existing,
non-fluidised, non-consolidated mass (Ross et al., 2008b). They are thought to dynamically
shape the diatreme structure through the initial explosive expansion followed by processes of
subsurface sedimentation and associated subsidence (White & Ross, 2011). Gases rapidly
expand and propagate upward towards the surface during any discrete explosion at depth
within a granular host; these overpressurised gases may be carrying particles generated at the
explosion site [e.g. bomb casings, “active” phreatomagmatic particles (Büttner et al., 2002)]
and particles entrained from the granular host surrounding the site. They have been
specifically inferred from deposits of maar-diatreme volcanic systems (Lorenz & Kurszlaukis,
2007; Ross et al., 2008a, 2008b; Taddeucci et al., 2010; Lefebvre et al., 2013).
Discrete explosions can form craters, and there are known relationships between
explosion energy and crater size (e.g. Sato & Taniguchi, 1997; Goto et al., 2001; Valentine et
al., 2012). Less well known is how particles, both juvenile and accidental, become entrained
in such explosions, and how preserved sub-crater structures reflect the dynamics of discrete
explosions and particle entrainment during discontinuous volcanic eruptions, (e.g. White &
Ross, 2011; Ross et al., 2013).
Ross et al., (2008a,b) conducted experiments precursory to those outlined here and
published by Andrews et al., (2014). Prior to this point, bench-scale experimentation on maardiatreme volcanism was uncommon, with the most similar experiments focusing on
engineering problems with fluidisation (e.g. Woolsey et al., 1975; Roche et al., 2004; Walters
et al., 2006). The Würzburg experiments were the first of their kind, designed to investigate
the connection between the surface and subsurface process of discrete blasts, an analogue to
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the phreatomagmatic explosions thought to generate basaltic maar-diatreme systems in nature.
Importantly, the experiments were designed to assess the inception of “debris jets” and link
them to structures observed in natural maar-diatreme systems, particularly the diatreme
structure.
In the Ross et al. experiments, a variable, initial pressure-dependent volume of
compressed argon gas was rapidly released at a range of overpressures (0.5–2.5 MPa),
through an orifice of constant radius, into the base of a crucible filled with a variety of
unconsolidated and partly consolidated material, ranging from monodisperse glass beads to
dry and wet sand. Coloured marker beads or sand were used to represent juvenile material
released during the eruption. Force and pressure transducers were attached to the system’s
crucible in order to track the decompressing gas cavity generated by the discrete bursts of gas.
Upon release into the crucible, the compressed gas explosively expanded, representing the gas
expansion phase of a phreatomagmatic explosion within granular material. This explosive
decompression entrained a proportion of the coloured “juvenile” beads and the other
“accessory” beads as it expanded into the overlying granular mass. Experiments were filmed
through a vertical glass window with a two high-speed cameras (at 25 and 500 frames per
second, respectively). A distinction between these experiments and rigs designed to generate
fluidisation was made. The boundary between a non-fluidised material and a fluidized one is
the point where the granular mass is converted from a solid-like state to a fluid-like (liquid or
gas) state. Unlike fluidisation rigs (e.g. Woolsey et al., 1975; Walters et al., 2006), these
experiments involved extremely short (less than one second) bursts of gas that displaced or
fully entrained the beads. It is important to note, however, that the granular material used,
uniform-sized glass beads, does flow readily as a granular fluid.
The major findings of the Ross et al., (2008a,b) experiments concerned the generation
of debris jets. They were seen to develop as opening cavities and to produce diatreme-like
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structures within a variety of granular masses across the entire range of initial pressures.
Significantly, a “debris jet” was considered to describe a complex single event, generated by
the gas expansion phase and extending through sedimentation during closure of the opened
cavity. The experiments measured and reported cavity-growth rates, but the cavitation and
related phenomena were not quantitatively modelled. During each experimental series, two set
depths – 12 cm and 28 cm – were used for single blasts, representing shallow and deep
explosions respectively.
A key result of those experiments was demonstration that the diatremes produced
during the runs did not, by means of their geometry, inform the observer of the geometry of
the "jets" or processes that formed them. This is a clear analogue to natural examples of
diatremes (e.g. White & Ross, 2011; Chapter 2) having well-preserved sedimentological
architecture but lacking markers to inform the observer of the physical characteristics of the
“debris jets” that initiated their inception.
New bench-scale blast experiments in 2012 and reported here, although designed
primarily to study the ‘debris jet’ phenomenon, yield new information related to crater
formation, debris jet formation, diatreme formation, particle entrainment, and sedimentation
from blasts within unconsolidated particulate material. In this chapter I describe and quantify
an unanticipated phenomenon clearly observed in the new experiments, which is termed
dynamic segregation. It segregates blast-source material into a granular fountain, which forms
after and enters into the cavity opened within the host granular material by the blast. It is a
novel and apparently significant phenomenon that must be understood before comparing
results of these experiments with either field-scale blasts or natural volcanic systems.
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Figure 3.1 | A diagrammatical representation of the experimental set up used in these runs,
(after Ross et al., 2008b). The addition to the previous set-up of a pressure sensor and a force
transducer inside the crucible (red circle), additional pressure sensors SIKA 1 (purple circle) & 2 (blue
circle) in the back wall of the apparatus, are shown. Runs were grouped together based on the initial
pressure of the compressed argon gas (0.5 MPa, 1 MPa, 1.5 MPa, and 2 MPa), in order of either three
ascending runs from deep to shallow crucible depths, three descending runs from shallow to deep
crucible depths, or single runs.

2. Methods

In these experiments, we use a set-up based on the of Ross et al. (2008b), but this
study’s new set-up allows the variation of blast depth within the granular host and the
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recording of pressure in the host-bead tank at two sites with the SIKA sensors. A variable,
initial pressure-dependent volume of compressed argon gas was rapidly released (300 ms), at
a range of overpressures (0.5–2 MPa), through an orifice of constant radius, into the base of a
crucible filled with uniform-sized 300 µm red glass beads. The orifice is smaller in diameter
than the crucible, and for the red beads in the crucible to be driven upward, they must couple
with the expanding gas. Upon release into the crucible, the compressed gas in our experiments
begins to expand, entrains a proportion of the red beads, then further expands upward into an
overlying mass of uniform-sized (300 µm) white glass beads. For the purpose of examining
particle transport and emplacement the red beads in the crucible, which separate the orifice
from the overlying granular mass, represent primary “juvenile” pyroclastic particles of a
volcanic explosion that originate and are entrained at the explosion source. Experiments were
filmed through a vertical glass window with a high-speed (1000 fps) high-resolution (1
Mpx/frame) camera imaging an area of 400 x 500 mm at 5 px/mm2. Also recorded were
several time-dependent physical parameters including the vertical force applied to the set-up
by the accelerating mass of particles, the driving pressure beyond the valve, and the pressure
fluctuations both in the crucible and in the overlying stratigraphy, with sensors aligned
vertically upwards from the opening of the crucible behind the overlying granular material.
See Fig. 3.1 for an illustration of the experimental set-up.
The SIKA pressure sensors used in these experiments are all-ceramic element-type
sensors used for pressure-difference measurements, designed for gaseous and liquid medium
engineering set-ups, with a high temperature resistance and a low-temperature sensitivity;
they are protected against polarity change. The force sensor was a tensile and compressiontype sensor.
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3. Experimental Results

To facilitate description, key terms are here highlighted in a generalized description of
a run. A blast is the rapid expansion of compressed gas released into the base of a crucible
filled with red beads that are a proxy for juvenile grains from the explosion source. The
crucible lies within a granular mass of white beads, which enclose and overlie the crucible.
Lines of blue beads at the inner wall of the rig help visualize behaviour of layers, strata, in the
bead mass. The explosion opens a cavity by the process of cavitation as expanding gas pushes
the bead mass aside and upwards. The cavity begins growing below the surface of the bead
mass, but domes the overlying beads upward, above the surrounding bead surface. Fully
developed, a cavity has a domed roof, and walls where the white-bead mass has been pushed
aside. Cavity collapse takes place as walls flow inward and the roof breaks up or falls
downward. A granular fountain is the ~cylindrical uprush of red beads from the crucible,
sometimes followed by opening of a secondary cavity in the granular mass.	
  An eruption takes
place when the dome bursts and material rising through the cavity is expelled to the beadmass surface.
During almost all experimental runs here, the argon jet initially penetrated the mass of
red beads in the crucible and expanded to open a cavity in the overlying white bead mass (Fig.
3.2, t=130 ms). The expanding overpressurised gas opens the cavity into an inverse teardrop
shape, with space for this expansion made by doming of the white-bead mass’s surface. The
pressure peak reading in Fig. 3.3 (t=50 ms, red line) records the maximum driving pressure as
the compressed gas begins explosive expansion into the granular mass. This part of the run we
refer to as the “cavitation phase”.
Before surface doming has concluded, the gas cavity begins to close from the base by
lateral inflow of the granular walls (Fig. 3.2, t=287 ms onwards) or break down at the top by
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outward expansion and breakdown of the attenuating dome (Fig. 3.4, t=211 ms onwards).
This continues while material from the roof of the dome, and beads of the cavity walls, begins
descending into the space generated by the expanding gas.
The force peak reading in Fig. 3.3 (t=70 ms, green line) records the maximum
unloading of the mass on the crucible, denoting the maximum acceleration of the red bead
mass and the point at which the entirety of the red bead mass within the crucible has begun
moving up into the overlying granular system. Note that at this point in the runs cavity growth
has just commenced, and only a minority of the red beads from the crucible are seen moving
upwards.
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Figure 3.2 | Images from Run 18 video, (16 cm crucible depth, 2 MPa initial pressure). Top left
numbers in each frame give time after initiation in milliseconds. SIKA 1 (purple circle) and SIKA 2
(blue circle) are pressure sensors located behind the white bead mass. Thick, black, horizontal line
indicates width and level of crucible top. At 0ms the valve opens and compressed argon gas is
released. The granular fountain, containing the majority of the red beads, emerges at 185 ms, after the
driving pressure values have dropped to nearly zero, implying that expansion of the compressed gas
has already taken place. Much of the crucible's red-bead fountain is 'captured' to form a vertical,
roughly cylindrical structure, beginning at 330 ms, through zipping. Note that the crater initially
visible is the result of a previous, shallow blast.
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Figure 3.3 | Driving pressures and force record for Run 18 illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Pressure peaks
for each sensor match observed time at which the opening cavity’s front passed the sensors, first
behind the crucible, then opening upwards past SIKA 1 and then 2. Pressure and force curves, beyond
the initial sharp declines, record only system resonance.

As the cavity begins to collapse, most of the red bead mass contained initially within
the crucible rises in a granular fountain upwards from the base of the white bead stratigraphy,
along with a small volume of entrained white beads. The fountain then begins to spread
within the collapsing cavity (Figs 3.2 & 3.4). This fountaining is almost always observed in
runs at initial compressed gas pressures of 0.5 MPa or more across all depths, and regardless
of whether or not the run produced an eruption. Less pronounced upward red-bead flow is
mentioned briefly in Ross et al., (2008b), whose authors referred to it as the "'flat bottom'
effect” – an inward lateral flow of material.
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Figure 3.4 | Run 22, (8 cm crucible depth, 1.5 MPa initial pressure), an eruption produced after
a previous, deeper blast, deposits from which are visible before this run. Cavity opening is visible
from 105 ms onwards. The granular fountain, which transports most of the red beads out of the
crucible, is visible from 285 ms onwards. This run's dome burst and collapsed outwards, rather than
inwards, reflecting the shallow blast depth and high initial pressure. Thick, black, horizontal line
indicates width and level of crucible top.

Cavity collapse involves gravity-driven sedimentation of the roof with downward and
inward flow of the cavity walls in a zipping motion that can capture a still rising granular
fountaining mass as a vertical, thin structure (Ross et al., 2008b), and leaves a crater at the
bead-mass surface (Figs 3.2 & 3.4). Together cavitation, fountaining, and collapse form what
has been described as a “debris jet” deposit (White and Ross, 2011). This deposit, a vertical,
thin structure – produced in each of these experimental runs – is comparable to those in
natural maar-diatremes (Ross et al., 2008a,b; White & Ross, 2011; Lefebvre et al., 2013).
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Experimental runs 18, 22, 17 and 20 are included as high-speed Videos 1-4
respectively (on the Auxiliary Material USB), wherein across a range of conditions, the
separation of cavity opening from the granular fountain of beads from the crucible is clearly
visible. Run 23, (Video 5, Auxiliary Material), shows additional evidence for the initial
piercing jet feature of the runs during the gas-expansion cavitation phase.
	
  

4. Discussion

The compressed argon gas released during these runs expands too quickly to flow
through interconnected pores between beads, and instead pushes aside and upward a mass of
overlying white beads, even at the lowest initial pressures used. Beads move in two stages
(Fig. 3.5):i) First, the argon gas jet penetrates the crucible red bead mass above the orifice,
where the vertical driving pressure and gas flow velocity will inevitably be highest, before
expanding to open the cavity in the white-bead host. This expanding jet carries few red beads,
in contrast to behavior documented by Ross et al., (2008a,b) in which most red beads
apparently were entrained at this stage, and accumulated at the walls and roof of the cavity.
ii) Next, the bulk of red beads leaves the crucible as a granular fountain upward into
the open cavity. The fountain is largely driven by secondary expansion of gas from the same
release of compressed gas that opened the cavity. Upon release, some gas spreads out at the
base of the crucible because it was not accommodated in the piercing central jet and could not
simply escape through the open porosity of the overlying beads. After the opening of the
cavity by the initial piercing gas jet, the pressure gradients within the granular system change,
and the horizontally dispersed gas pressed into the crucible beads re-expands back towards the
center of the cavity. The merging of the inward flowing gas with its disrupted granular host is
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additionally driven by gravitational flow of the beads, and we also infer that there is some
elastic deformation of the beads themselves, with recovery also aiding the inward drive of the
gas-beads mass. The inward-flowing mass converges to form a fountain, which carries the
majority of the red bead mass upwards into the center of the cavity. On a scale of
milliseconds, fountaining begins distinctly later than cavitation.
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Figure 3.5 | Run 17 (8 cm crucible depth, 2 MPa initial pressure), with schematic, unscaled,
illustration of the dynamic segregation effect. Yellow arrows represent the cavity-forming piercing
gas; the green arrows represent the rest of the gas escaping. Thick, black, horizontal line indicates
width and level of crucible top.
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This process of cavitation and granular fountaining can be described as “decoupled”:
both phases occur due to the same initial starting process; however, they are temporaly
segregated and are not directly interacting with each other. Even if they occassionally overlap,
the cavity will expand regardless of the fountaining.
Velocity calculations (Fig. 3.6) obtained from Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) are
detailed in Fig. 3.7a for the central piercing, cavity-opening jet, and for the red bead granular
fountain (see Table 3.1). The higher the ratio between the two velocities, the more strongly
separated in time the rise of the granular fountain is from initial opening of the cavity. Thus, it
can be said that this ratio represents a dynamic segregation of particles in the overlying mass
(α) from those of the fountaining mass (β). It is clear in Fig. 3.7a that this dynamic
segregation effect is more pronounced at shallow depths: the velocity ratios for each depth are
distinct across all overpressures, with the ratio value increasing greatly with the decrease in
blast depth. For each blast depth, the velocity ratio increases in an approximately linear
fashion with increasing initial overpressures.
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Figure 3.6 | An example of the PIV system’s velocity vector calculation method, using Run 19.
The PIV system tracked the vertical propagation of the cavity roof bead mass and the granular
fountain bead mass from their inceptions. Instantaneous velocity measurements were calculated and
averaged out over a very short period of time (millisecond scale).
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Figure 3.7 | (a): Initial Pressure v Velocity Ratio. Velocities in m/s were derived by Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV): {α}, the average velocity of the cavity roof mass, and {β}, the average velocity of
fountaining red bead mass. The ratio α/β is plotted, and quantitatively represents the degree of
dynamic segregation in a run: the higher the ratio, the more unevenly distributed the momentum from
the gas-release blast. (b): Differential of [Velocity Ratio/Initial Pressure] v Crucible Depth relates
the velocity ratio (α/β) and initial overpressure (PI) trends as seen above, to the crucible “blast” depth.
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The rates of change between the velocity ratio and the initial overpressures for each
depth are represented on Fig. 3.7a; Fig. 3.7b plots the relationship between the differential
functions of the velocity ratio (α/β) and initial overpressure (PI) trends, and the blast depth
(D). The approximate relationship is represented as:

δ [(α/β)/PI] = 0.0133D-2.554
(Eq. 3.1)

This suggests that, with increased depth, there is a power law decay in magnitude of
this segregation effect, with a blast-depth constant of 0.0133. At sufficient blast depth, the
magnitude of dynamic segregation for a given pressure will approach zero, and the effect will
not occur. The overlying pre-existing mass load (and in nature, lithostatic or hydrostatic
pressure) is higher at increased depths, and even with increased initial overpressures,
formation of a penetrating jet is impeded. When no penetrating jet forms, the momentum is
spread through the crucible and the base of the overlying mass more evenly at depth, and the
dynamic segregation effect is reduced or eliminated, as may have been the case for the Ross et
al., (2008a,b) experiments.
This dynamic segregation power law curve is a compound coefficient of
determination, with each point containing multiple data sets; nevertheless, it is an estimate:
future experimentation will provide more data points to corroborate with this power law.
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Table 1. Selected experimental runs with associated velocimetric dataa

5

Crucible opening depth
below overlying
stratigraphy (m)
0.08

1

10.00

1.75

5.71

6

0.16

1

2.56

2.63

0.97

7
8

0.24
0.08

1
2

0.66
16.70

2.61
1.32

0.25
12.65

Run Number

Initial Pressure Average velocity of cavity
(MPa)
roof mass (m/s) {α}b

Average velocity of
fountaining mass (m/s) {β}b

α/β ratioc

9

0.16

2

10.80

3.15

3.43

10

0.24

2

1.64

2.98

0.55

11

0.08

0.5

4.17

3.25

1.28

12
13

0.16
0.24

0.5
0.5

0.55
0.70

1.06
n/a

0.51

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

0.08
0.16
0.24
0.08
0.16
0.24
0.24
0.16
0.08

1
1
1
2
2
2
1.5
1.5
1.5

1.80
1.49
1.18
20.00
8.67
1.70
2.27
5.56
18.60

1.86
2.50
4.29
1.60
4.41
5.91
2.77
3.40
2.11

n/ad
0.97
0.60
0.28
12.50
1.97
0.29
0.82
1.64
8.82

23e

0.24

2

1.84

2.00

0.92

a

Runs used in this paper involved a constant red bead mass (68 g) and pressurised gas release time (300 ms)
The velocity measurements were determined by Particle Image Velocimetry
c
The velocity ratio is recorded to two decimal places
d
This run did not produce a granular fountain
e
This run used a paper diaphragm to trace the piercing gas jet
b

Table 3.1 | Selected experimental runs with associated velocimetric data. This tabulated
velocimetric data was used to produce Fig. 3.7a. The velocity measurements were determined using
PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry). The runs used for this study featured a constant crucible-based red
bead mass (68 g) and a constant valve opening time (300 ms). Previous runs were tests for the
experimental system; later runs featured variations to the system not applicable for this study.
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5. Conclusions

The red beads serve as proxy for the passive particles that comprise the bulk of ejecta
transported in subterranean explosions, including “juvenile” phreatomagmatic particles
(Büttner et al., 2002), acting as tracer particles for explosion-adjacent material. This study’s
experiments indicate that subterranean explosions in granular materials do not only open a
cavity, which may open to a surface crater, but may also generate a granular fountain that
focuses transport of material from the explosion site upward into the cavity and potentially to
the ground surface. Also in these experiments the deposition of the majority of the red bead
mass, representing at-source particles, to form a cylindrical deposit was controlled by
interaction of the granular fountain with cavity closure. The fountain results from a dynamic
segregation effect showing a power law decay with depth/pressure, and will not form at depth.
According to Nordyke, (1961) during the gas-venting stage of a subterranean nuclear
explosion, “the surface layers experience a much longer period of acceleration than the deep
layers”, i.e. a form of dynamic segregation. In addition, final crater morphology may be
affected by deposition from a granular fountain. Field-scale experiments in both 2012 and
2013 at Buffalo produced some craters with pronounced mounds inside the crater, which
reflect concentrated fallback that might be ascribed to collapse of a granular fountain, though
videos do not reveal details in the center of the fallback zone (Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et
al., 2013). The apparent role of dynamic segregation in both nuclear-explosion and field-scale
volcanological experiments illustrates the breadth in scale and intensity of explosions in
granular material that may be affected by the dynamic segregation effect described here.
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4 - Simulating maar-diatreme systems in bench-scale experiments Part II:
Kinematics, scaling relationships and physical comparisons	
  
Based on the manuscript of Andrews et al., (in prep) – lead author

Chapter summary
Maar-diatreme eruptions are incompletely understood, and explanations for the processes
involved in them have been debated for decades. This study extends bench-scale analogue
experiments previously conducted on maar-diatreme systems, and attempts to scale the results
up to both field-scale experimentation and natural volcanic systems. These experimental runs
produced via multiple mechanisms complex deposits that match many features seen in natural
maar-diatreme deposits. The runs include deeper single blasts, series of descending discrete
blasts, and series of ascending blasts. Debris-jet inception and diatreme formation are
indicated by this study to involve multiple types of granular fountains within diatreme
deposits produced under varying initial conditions. These granular fountains are likely to be
inertially driven flows. The individual energies of blasts in multiple-blast series are not
possible to infer from the final deposits. The depositional record of blast sequences can be
ascertained from the proportion of fallback sedimentation versus maar ejecta rim material, the
final crater size and the degree of overturning or slumping of accessory strata. Quantitatively,
deeper blasts involve a roughly equal partitioning of energy into crater excavation energy
versus mass movement of juvenile material, whereas shallower blasts expend a much greater
proportion of energy in crater excavation. The maar-crater profiles generated by these
experiments not only replicate those of terrestrial ones, but have a striking resemblance to
paterae on Io, for which there remains no generally accepted mechanism of formation.
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1. Introduction

At the onset of an explosive eruptive burst during discrete or discontinuous volcanic
eruptions, there may be no pre-existing conduit, or one that is effectively closed by backfallen
debris (e.g. White & Ross, 2011). Analogue experiments have been done to investigate how
rapid gas expansion, mimicking a volcanic explosion, opens a conduit to the surface while
entraining and dispersing particles from the expansion source (Ross et al., 2008b; Nermoen et
al., 2010). This study finds that the initial mobilisation and entrainment of both source
particles and those of the overlying host may be complex. From these bench-scale
experiments, this study attempts to scale results up, qualitatively and quantitatively, to fieldscale explosion experiments (Goto et al., 2001; Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013), and
to geological maar-diatreme systems (White & Ross, 2011; Lefebvre et al., 2012).
For any discrete volcanic explosion at depth, gases rapidly expand and propagate
upward towards the surface during an explosive decompression phase. Pyroclasts are
generated at the explosion site and variably entrained, along with particles from the enclosing
host debris. The moving mass of pyroclastic and host-derived material driven upward by
expansion has, particularly for maar-diatreme systems, been referred to in the literature as
“debris jets”. These explosion-generated upward moving low-density mixtures of pyroclastic
debris and gases, with or without liquid water entrained in them, enclosed by a pre-existing,
non-fluidised, non-consolidated fill, characteristically shape the diatreme-structure infill
through an initial explosive expansion phase succeeded by within-cavity sedimentation
(White & Ross, 2011). In maar-diatreme systems, it has long been inferred that the deepest
subterranean explosions are generated at the chaotic base of the system, known as the “root
zone” (Lorenz, 1986; Lorenz & Kurszlaukis, 2007; White & Ross, 2011). Crosscutting
deposits are interpreted to preserve the traces of debris jets through the host, and it has been
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argued (White & McClintock, 2001; Ross et al., 2008a; Murtagh et al., 2011; White & Ross,
2011; Lefebvre et al., 2012; Valentine & White, 2012; Valentine et al., 2014) that other
explosions commonly occur vertically higher in the system than the diatreme's root zone.
A problem with this conception of a "debris jet" is that there is a dynamic succession
of events that take place in response to subterranean explosions, many of which do important
work in the system yet cannot be considered jets. Ross et al., (2008a,b) demonstrated with
experiments related to those reported here that an explosive expansion within a granular host
generates an open cavity in which particles from the explosion source move and are
sedimented, with closure of the cavity capturing the sedimenting particle to yield crosscutting
features highly comparable with natural examples. Andrews et al., (2014) have revealed
additional complexities (Chapter 3), including a delay in mobilisation of the source particles
while a cavity opens, followed by expulsion of source particles in a momentum-driven
granular jet. This chapter reports additional phenomena observed during the same experiment
series, and focuses on how cavity opening and collapse in the experiments is related to surface
phenomena observed in volcanic eruptions and field-scale experiments, and to the geometry
and constituents of deposits formed beneath the crater. It builds on the work of Ross et al.,
(2008a,b) by examining effects of multiple explosions at different depths at a single epicentre,
and takes advantage of much higher-resolution imagery to reveal subtle depositional
phenomena that have real-world implications. These experiments, although only analogues to
natural volcanic systems, provide important insights into the subterranean and surface
mechanics of the formation of natural maar-diatreme systems. Field-scale experiments
designed to specifically investigate maar-diatreme formation mechanisms (Valentine et al.,
2012; Ross et al., 2013; Taddeucci et al., 2013; Graettinger et al., 2014) help bridge the gap
between bench-scale and natural systems, and are referenced throughout this chapter. A
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detailed comparison of Chapters 3 and 4 with these field-scale volcanology experiments can
be found in Chapter 5.

2. Methods

These experimental runs use a set-up (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.1) modified from that of Ross
et al. (2008a,b). A variable initial, pressure-dependent, volume of compressed gas was
released quickly (300 ms), through an orifice of constant radius, at the base of a crucible filled
with monodisperse 300	
  µm red glass beads. These beads represent the pyroclasts formed
during a volcanic explosion and separate the gas released under a range of pressures (0.5–2
MPa) from overlying host beads. The orifice is smaller in diameter than the crucible, and
before the red beads in the crucible were entrained upwards they had to couple with the
expanding gas. This coupling was imperfect (Andrews et al., 2014), and when the argon gas
in our experiments was released it expanded explosively upwards through the crucible red
bead mass, entraining only a small proportion of the beads, and then through the overlying
24 cm-thick host layer of well-sorted (300 µm) white glass beads. In this study we treat the
entrained-at-the-source red beads as a proxy for the particles that comprise the bulk of
“juvenile” pyroclastic ejecta in maar-diatreme systems (Büttner et al., 2002). The host white
bead layer in our experiments was marked at intervals with narrow ribbons of equally
uniform-sized blue glass beads visible on the viewing window. These experiments focus on
the kinematics and mechanics of the discrete explosions and on their deposits.
Experiments were filmed through a vertical glass window with a high-speed (1000
fps) high-resolution (1 Mpx/frame) camera imaging an area of 400 x 500 mm at 5 px/mm2.
Several time-dependent physical parameters, including the vertical force applied to the setup
by the accelerating mass of particles, the driving pressure beyond the valve, and pressure
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fluctuations both in the crucible and in the overlying stratigraphy, were recorded. Two
pressure sensors were aligned vertically upwards from the opening of the crucible behind the
host white beads, and one was located at the base of the crucible opposite the gas line. The
force transducer lay between the crucible and the car jack.
Scaled depth, scaled crater diameter and optimal depth of burial calculations were not
done for this set-up before our experiments, so crucible depths were set at even increments
below the host surface; “shallow” releases at 8 cm below the surface, “medial” ones at 16 cm,
and “deep” ones at 24 cm.
The solenoid valve opened at t=0 ms; the entire set volume of compressed argon gas
was released rapidly into the crucible containing the “juvenile” red bead mass, at a set initial
overpressure (0.5 MPa, 1 MPa, 1.5 MPa, or 2 MPa). Run series comprised three ascending
runs with blasts from deep to shallow crucible depths, three descending runs from shallow to
deep crucible depths, or repeated blasts at identical depths, with each burst at the same
overpressure.

3. Experimental Results

This chapter focuses on the physical characteristics of these bench-scale experiments
that are analogous with and scalable to geological field examples of maar-diatreme systems
(White & Ross, 2011) and field-scale explosion experiments (e.g. Valentine et al., 2012; Ross
et al., 2013). A detailed discussion of the dynamic segregation effect is presented in Andrews
et al., (2014; see Chapter 3). Following a note on nomenclature, this chapter proceeds through
basic quantitative descriptions of the system's geometrical change through blasts. This is
followed by observations from above, such as would be possible for real eruptions, of specific
aspects of the runs, coupled with additional insights gained from the cross-sectional view
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afforded by our set-up. Activity in the subsurface is then detailed – such observations are
impossible in real eruptions, and reveal processes by which subsurface deposits are formed.
Following assessment of sources and expenditures of energy in specific parts of the
experimental system, I discuss the applicability of different experimental observations to
natural volcanic eruptions and to field-scale experiments.
As this chapter is complex and highly detailed, the table of contents for the next few
sections are repeated here:
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It is worth mentioning at this point that the experimental set-up was smaller than
desired; in particular, the crucible was perhaps too close to the glass walls, occasionally
causing the ground surface to dip towards the observation window. These artifacts were
nonetheless extremely minor and will not be discussed further.
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3.1. Nomenclature

To aid in description, key terms for bench-scale runs are here highlighted. A blast is
the rapid expansion of compressed gas released into the base of a crucible filled with red
beads that are a proxy for juvenile grains from the explosion source. The crucible lies within a
host or accessory granular mass of white beads, which enclose and overlie the crucible. Lines
of blue beads at the inner wall of the rig help visualize behaviour of layers, strata, in the bead
mass. The explosion opens a (primary) cavity by the process of cavitation as expanding gas
pushes the bead mass aside and upwards. The cavity begins growing below the surface of the
bead mass, but domes the overlying beads upward, above the surrounding bead surface. Fully
developed, a cavity has a domed roof, and walls where the white-bead mass has been pushed
aside. Cavity collapse takes place as walls flow inward and the roof breaks up or falls
downward. A granular fountain is the ~cylindrical uprush of red beads from the crucible,
sometimes followed by opening of a secondary cavity in the granular mass. A successful
eruption takes place when the dome bursts and material rising through the cavity is expelled
to the bead-mass surface; a contained eruption occurs when the dome fails to burst and the
entrained material does not breach the bead-mass surface. In this case, a diatreme deposit is a
cylindrical to cone-shaped infill of red beads cut into the accessory or host white bead mass,
underlying a simulated maar crater. It is generated during the eruptive sequence through a
mixture of debris jet emplacement and fallback sedimentation.
In order to effectively compare these bench-scale experiments with field-scale and
geological examples of both maar-diatreme systems and any discrete subterranean blast in a
granular material, terminology utilised by Ross et al., (2013), is used. The “transient crater”
is delineated by the floor and walls of a cavity opened to the surface by the blast; it exists only
during the blast. “Fallback” refers to material, lifted by the explosion, which has subsequently
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fallen back into the transient crater. The “post-shot crater” is the remaining crater, sometimes
called the apparent crater. The “ejecta” is material permanently ejected by the explosion,
landing on or beyond the rim of the post-shot crater. The “damage zone” represents the
material within or below the crater that is irreversibly modified but not significantly
mobilized during the explosion. Additionally, the “maar ejecta rim” (White & Ross, 2011) is
an accumulated ring of ejecta deposited on the pre-eruptive ground around the maar crater.
A typical run, with the most common features listed above, is depicted in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1 | Run 21, a typical, successful, medial-depth eruption, labelled with the
geomorphological nomenclature outlined in this paper. In this case, the crucible was placed 16 cm
below the top layer of the overlying, 24 cm-thick mass of white beads; the initial pressure of the
compressed argon gas was 1.5 MPa. Top left numbers on each frame represent the time elapsed from
t=0 in milliseconds. SIKA 1 (purple circle) and SIKA 2 (blue circle) are pressure sensors located
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behind the white beads. The thick, black, horizontal line represents the top of the crucible and its width
(inner diameter).

Figure 4.2 | Doming, cavitation, and granular fountaining. Orange arrows represent explosive
decompression of argon gas that opens the primary cavity; purple arrows depict gas released from the
orifice but still decompressing beneath the red bead mass. A: Compressed gas is released through
orifice into the crucible. A gas jet pierces the red beads in the crucible. The jet carries a small
proportion of red beads up into the overlying bead host as it expands outwards to open the primary
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cavity with a growing dome at the surface. B: Compressed gas is still trapped beneath the majority of
the red beads in the crucible; as it decompresses it forces the majority of the red beads upwards into
the cavity as a granular fountain. C: The granular fountain moves up into the cavity; the cavity roof
(the dome) opens outwards. Gravity-driven granular flow of the bead mass into the cavity is expressed
as liquid-like closure of cavity walls. D: The granular fountain begins to partially decelerate.
Sedimentation takes place on either side of the transient crater as the dome remnants descend.
Granular flow of the white-bead mass continues to close the cavity. E: Particle impacts within the
granular flows in this central convergence zone lead to a rebound effect, occassionally opening up a
secondary cavity beneath the granular fountain. The granular fountain continues to rise and decelerate
up above the system. F: The granular fountain – and a portion of entrained white beads at the base –
begins to fall back into the transient crater. The dome remnants have sedimented, leaving behing
"overturned ejecta flaps" at the rims. The rebound that formed the secondary ceases and the cavity
walls begins to flow back inwards in a zipping motion, trapping the red beads of the granular fountain
to form a crosscutting deposit.
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Figure 4.3 | Run 21, a successful, medial-depth eruption, labelled in detail with the cratering
nomenclature outlined in this paper, connecting the deposits with the processes that formed
them. Left: Syn-eruption. A: granular juvenile fountain. B: primary cavity. C: doming cavity roof. D:
outwardly moving sedimentation sheets. E: diatreme. F: root zone. G: slumping pre-existing granular
mass. H: trailing, up-splashed white bead accessory mass. I: overturning accessory sediment. Right:
Post-eruption. a: post-shot crater with fallback sedimentation infill. a+d: maar ejecta rims covered with
juvenile material. a+e: remobilised compound diatreme. f: root zone. g: upturned accessory mass.
h: slumped and overturned accessory mass. i: slumped and partially overturned maar ejecta rim region.
j: untouched basal granular mass.
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3.2. Particle Image Velocimetry Analysis

Extensive Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis was carried out on the blast
series used in this study. Using a personally modified version of the JPIV software package,
kinematic data was obtained and used to quantify the dynamic segregation effect described in
Chapter 3 and in Andrews et al., (2014). In addition to this, PIV has been used to calculate the
displacement of the various moving bead masses of individual runs, including the piercing gas
jet, the doming roof mass, the granular fountain, the primary and secondary cavities, and the
subsurface slumping and sediment convection. Particle groups were assessed in four passes
by the software: the interrogation window dimensions by pixel were 40x40, 16x16, 8x8, and
4x4 between the two timeframes, with a normalised median test active between passes. This
ensured the particle masses were treated as single units of displacement with internal motion
also detectable. Coloured vectors represent particle displacements, with dark blue
representing very low (1 px) levels of displacement, and red representing very high (10 px).
It is worth reiterating at this point that a transient crater is defined the floor and walls
of a cavity opened to the surface by the blast, and which exists only during the blast.
Furthermore, the damage zone is considered to represent the material within or below the
crater that is irreversibly modified but not significantly mobilized during the explosion. Thus,
it could be said that the damage zone represents the margins of the cavity created by the blast.
These PIV images are considered to show relatively little displacement when the light green
(4 px) vectors transition into light blue (3 px) vectors, three times less than the 10 px upper
limit for mass displacement. Henceforth, any coherent lines of light green to blue present in
the PIV images are assumed to depict the damage zone margins of the transient crater.
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3.3. Explosion-generated deformation I: excavation mechanisms

i) Doming, cavitation and excavation observations

The first event observable in each experimental run is doming of the host-bead
surface, and this is inferred from the force and pressure records to occur concurrently with the
emergence from the orifice of the gas jet (Fig. 4.2a-c). After a brief period in which the
surface domes and blue marker horizons in the white beads start to bend, the gas bubble, or
cavity, becomes visible at the viewing wall. The time between the valve release at t=0 ms and
the deformation of the white beads at both the surface level and at the viewing wall varies
depending on the initial pressure of the blast. In both shallow and medial depth blasts, the
surface level and viewing wall level white bead deformation commences simultaneously; in
the case of the deeper blasts, there is a slight delay between the deformation of the viewing
wall area and the surface dome. For these deep runs, this deformation lag time often depends
on how deep the previous crater is – deeper craters will begin to dome simultaneously with
the deformation of the viewing wall, whereas shallow craters will begin to dome ~2-5 ms
after deformation becomes visible at the viewing wall.
The cavity's growth is focused vertically as it expands rapidly into the overlying host
beads (Fig. 4.2a) beneath the surface dome, which grows to accommodate the cavity below.
Surface doming begins rapidly and involves two distinct segments: a main central
dome emerges with low slope angles; simultaneously, the center of the dome itself is pierced
by a transient dome with comparatively high slope angles. At the same time, the bead ground
surface deforms all the way to the edge of the rig, often subsiding as the dome rises. Within
approximately 10 ms or less after it has begun to form, the transient dome expands both
upwards and partially outwards beyond the view of the camera, dispersing across the
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"ground" surface white beads from the transient-dome roof and walls, as well as any red
beads pushed ahead of the cavity as it passes through the mass in the crucible (Fig. 4.2b). At
the same time, the central dome continues growing and develops much steeper slopes. The
upper segment of the cavity is always the same approximate shape: in three-dimensions, it
resembles half a sphere, and it traces the outward expansion of the expanding argon gas. In
contrast, the lower section of the cavity, which changes shape rapidly and dynamically
according to the initial pressure and blast depth conditions, has an approximately conical
shape. The overall form of the cavity is thus roughly that of an inverted teardrop (Fig. 4.3).
Depending on the initial pressure (and therefore energy) of the explosive argon gas release,
the dome walls will either collapse outwards or inwards, but in all cases the lower cavity walls
begin to close by inward flow of the host-bead walls, beginning at the base of the cone, before
the upward/outward expansion of the surface dome has ceased.
The cavity is opened by the explosive decompression and expansion of argon gas
within the overlying host, with opening accomplished largely by upward displacement of host
beads into the dome, which creates the space for the cavity to form below (Fig. 4.2b). When
cavity growth begins, the pressure sensor in the gas line shows a rapid drop in pressure (Fig.
4.4, t=60 ms onwards, red line) because the decompression is being accommodated by
deformation in the growth of the dome roof, allowing pressure in the gas line to drop. Similar
growth cavities and doming were described by Ross et al., (2008a,b).
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Table 1. Selected experimental runs with associated doming phenomenologya

Run Number

Crucible opening depth
below overlying
stratigraphy (m)
0.08

Maximum doming angle
Initial Pressure
b
Doming
Base
Diameter
(m)
(MPa)
from horizontal (°)c
1

0.175

69

0.16
0.24
0.08

1
1
2

0.170
0.155
0.230

65
50
92

9
10
11

0.16
0.24
0.08

2
2
0.5

0.205
0.180
0.145

81
69
66

12
13

0.16
0.24

0.5
0.5

0.130
0.100

59
19

14
15
16

0.08
0.16
0.24

1
1
1

0.175
0.135
0.150

51
57
59

17
18
19
20
21
22

0.08
0.16
0.24
0.24
0.16
0.08

2
2
2
1.5
1.5
1.5

0.210
0.205
0.200
0.200
0.175
0.205

96
84
60
30
76
95

23e

0.24

2

0.215

38

5d
6
7
8

a

Runs used in this paper involved a constant red bead mass (68g) and pressurised gas release time (300ms).
Approximate distance between the dome's outer lateral edges prior to collapse.
c
Measured from the center of the dome outwards to the peripheries until collapse occurs.
d
First crater-forming blasts in a series of successive runs are shown in bold.
e
This run used a paper diaphragm to cover the orifice within the crucible instead of a rubber valve.
b

Table 4.1 | Selected experimental runs with associated doming phenomenology. Preceding runs
were tests of the experimental system; later runs featured variations to the system not addressed here.
Runs 1-4 were test runs using vastly longer valve opening times and different bead mass set-ups, in
order to test the pressure and force sensors, and the recording equipment.	
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Figure 4.4 | Driving pressures and force record for Run 17. The driving pressure sensor located
within the crucible opposite the gas line, and the force transducer below the crucible. SIKA 1 and 2 are
pressure sensors located behind the host white bead mass, which was in contact with them; this is why
their initial pressure readings are slightly above 0 MPa. The pressure peaks observed for each sensor
are in accordance with the timing of the expanding gas cavity’s propagation as it moved through the
crucible, then upwards, coming into contact with SIKA 2; SIKA 1 is below the cavity in this run. For
the pressure and force curves beyond the initial declines, the sensors are only registering system
resonance. The frames from the run are chosen to mark where the major physical features of Fig. 4.2
occur in relation to the pressure and force readings. At the pressure (including SIKA 2) and force
peaks, the only the beginnings of the surface and viewing wall deformaiton are observed. As the t=127
ms frame demonstrates, the cavity as an inverted cone shape is visible at 67 ms after the pressure peak
is recorded – indicating there is a lag time between the pressure peak registering on the pressure
sensors and the displacement of the beads.	
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At high initial pressures and large explosion depths, there is significant apparent
"overturning" of host layers at depth, and at the surface apparent "folded flaps" of
cohesionless beads form by upward and outward displacement and attenuation of the host
bead mass to form the rising dome; flap deposition follows outward motion as beads in the
dome 'walls' descend, with the walls' simultaneous outward advance forming two mirrored
depositing curtains hereby referred to as a sedimentation sheets (Fig. 4.5b, t=405 ms). Domes
that expand and sediment outwards characterise runs with explosions at shallower crucible
depths and higher initial pressures; predominantly inwards cavity collapse is typical with
large crucible depths and lower initial pressures.
Outwards motion of the 'walls' of the steepened dome continues beyond the visible
flap, laying down a sheet of beads (Fig. 4.2e-f) to form the ejecta rim (e.g. Fig 4.2c; Fig. 4.5a,
t=207 ms onwards; Fig. 4.5b, t=185 ms onwards). Inward collapse of the cavity results in
significant mixing of crucible-originated red beads with overlying white beads (e.g. Fig. 4.5c,
t=350 ms). Cavity collapse continues while material from the roof of the dome, and along the
cavity walls, descends back into the closing cavity (Fig. 4.2e; e.g. Fig. 4.5a, t=207 ms; Fig.
4.5b, t=405 ms; Fig. 4.5c, t=350 ms). Throughout the process, there is also backfalling of
other red and white beads, which rose within the cavity, back into the transient crater (Fig.
4.2f; e.g. Fig. 4.5a, t=555 ms; Fig. 4.5b, t=553ms; Fig. 4.5c, t=609 ms).
“Overturning” and “folded flaps” are in inverted commas as this is not precisely what
is occurring: the cohesionless beads are being disassembled then reassembled in inverse order
during deposition, giving the illusion of overturning flap deposits. The terms are nevertheless
used as they describe the net effect of the inversion process.
Cavity collapse begins, first at the bottom of the cavity, when the upward and
outwards momentum of the material surrounding the cavity is expended; the cavity
progressively closes by inward granular flow that 'zips up' the subterranean cavity (Fig. 4.2e-
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f; e.g. Fig. 4.5b, t=405 ms onwards; Fig. 4.5c, t=350 ms onwards,). This is observed most
clearly for explosions at depth, which cause a greater proportion of the overlying host bead
mass to be mobilised, and thus a greater proportion of the host material to flow laterally under
gravity back into the cavity.
The proportion of red beads sedimented as ejecta versus deposited by central fallback
into the transient crater varies. In shallower runs at higher initial pressures, a high proportion
of the juvenile red beads become ejecta, whereas at lower initial pressures, a majority of the
juvenile red beads falls back into the center of the transient crater.
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000$

127$

207$

333$

555$

Run 17

2

2
1

4

3

a
000$

130$

185$

405$

553$

Run 18
5
8

9

8

10

9
12

12

7
6

13

11

14

b
000$

170$

213$

350$

609$

Run 19

16
15
17

c
1: Emergence of primary cavity 2: Overturning accessory mass 3: Emergence of granular fountain 4: Granular fountain 5: First post-shot crater
6: Transient crater floor 7: Primary cavity 8: Overturning accessory mass 9: Sedimentation waves moving outwards 10: Granular fountain
11: Emergence of secondary cavity 12: Collapse of sedimentation waves 13: Secondary cavity 14: Single blast origin diatreme 15: New transient crater floor
16: Eddy currents 17: Remobilised compound diatreme

Figure 4.5 | Descending blast series, Runs 17-19, all successful eruptions. A: In this case, the
crucible was placed 8 cm below the surface of the overlying 24 cm-thick white bead stratigraphy; the
initial pressure of the compressed argon gas was 2 MPa. At 0 ms, the valve is opened and the gas
released into the system. B: With features generated from the previous blast kept intact, the crucible is
moved to a depth of 16 cm below the surface; the initial pressure of the argon gas remains at 2 MPa.
C: The third run in the series, with the same set-up, except now with a crucible depth of 24 cm. In B
and C, black line in first frame shows limit of diatreme deposit formed by preceding run(s).
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a
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b
000"
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Run 22
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485"
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21
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c
1: Emergence of primary cavity 2: Doming 3: Primary cavity 4: Emergence of granular fountain 5: Overturning accessory mass 6: Eddy currents 7: Secondary cavity
8: Single blast origin diatreme 9: Contained blast post-shot crater surface 10: Transient crater floor 11: Root zone 12: Primary cavity 13: Granular fountain
14: Collapsing sedimentation waves 15: Collapsing granular fountain 16: Secondary cavity 17: Stacked complex diatreme 18: Transient crater floor 19: Primary cavity
20: Outwardly moving sedimentation waves 21: Overturning accessory mass 22: Emergence of granular fountain 23: Stacked compound diatreme

Figure 4.6 | Ascending blast series, Runs 20-22, with one contained eruption and two following
successful eruptions. The initial gas pressure in each run was 1.5 MPa. A: The crucible is 8 cm below
the surface of the overlying, 24 cm-thick white bead stratigraphy. B: With features generated by the
previous blast kept intact, the crucible is moved up to a depth of 16 cm below the surface; the initial
pressure of the argon gas remains at 1.5 MPa. C: The third run in the series, with the same set-up,
except now with a crucible depth of 8 cm. In B and C, black line in first frame shows limit of diatreme
deposit formed by preceding run(s).
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Crater%Excava0on%Par0cle%Displacement%

Run%22%

50ms%

80ms%

1.5MPa%shallow%blast%

0.3mm/px%

Figure 4.7 | Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis for the crater excavation phase of a
shallow blast {JPIV software package}. The two frames to the left show the emergence of a piercing
gas jet and a doming bead mass. The PIV vector image to the right depicts the displacement of the
particle masses between the two frames in terms of pixels; the coloured arrows correspond to the pixel
values on the right y-axis. The scale is 0.3 mm/px. The PIV vector image is 896 px (270 mm) by 1024
px (307 mm), matching the dimensions of the frames to the left. The white arrow points to the tip of
the piercing gas jet; the dashed white arrow points to the tip of the doming bead mass. The black line
represents the position of the crucible.

Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 depict the PIV-calculated displacements of a piercing gas jet and its
associated doming roof mass, and the associated primary cavity, respectively. The piercing
gas jet and the doming cavity roof are clearly visible as zones of greatest (red) vertical
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displacement in Fig. 4.7, moving at least 2-3x the velocity of the background particle
movement. As the crater excavation begins, two mirrored outward zones (red) of high
displacement are noted (at approximately 400 px depth) within the subsurface, marking the
upper margin of the primary cavity as it forms. Another zone of high displacement (red) just
above the crucible is also observed (at approximately 500 px depth) in the center of the image,
marking the entrainment of the pre-existing diatreme deposit by the cavity formation. The
generally symmetric, outward and subvertical movement of particle masses (yellow, green
and light blue) mark the extent of the transient crater, or damage zone, of the blast.
Taking a look at the primary cavity formation in a different, deeper run, Fig. 4.8
shows very complex subsurface displacement. The top of the cavity shows high levels of
upward and outward displacement (red) as decompression proceeds; the tip is symmetrical to
the displacement (red, yellow, green) noted at the top of the image (approximately 100 px
depth, central region), which depicts the surface doming. At the margins of the cavity,
particularly at its sides (approximately 550 px depth), there appears to be lateral
“compression” of bead masses (red and orange), as the beads moving outwardly from the
cavity walls impact the larger bead masses directly adjacent to them. At the base of the cavity
(approximately 900 px depth), roughly symmetrical inward and downward displacement is
noted, depicting the beginning of the zipping of the primary cavity, and marking the imminent
impact of two mirrored bead masses.
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Primary%Cavity%Par;cle%Displacement%

Run%10%

165ms%
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0.3mm/px%

Figure 4.8 | Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis for the emergence of a primary cavity phase
of a deep blast {JPIV software package}. The two frames to the left show the emergence of a primary
cavity. The dashed white ellipse indicates the position of the primary cavity.
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Figure 4.9 | Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis for the emergence of a secondary cavity
phase of a deep blast {JPIV software package}. The two frames to the left show the emergence of a
secondary cavity. The dashed white teardrop indicates the position of the secondary cavity.

The secondary cavity in Fig. 4.9 is distinctly different to the primary cavity: in terms
of the displacement it produces, it is mostly horizontally outwards from the walls of the
cavity, a direct consequence of the mirrored impact of the two aforementioned inwardly
moving masses seen in Fig. 4.8 seemingly rebounding. The symmetrical upward and outward
movement of the surface sedimentation waves (approximately at 150-200 px depth) can be
seen, along with the roughly symmetrical but skewed granular fountain (approximately 400550 px depth, central region), both showing high (red) levels of displacement.
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Figure 4.10 | Crucible Depth v Maximum Doming Angle for all runs in this study. The maximum
doming angle was measured at the outer edge of the dome. Angles were measured from the center of
the dome outwards towards the peripheries until collapse began to occur (white lines, inset frame).
Zero degrees = horizontal plane to the bead mass surface. Approximate trend lines for each initial
pressure set are shown.
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Figure 4.11 | Initial Pressure v Maximum Doming Angle for all runs in this study. The maximum
doming angle was measured at the outer edge of the dome. Angles were measured from the center of
the dome outwards towards the peripheries until collapse began to occur. Zero degrees = horizontal
plane to the bead mass surface. Approximate trend lines for each crucible depth set are shown, with
the exception of 0.24 m, which contains too much scatter.
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Figure 4.12 | Initial Pressure v Doming Base Diameter for all runs in this study. The doming base
diameter was measured as the distance between the outer edges of the doming mass at the maximum
doming angle (white line, inset frame).

Using data from Table 4.1, Fig. 4.10 shows that as the detonation depth decreases, the
doming angle increases. Although the trend lines are approximate – there is not enough data
to produce reliably high R2 values – the general trend across the range of initial pressures used
in this study is fairly clear. This graph also appears to show (despite a huge overlap in the 1
MPa set across all other initial pressures) a positive correlation between the initial pressure
and the subsequent doming angle. In addition, Fig. 4.11 directly plots the initial pressure
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values against the doming angle measurements; once again both correlations are observed.
The maximum doming angles are noted at the highest pressure (2 MPa) and shallowest depth
(0.08 m). Thus, shallower energetic blasts are producing higher doming angles. This could
also be phrased thusly: steeper sedimentation sheets are produced when less overlying mass at
shallower depths is moved by more energetic blasts.
Fig. 4.12 plots initial pressure values against doming base diameters (i.e. a measure of
dome size) using data from Table 4.1, showing a positive correlation between the two
variables. It also appears to show that doming base diameters increase as detonation depth
decreases; however, there is a frequent overlap of data points across this range of depths.
Thus, the doming base diameter is not greatly affected by depth change in this set-up, but
scales better with increasing initial pressure. The velocities of the doming roof masses (and
their associated fountaining masses) are listed in Table 4.2.
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120 g. 0.16 m depth = 160 g. 0.24 m depth = 200 g.

108

0.08
0.16
0.24
0.08
0.16
0.24
0.08
0.16
0.24
0.08
0.16
0.24
0.24
0.16
0.08
0.24

23

2

2
2
2
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
2
2
2
1.5
1.5
1.5

1

1
1

1.84

16.70
10.80
1.64
4.17
0.55
0.70
1.80
1.49
1.18
20.00
8.67
1.70
2.27
5.56
18.60

0.66

10.00
2.56

Initial Pressure Average velocity of cavity
(MPa)
roof mass (m/s) {α}b

2.00

1.32
3.15
2.98
3.25
1.06
n/a
1.86
2.50
4.29
1.60
4.41
5.91
2.77
3.40
2.11

2.61

1.75
2.63

fountaining mass (m/s) {β}

Average velocity of

c

The velocity measurements were determined by Particle Image Velocimetry.
This run did not produce a granular fountain.

b

Runs used in this paper involved a constant red bead mass (68g) and pressurised gas release time (300ms).

a

0.24

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Crucible opening depth
below overlying
stratigraphy (m)
0.08
0.16

7

5
6

Run Number

Table 2. Selected experimental runs with associated kinematic dataa

b

0.92

n/ac
0.97
0.60
0.28
12.50
1.97
0.29
0.82
1.64
8.82

12.65
3.43
0.55
1.28
0.51

0.25

5.71
0.97

α/β ratio

0.34

16.73
9.33
0.27
1.04
0.02
0.05
0.19
0.18
0.14
24.00
6.01
0.29
0.52
2.47
20.76

0.04

0.14

0.06
0.34
0.30
0.36
0.04
0.12
0.21
0.63
0.09
0.66
1.19
0.26
0.39
0.15

0.23

Central dome Central red bead
mass kinetic fountaining mass
energy (J)
(J)
6.00
0.10
0.52
0.24

2.49

282.46
27.66
0.89
2.91
0.62
1.65
0.84
0.22
275.74
9.09
0.24
1.98
6.29
137.13

0.19

Central dome :
Fountaining mass
kinetic energy ratio
57.62
2.23
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Table 4.2 | Selected experimental runs with associated kinematic data. The velocity measurements were

determined using Particle Image Velocimetry {JPIV software package}. The rectilinear kinetic energy

calculations are approximations based on the PIV-determined velocities of the masses moved by the blasts

during the runs. First crater-forming blasts in a series of successive runs are shown in bold. Approximate

volumes of doming white bead mass moved immediately above the crucible are as follows: 0.08 m depth =

Table 4.3

	
  

craters.
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2

0.24
0.24
0.16
0.08
0.24

19
20

21
22

23e

2
1.5

2
2

0.150

0.116
0.125

0.141
0.113

0.138
0.141

0.100

0.078
0.081

0.075
0.075

0.047

0.131
0.131

0.045

0.029
0.044

0.011
0.028

0.050
0.024

0.006

0.029
0.009

0.009
0.023

0.011

0.025
0.010

0.035
0.040

0.011
0.023

Crater Depth (m)

First crater-forming blasts in a series of successive runs are shown in bold.

c

b

Runs used in this paper involved a constant red bead mass (68g) and pressurised gas release time (300ms).
Calculations for the approximate volume of the crater treats the crater morphology as a cone.

a

1.5
1.5

0.08
0.16

1

0.24

1
1

0.5
0.5

17
18

0.16
0.24

12
13

0.5

16

0.08

11

2
2

0.08
0.16

0.16
0.24

9
10

0.100
0.131

0.078
0.075

1
1
1
2

Crater Diameter (m)

Initial Pressure
(MPa)

14
15

0.24
0.08

Crucible opening depth
below overlying
stratigraphy (m)
0.08
0.16

7
8

5c
6

Run Number

Table 3. Selected experimental runs with associated crater volumetric dataa

3.333

4.000
2.841

12.818
4.036

2.760
5.875

16.667

2.693
9.028

8.333
3.261

4.264

5.240
13.100

2.857
3.275

7.100
3.261

Diameter/Depth ratio

0.000265

0.000102
0.000180

0.000057
0.000094

0.000249
0.000125

0.000016

0.000046
0.000016

0.000013
0.000034

0.000006

0.000112
0.000045

0.000092
0.000180

0.000018
0.000034

Crater Volume (m3)b
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| Selected experimental runs with associated volumetric data for the generated

	
  

primary and secondary cavities.
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0.08
0.16
0.24
0.08
0.16
0.24
0.08
0.16
0.24
0.24
0.16
0.08
0.24

11
12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22

23

2

1.5

2
1.5
1.5

2
2

1
1

0.5
1

0.5
0.5

2
2

0.000628

0.000628

0.000628
0.000424
0.000576

0.001056
0.000628

0.000085
0.000085

0.000007
0.000205

0.000042
0.000123

0.000602
0.000523

0.000205
0.000402

d

Only largest secondary cavity is included. Not all runs have secondary cavities.
First crater-forming blasts in a series of successive runs are shown in bold.

f

376

236

328
312
239

208
236

168
184

432
172

196
280

224
388

390
192

216
296

Primary cavity duration (ms)c

-

-

0.000098
0.000026
0.000127

0.000054

0.000021
0.000007

-

-

0.000038
0.000022

0.000024
-

0.000021

secondary cavity (m3)de

Approximate volume of

-

-

250
380
296

248

220
136

-

-

228
260

244
-

212

Secondary cavity duration (ms)c

Duration time measured between first observed gas cavity form through white bead deformation (opening), and closure by zipping.
Calculations for the approximate volume of the secondary cavity treats the cavity morphology as a teardrop shape, comprised of a half-sphere and a cone.

c

b

e

0.16
0.24

9
10

1
2

0.000381
0.000302

1
1

3 b

primary cavity (m )
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Calculations for the approximate volume of the cavity treats the cavity morphology as an inverted teardrop shape, comprised of a half-sphere and a cone.
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Table 4. Selected experimental runs with associated cavity volumetric and duration dataa
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Table 4.4 | Selected experimental runs with associated volumetric and duration data for the
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ii) Post-shot crater morphology

In most runs a roughly symmetrical (in semi-2D) post-shot crater is produced as a
result of either a) strong doming during cavitation, which carries much of the overlying white
bead mass outwards to be deposited as sheets that build up the crater rim, or b) substantial
enough ejection of white bead mass out of the transient crater and the subsequent inward
collapse of the cavity walls collapsing back in on themselves, resulting in a dominance of
fallback sedimentation into the transient crater. In contained runs (e.g. Fig 4.6a), a roughly
symmetrical post-shot crater is formed as a result of (1) the ejection of white bead material
through rapid surface doming and (2) dome collapse – synchronous with a subterranean cavity
collapse – into the transient crater. Thus, a successful eruption – wherein red bead material
breaches the surface – is not required to generate a crater; rather, the argon gas escapes
through to the surface, and enough white bead mass is ejected and displaced outwards from
the transient crater to form a post shot crater. This type of post-shot crater will only contain
accessory material.
The morphological differences reflect the initial pressure, and the depth, of the blast.
Both influence the division of erupted bead mass into either central fallback sediment or
crater rim ejecta. The shallowest blast at equivalent or similar initial pressures (Fig. 4.5a
compared with Fig. 4.6c; conversely, Fig. 4.6a compared with Fig. 4.5c) excavates more
material than in other runs, suggesting that these blasts are occurring at near optimal scaled
depths (e.g. Valentine et al., 2012). Shallow blasts tend to generate outward-collapsing
primary cavities (Fig. 4.5a; Fig. 4.6c), which emplace proportionally more material as crater
rim ejecta than do deeper blasts. The juvenile red bead fountain mass, with shallower
explosions, often falls back to form both central fallback sediment and contribute to crater rim
ejecta (Fig. 4.6c). Far more white beads are thrown outwards by the blast, however, ensuring
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formation of a crater. The deeper the blast at an equivalent initial pressure, the more
cylindrically focused the mobilized white bead material is, leading to a greater proportion of
material sedimenting by fallback (e.g. Fig. 4.5c, t=213 ms); deep blasts generate shallow postshot craters, or sometimes no crater at all. In the case of three descending runs (Fig. 4.5) the
crater rims are only marginally higher than the central crater.
Treating the post-shot craters as an inverted cone, their volumes are calculated and
listed in Table 4.3. The volume of the primary cavity can be approximated: at the point
wherein the cavity appears to resemble an inverse teardrop shape, the volume can be
estimated by treating the top as a half sphere and the base as an inverted cone. The post-shot
crater itself is treated as an inverted cone. Table 4.4 lists the approximate volumes of the final
post-shot craters.

3.4. Explosion-generated deformation II: fountaining mechanisms

As the cavity nears its maximum volume and the dome begins to collapse, a majority
of the juvenile red beads within the crucible are fountained vertically upward from the
crucible, along with a generally small volume of entrained white beads (Fig. 4.2d). The redbead fountain retains an approximately cylindrical shape within the collapsing (inwards or
outwards) cavity (Fig. 4.2e). By the time the cavity has fully collapsed, a proportion of the
red-bead mass has been effectively frozen into a vertical, thin, cylindrical form by the zipping
effect of cavity closure (Fig. 4.2f). The thin, blue markers reveal symmetrical deformation,
and a symmetrical crater is generated at the surface Fig. 4.2f; e.g. Fig. 4.5a, t=555 ms; Fig.
4.5b, t=553 ms; Fig. 4.5c, t=609 ms). This fountaining is observed in runs at initial pressures
of 0.5 MPa or more at the deepest explosion depth, for both successful and contained
eruptions. At the shallowest depths, fountaining is still observed, but with a dome that
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collapses outwards, rather than inwards. The fountaining is noted to be increasingly delayed
after initial doming as the gas pressure is increased and, more significantly, as crucible depth
is reduced (Andrews et al., 2014/Chapter 3).
A secondary, smaller cavity may appear beneath the first when there is strong
fountaining (Fig. 4.2e; e.g. Fig. 4.5b, t=405 ms; Fig. 4.5c, t=213 ms), again taking the form of
an inverted teardrop, very similar to the primary, initial cavity. Small eddy currents
occasionally trail the fountainhead (e.g. Fig. 4.5c, t=350 ms).
Together, cavitation and collapse, the latter commonly simultaneous with fountaining,
represent what is referred to in the literature as a “debris jet” (Ross & White, 2006; White &
Ross, 2011; Lefebvre et al., 2012). In all runs – with the exception of the shallowest blasts
(e.g. Fig. 4.5a) – a new diatreme-like structure resembling those seen in field examples
(White & Ross, 2011; Lefebvre et al., 2012) is formed. In every case, they take the form of
vertical, thin, cylindrical structures, frozen into place by the zipping effect of the mobilised
white bead host material (Fig. 4.2f).
Fig. 4.13 depicts the granular fountain emerging from the transient crater, depicting
the region of greatest vertical and subvertical displacement between the two timeframes. The
rapidly collapsing sedimentation sheets moving outwards from the centre barely register on
the PIV image as their lateral velocity component by this stage is low; however, two mirrored
zones of high downward displacement are noted (at approximately 400 px depth), which
denotes the collapsing sedimentation sheets depositing beads on the ejecta rims. Downward
and inward slumping of beads beneath the granular fountain (approximately 300-550 px
depth, centrally located) from the subsurface peripheries to the centre of the transient crater at
moderate (green) velocities are noted. Chaotic sediment trajectories (green, light blue) are
observed in the background above the surface.
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Figure 4.13 | Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis for the granular fountain phase of a shallow
blast {JPIV software package}. The two frames to the left show the emergence of a granular fountain.
The white arrow points to the centre of the granular fountain.

3.5. Explosion-generated deformation III: descending v ascending blast series

i) Consecutively deeper blasts

Figure 4.5 depicts a typical case of three blasts at increasing depths. The first blast, at
2 MPa initial pressure, is the shallowest, 8 cm below the surface of the overlying bead mass.
The next two blasts are at the same initial pressure, at 16 cm and then 24 cm blast depths. The
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crucible was refilled with the same volume of red beads at the start of each blast, with no
alteration to the pre-existing structures formed in the overlying bead mass by the previous
blast. In the first blast, at 8 cm depth (Fig. 4.5a) at t=0 ms, the valve is opened and shallow
blast leads to an outwards collapsing dome. Fallback into the symmetrical crater completes
the run, generating a symmetrical crater with juvenile infill.
For the next run (Fig. 4.5b) the crucible is refilled with the same volume of red beads
as before, keeping the structures formed by the previous run intact. The crucible is now 16 cm
below the upper surface; the initial pressure of the argon gas remains at 2 MPa. The deeper
blast leads to the formation of a diatreme-like structure: a proportion of the crucible red beads
are deposited, in the form of a vertical, roughly cylindrical structure, by zipping beginning at
405 ms. By 553 ms, the gas has escaped, and fallback sedimentation is concluding. The crater
size is not significantly changed, nor its morphology. However, it is worth noting that the
outward collapse of the dome produced layers of sediment, and two symmetric, overturned
strata "flaps" formed as described previously (Fig. 4.2f; Fig. 4.5b, t=533 ms).
The third run (Fig. 4.5c) in the series has a crucible depth of 24 cm. The diatreme
deposit forms in a similar way to before, with the top half of the previous diatreme deposit
destroyed by the now deeper blast. The more significant fallback in this case effectively refills
the syn-eruptive crater so that there is no longer a post-shot crater.
The PIV analysis extends to the comparison of two descending blast series (Figs. 4.144.15). The PIV-calculated displacements depict the overall displacements from t=0 ms to the
final post shot crater (at t=900 ms) at the end of each run; thus, the time-averaged transient
craters are modelled for each run.
The first descending blast series (1 MPa) in Fig. 4.14 shows three very distinct overall
displacements for each run. The shallowest blast (Run 14) shows a high level (red) of
displacement beneath the ejecta rims, particularly to the right (approximately at 400-500 px
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depth), depicting the sedimentation sheets depositing beads on the ejecta rims. Similarly high
levels of upward displacement are observed centrally (approximately at 500-600 px depth),
indicating the position of the granular fountain freezing into place as a diatreme deposit. A
high degree of slumping is noted at the base of the transient crater, again indicating the
zipping of the primary cavity. Subsidence is also recorded by this run: low levels (green) of
downward displacement are noted beneath the crucible’s position.
The medial blast (Run 15) in the descending series depicts a transient crater of a
different shape to the previous shallow blast: the upper inverted cone-shaped segment of the
crater tapers rapidly into a more cylindrical shape at depth, suggesting in this case the primary
cavity took longer to expand and decompress as it moved upward through the beads. The
diatreme deposition is marked by the high level of vertical displacement (at approximately
450-700 px depth). Once again, the sedimentation sheets’ deposition is depicted along the
ejecta rims by two symmetrical zones of high levels of displacement (at approximately 400 px
depth, left and right of centre). The subsidence in this case is stronger (at approximately 750900 px depth) than the preceding shallower blast, likely due to the lower blast location. The
base of the transient crater’s inverted cone (at approximately 650 px depth, centre) shows
inward movement (yellow to green) indicative of the zipping of the primary cavity.
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Figure 4.14 | Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analyses for a descending 1 MPa blast series
{JPIV software package}. The three lower frames show the post-shot craters and diatreme deposits
for each successive run.
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Figure 4.15 | Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analyses for a descending 2 MPa blast series
{JPIV software package}. The three lower frames show the post-shot craters and diatreme deposits
for each successive run.
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The final, deepest blast (Run 16) depicts the largest transient crater. With a larger
amount of overlying mass to be mobilised at this blast depth, this is to be expected with all
descending blast series. As before, the high displacement of the central diatreme deposition
process (at approximately 500-800 px depth) is observed. However, the flatter final crater of
this run is depicted clearly in the PIV analysis: this deep blast shows very strong levels of
displacement (red to green) upwards along the rim of the transient crater to the surface,
indicating that this run was dominated by deposition of material into the surface of the
transient crater and into the subsurface of the maar ejecta rims, and not the expansive zones of
subsidence noted in the medial run, and to some extent, the shallower run.
Fig. 4.15 depicts another descending blast series with a 2 MPa initial blast pressure,
and overall, the patterns of displacement are larger the same as the 1 MPa descending blast
series depicted in Fig. 4.13. Note that there is no central zone of high displacement registered
on the shallow 2 MPa run: this is likely due to the lack of a diatreme being deposited, unlike
its 1 MPa equivalent. One universal, major difference between these two sets is that the
individual runs at 2 MPa actually have smaller transient craters compared to their lower initial
pressure equivalents. This is perhaps because a higher pressure primary cavity is able to reach
the surface in less time – the horizontal pressure gradient in this case will be steeper – which
infers that the surface experiences greater cavity expansion at higher pressures than at lower
pressures for the same blast depths.

ii) Consecutively shallower blasts

Fig. 4.6 depicts a typical case of three consecutive blasts, with decreasing depth over
time. In the first blast, at 24 cm depth (Fig. 4.6a) at 0 ms, the valve is opened, and the
compressed volume of argon gas is released into the beads. The cavity that forms at 161 ms,
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containing a minority of crucible-originated red beads, then expands upwards and outwards
into the overlying host as in previous runs (Fig. 4.6a, t=161 ms). However, at 1.5 MPa initial
pressure, the explosive decompression of argon gas is not sufficiently energetic for the red
bead mass to be entrained by the initial argon jet or indeed for the subsequent red bead
majority transported as a granular fountain (Fig. 4.6a, t=237 ms) to breach the surface of the
white beads. The argon gas cavity depressurises, the dome collapses and a symmetrical crater
forms with virtually no juvenile red beads inside it (Fig. 4.6a, t=531 ms). The fallback
sediment here consists only of the white bead accessory material mobilised by the doming of
the beads. The blast, however, is both deep enough and sufficiently energetic to generate a
secondary cavity. As some of the ejected red bead mass loses momentum in the granular
fountain within the primary cavity, it falls back down under gravity and sediments into the
opened secondary cavity. The secondary cavity closes from the base upwards (Fig. 4.6a,
t=340 ms); it zips in the red bead mass, where it remains at the conclusion of the run as a thin,
crosscutting, structure.
The second blast (Fig. 4.6b) is significantly different, with just a change in depth from
24 cm to 16 cm below the surface. The 1.5 MPa initial pressure blast, partly above the preexisting diatreme deposits, opens a primary cavity that breaches the surface of the beads (Fig.
4.6b, t=140 ms). The cavity collapses partly outwards and partly inwards (Fig. 4.6b, t=325
ms), with the entrained accessory white bead mass forming both part of the central fallback
deposit and the ejecta. The subsequent red bead granular fountain breaches the surface of the
beads (Fig. 4.6b, t=160 ms), eventually loses momentum and falls back as both central
fallback sediment and as ejecta. This approximately equal distribution of white bead
accessory material and red bead juvenile material, at this medial depth and initial pressure,
creates a post-shot crater that is much flatter than the deeper crater generated by the previous
run’s doming effect (Fig. 4.6b, t=530 ms).
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The final, third, shallow (8 cm depth) blast at 1.5 MPa is again noticeably different
from its predecessor. The primary cavity easily breaches the surface of the beads (Fig. 4.6c,
t=105 ms), collapsing outwardly as two symmetrical sheets (Fig. 4.6c, t=211 ms) of
remobilised white bead accessory mass and red bead mass, some juvenile, and some
accessory (from the previous run’s crater deposits). The post-shot crater is the deepest of the
three runs (similar to the first, shallow run depicted in Fig. 4.6a, t=555 ms) as this blast is the
shallowest, and thus can excavate more of the centralised bead material and relocate it as
ejecta than deeper blasts as the same initial pressure can (Fig. 4.6c, t=485 ms). The granular
fountain (Fig. 4.6c, t=285 ms), initially approximately cylindrical, begins to spread out and
beads fall as both ejecta and as centralised fallback sediment.
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Figure 4.16 | Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analyses for an ascending 1.5 MPa blast series
{JPIV software package}. The three lower frames show the post-shot craters and diatreme deposits
for each successive run.	
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Fig. 4.16 shows an ascending blast series with a 1.5 MPa initial blast pressure
analysed by PIV, and clearly depicts, with few exceptions, the opposite pattern to the previous
two descending blast series with regards to displacement. One major change between the two
series types is that the increasingly shallower blasts show weaker zones of centralised
displacement. This is likely due to the effect described by Taddeucci et al., (2013): as
mentioned earlier, pre-existing craters tend to vertically focus subsequently deeper blasts.
This explains the higher central levels of displacement in the deepening blast series, and the
weaker levels observed here. In addition to this, the ascending runs allow for some mirrored
areas of the bead mass to have zero displacement – for example, in Fig. 4.16, Run 21, where
two blue to black patches are surrounded by stronger chaotic displacement on their upper side
and moderate downward displacement on their lower side. These patches represent zones
wherein the primary cavity and its associated later peripheral slumping have not come into
contact with the beads.
In every case, in both ascending and descending runs, it is important to note that the
red bead mass entrained from the crucible decouples in a two-stage process of cavitation –
with an associated piercing jet – and granular fountaining, as described in the previous
chapter.
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Case%A%–%One%blast%
(Run%20)%

Case%B%–%Final%of%three%descending%runs% Case%C%–%Final%of%three%ascending%runs%
(Run%19)%
(Run%22)%

a

b

c

Pronounced morphological crater, strong
deformation of host layering defines
diatreme structure.

Minor morphological crater, subtle
shallow host layer deformation; thick,
broad upper diatreme fill, thin
crosscutting beads in lower segment of
diatreme fill.

Pronounced morphological crater, strong
deformation of host layering; wide
crosscutting beads deposit in upper
segment of diatreme fill.

Diatreme: Single Blast Origin

Diatreme: Stacked Compound
Diatreme: Remobilised Compound

Figure 4.17 | Comparative bench-scale diatremes. Comparing the results of [A] a single blast at
depth (Run 20, 1.5 MPa blast), [B] the result of three deepening runs (Run 19, 2 MPa blasts), and [C]
the result of three shallowing runs (Run 22, 1.5 MPa blasts).

iii) Differences in diatreme deposit architecture

Fig. 4.17 illustrates the similarity among diatreme-deposit features across three
different runs. Case A represents a single-blast diatreme deposit, whereas cases B and C
represent compound diatremes generated by successive blasts. Deposits of cases B and C
contain the cumulative juvenile output of three runs, each supplied with 68 g of juvenile red
beads in the crucible.
The surface morphology for cases A and B is similar because of the locations of the
blasts: the final blast in case B, and the only blast in case A, were located at the same depth.
The increase in red bead mass in the diatreme deposits and inside the post-shot layered crater
deposits in case B is simply due to there being three blasts involved – and thus, three times as
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much red bead mass. Note that most of these additional red beads have ended up high in the
diatreme deposit; upward transport of debris through repeated blasts has also been reported
from field-scale experiments (Ross et al., 2013; Graettinger et al., 2014), and inferred for
natural systems (e.g. Lefebvre et al., 2012; 2013).
There are two major differences between the results from three descending runs (B)
vs. three ascending runs (C). One is in the distribution of juvenile red beads. With deepening
runs, the increasing depth of explosion focuses the blast more cylindrically and through a
greater thickness of overlying beads than in previous runs, and as a result, more juvenile red
bead mass falls back into the post-shot crater rather than outwards onto the maar ejecta rims.
The deeper blasts also allow for greater remobilization of the bead strata, with more
pronounced slumping and flow producing folded symmetrical strata either side of the postshot crater. Each subsequent run remobilizes beads of the previously formed, shallower
diatreme deposit, and the final run in this case determines the morphology of the diatreme
deposit. Thus, the final structure can be said to be a remobilised compound diatreme deposit.
This can be contrasted with a diatreme formed through one blast at depth (A), termed a single
blast origin diatreme deposit.
For shallowing runs, the reduced depth of successive explosions allows for more red
beads to be carried above the surface as both ejecta and fallback sedimentation. Consequently,
the juvenile red beads are more evenly distributed between the maar ejecta rim and the postshot crater, whilst leaving the lower diatreme deposit intact from the previous blasts. The final
result is three connected, stacked diatreme deposits forming a stacked compound diatreme
deposit.
The other major difference has already been alluded to: the final explosion in a
shallowing sequence excavates a crater, whereas the final explosion in a deepening sequence
is more likely to result in loss of the surface crater due to intense fallback sedimentation from
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a narrowly focused jet. It is worth noting that changes in the initial pressure (from 0.5 MPa –
2 MPa) do not alter the types of diatremes formed; it is the cavity or cavities that are altered
significantly by the initial pressure changes.
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Figure 4.18 | Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analyses for two descending blast series (1, 2
MPA) and one ascending blast series (1.5 MPa) {JPIV software package}. Due to time constraints,
no ascending blast series of 1 or 2 MPa initial pressures were conducted; thus, a comparison of the 1.5
MPa ascending series with two descending blast series with initial pressures of +/- 33% is made.
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The PIV analysis can be summarised (Fig. 4.18) by this point as follows: In all cases,
from descending to ascending blast series, shallowest runs show the greatest amount of
sedimentation onto the maar ejecta rims, the medial runs show the most expansive zones
of peripheral subsurface subsidence, and the deepest runs show the greatest amount of
material deposited onto the surface of the transient crater. Furthermore, pre-existing
craters vertically focus the subsequently deeper blasts.

iv) Secondary cavities and the zipping effect

As noted, in many runs with high driving pressures and pronounced fountaining, a
secondary, smaller cavity appears after the first has formed, opening at the base of where the
first one has just closed. Opening of this new cavity is not associated with any spikes on the
pressure sensors; it is often deformed by the emerging granular fountain.
Occasionally at high pressures and (only) at medial depths, the initial secondary cavity
is followed by additional larger secondary cavity as the closure of the secondary cavity
appears to rebound and re-open.
There are two observable zipping effects. The first zipping effect – one that occurs at
higher initial pressures – occurs within the primary and secondary cavity (if a secondary
cavity occurs). The subvertical red-bead cylindroid is mostly captured before the granular
fountain of red beads has breached the surface; it rapidly loses vertical momentum and
decelerates to sediment downwards as the primary or secondary cavity closes in on itself. In
deeper runs at low initial pressures (0.5 MPa) there are no secondary cavity or cavities; thus,
the red-bead cylindroid freezes into place as the primary cavity – and only the primary cavity
– zips closed upward from its base. Zipping-up of primary and secondary cavities has the
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same depositional signature, and thus it is impossible to tell which type of zipping took place
from the deposit.
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Figure 4.19 | Initial Pressure v Doming : Fountaining ratios of energy expended for all runs used
in this study. The R2 values for the 0.08 m and 0.16 m data sets are shown; the 0.24 m trend is not
clear from the experimental data. With increasing blast strength a greater proportion of energy is used
for doming, and the proportion rises much more rapidly at shallow blast depths.
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Figure 4.20 | Initial Pressure v Crater Diameters for all runs used in this study. The mean for all
three trend lines are displayed, along with the mathematical relationship between the two variables. At
the shallowest blast depth, increased blast pressure causes a greater increase in crater size. The
overlapping trendlines suggest that scaled depth (e.g. Valentine et al., 2012; Graettinger et al., 2014) is
not predictive within this narrow range of depths due to the restricted size of the experimental rig.
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Figure 4.21 | Peak Driving Pressure v Crater Diameters for all runs used in this study. The
mean for all three trend lines is displayed, along with the mathematical relationship between the
two variables.
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Figure 4.22 | Initial Pressure v Crater Volumes for all runs used in this study.
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3.6. Cratering, Cavitation and Fountaining Energetics

i) Doming and fountaining energetics

The doming base diameter (Fig. 4.12) is effectively a proxy measure of the blast
energy that is available to lift the overlying material at or near the surface. Therefore, as this
value positive correlates with increasing initial pressure (i.e. blast energy), this suggests that
more energetic blasts in general produce larger domes, as more energy is available to lift the
overlying material. Furthermore, despite the overlap, there is some evidence that larger domes
are produced at shallower detonation depths; this suggests that the largest domes are also
produced when lower quantities of overlying mass are required to be moved by the blast.
Kinetic energy calculations have been made using rectilinear kinematics and a series
of approximations and PIV measurements. Although the mass of juvenile red beads is known
– 68 g – the mass of white beads moved by the vertical doming was estimated as described
below.
Most kinetic energy from the discrete blast is distributed into two mobile masses: the
doming roof of the primary cavity, and the red bead mass of the granular fountain (Table 4.2),
with the rest of the kinetic energy being distributed outwards into the majority of the white
bead host. Using the equation for rectilinear kinetic energy: Et = ½ mv2 (where m is the mass
of the central dome or the juvenile red bead mass, and v is the time-averaged velocity of the
two dynamically segregated masses according to PIV measurements) the approximate
division of linear kinetic energy transferred from the discrete blast has been calculated for
each selected run in this experimental series.
Fig. 4.19 plots the initial blast pressure against the ratio of kinetic energy in the central
dome over that in the fountaining red bead mass. Although no trend is apparent for the deep
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(0.24 m) runs, and a trend among the medial (0.16 m) runs has only a moderate R2 value, the
trend defined for the shallowest (0.08 m) runs has a significantly high R2 value. The
polynomial function was chosen to represent the 0.08 m data set as it showed the highest R2
values when given options between linear, power, and polynomial line functions. This trend
shows that, with increasing initial pressure and decreasing depth, more of the kinetic energy
from the initial blast goes into doming and cavitation (and thus initial cratering/excavation)
than goes into the granular fountain. Thus the energy expended in cavitation and doming vs.
fountaining becomes more even as depth increases, presumably because with more beads to
lift it takes extra energy to dome the surface and open the cavity, while fountaining energy is
little changed.
Represented as a unitless ratio (γ), the distribution of the kinetic energy used for crater
excavation vs. for granular fountaining, based on the initial pressures (PI) at a set, shallow
depth, can be described by the following relationship:

γ = 118PI 2 – 108PI + 24.5
(Eq. 4.1)

The higher the value of γ, the greater the transferal of initial blast energy into the
crater excavation processes, i.e. doming and cavitation. This polynomial equation has an R2
value of 0.979, but it remains to be seen whether or not it can be applied to natural maardiatreme eruptions (see Chapter 6).
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ii) Cratering energetics

The crater diameters in these experimental runs were measured from rim-to-rim, as
would occur in the field. Like maar craters, the examples produced in these bench-scale
experiments are roughly symmetrical (White & Ross, 2011), and for single blasts with no preexisting crater, larger craters formed with increasing initial pressures (Fig. 4.20). There is a
similar, though less well-defined, trend with increasing peak driving pressures (Fig. 4.21).
This data follows strongly linear trends for each depth, and it is also apparent that explosion
depth (crucible depth) has a lesser control on crater diameter across this range of pressures.
This does not affect the concept of scaled depth (see Chapter 5). Some runs do not erupt – a
clear indication of a detonation depth far below the optimal scaled depth – but due to the
limited size of the experimental rig, the range of depths available within this set-up is too
limited to effectively see this concept in action. Thus for single explosions without a preexisting crater, crater diameter is an excellent indicator of the original blast energy of the
system. The largest crater volumes (Table 4.3) in this semi-2D rig, on the other hand, correlate
well with both increasing initial pressures and reduced crucible blast depths (Fig. 4.22). There
are a however few outliers; in particular, the largest crater was generated as a result of a blast
at 0.24 m crucible depth and 2 MPa initial pressure. In calculating the trend lines, these points
have been removed from the analysis using IQR calculations.
Comparing the two general trends of peak driving pressure and initial pressure to
crater diameter, a relationship between the former and the latter is revealed, namely:

PD = 0.27 PI
(Eq. 4.2)
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This suggests that only approximately ¾ of the initial pressure drop takes place during
the initial nearly instantaneous opening of the valve to release the argon gas, with ~ ¼ of the
pressure drop taking place later. This delay is neither expected nor observed during the
chemical explosive blasts in experiments of Valentine et al., (2012) or Ross et al., (2013) in
which the entirety of the pressure release from the explosion is presumed to be comparatively
"instantaneous". This shows that these bench-scale experiments, despite involving extremely
rapid release of compressed argon gas, do not represent the same type of instantaneous energy
release involved with chemical explosives (see Chapter 5, which discusses the possible
benefits of this “slower” energy release rate). This difference seems to result in a departure
from a well-known relationship of crater diameter with scaled depth (Fig. 4.23) for other
explosions (including both chemical explosives and volcanic blasts), which follows an E1/3
scaling law and has been used for example by Goto et al., (2001), and Ross et al., (2013).
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Figure 4.23 | Log Energy estimations v Log Crater Diameters for all runs used in this study. The
energy estimations were calculated by dividing the initial pressures (the mathematical equivalent of
energy density {J/m3}) by the constant volume of the crucible (0.0057 m3).
	
  

As Fig. 4.23 shows, a comparison of Log Energy (E), converted from initial pressures
in these experiments (potential into kinetic), against Log Crater Diameter (CD) shows a
mathematical relationship in a similar form, but with a different constant to the standard 0.33
(e.g. Goto et al., 2001):
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Log CD = 0.5696 Log E - 3.1756
(Eq. 4.3)

The constant here of ~0.57 implies that the field-scale scaling law with a constant of
~0.33 does not accurately apply here, which I again interpret to be due to the relatively slow
release of pressurised gas in this set up (when compared to the chemical explosive blasts of
the field-scale experiments (e.g. Goto et al., 2001; Ross et al., 2013; Graettinger et al., 2014).
It is also true that the highly mobile glass beads are not stable at the same wall steepnesses as
are field examples, and that this experimental system is pseudo-2D, so craters cannot truly
form in three dimensions. Finally, there a system-size limitation in the tank used here, such
that the largest cavities and domes interact with the walls and roof. These limitations offer
opportunities for improving similar future experiments.
Auxiliary video files, attached to this thesis, show all the runs addressed in this
chapter.

4. Discussion

4.1. Fountaining Mechanisms

i) Generation of granular fountains

There are two possible explanations for the origin of the granular fountain. The first
involves a transfer of elastic potential energy, which was stored at the time of gas release.
Each individual glass bead is able to store and release elastic potential energy, as
demonstrated by strong bouncing when beads are dropped onto the lab floor. The explosive
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decompression of the argon gas immediately beneath the crucible would transfer kinetic
energy to the many red beads making up the 68 g in the crucible. The opposing forces of the
gas release from below versus the weight of the overlying white beads compress the beads,
resulting in conversion of energy from kinetic to elastic potential energy in the red glass
beads. Release of this stored energy causes the red bead mass to spring upwards as a granular
fountain. For this explanation to be viable, the primary cavity that forms prior to the granular
fountain must be formed by a similar mechanism, but this explosive elastic energy release
must also occur concurrently with the explosive elastic energy release of the red beads,
because the elastic energy would need to be transferred immediately from the red glass beads
into the overlying white beads. This cannot be the case, because the fountain does not occur
simultaneously with opening of the cavity. Also, if it were an elastic energy release that
caused the primary cavity to form, one would not expect the pressure sensors behind the white
bead host – SIKA 1 and 2 – to register anything, except perhaps passage of the granular fluid
comprising the cavity roof, but in fact they register a pressure pulse as the domed roof of the
opening primary cavity passes them (Fig. 4.3). The magnitude of a pressure spike caused by
the impact of the grains on the SIKA sensors would be far smaller than that of the pressure
pulse from the expanding gas cavity itself so as to be undetectable and, in this experimental
series, insignificant.
An alternate explanation is that the granular fountain is produced by an inefficient
transfer of kinetic energy from the argon gas to the red beads that leads to delayed
particle entrainment. In this model, the released gas penetrates the red bead mass
immediately above the crucible orifice as a piercing jet, where vertical driving pressure is
highest, before expanding within the overlying white beads to initiate the cavitation process.
This piercing jet entrains only the red beads directly above the small orifice – a minority of
the total red bead mass. However, not all of the gas escapes through the piercing jet: some of
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the released gas spreads out horizontally at the base of the crucible, then reexpands back into
the centre of the cavity pierced through the crucible red beads. The porosity of the glass beads
– monodisperse and spherical – is not low (according to the manufacturers, it has a minimum
of 23%); however, it is presumably low enough to allow some gas to be temporarily trapped
beneath the majority of the red beads. This causes, soon after the primary cavity begins
growing, the majority of the red beads to leave the crucible as a granular fountain upwards
into the open cavity. This two-stage consequence of a single, discrete blast has been explored
in detail by Andrews et al., (2014), which comprises a published version of the previous
chapter. It is supported by two small pressure spikes on SIKAs 1 and 2 behind the white
beads, which record the passage of the piercing jet. Documentation of this passing pressure
pulse, attributed to gas expanding and opening the cavity, argues against a purely elastic
origin for the cavity. Instead, while the cavity is being opened by the first gas provided by the
piercing jet, the remainder of the gas is sequestered within the crucible, beneath the majority
of the red beads. When this gas decompresses and expands within the crucible, it drives the
red beads upward in an approximately cylindrical granular fountain. As the fountain passes
through white beads to emerge into the cavity, some white beads are entrained upwards with
it. In some runs, these white beads impact each other and white beads “splash” upwards into
the fountain.
This “splashing” of the white beads material may give additional kinetic energy to the
fountain, or absorb some of it. To determine which, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) has
been used. The velocity change induced in the fountain by this splash effect was investigated,
and in every case, the upward splash of white beads moved slower than the fountain. The net
effect is to marginally slow the fountain, but by no more than -0.03 m/s. This is an
insignificant proportion of the overall velocity of the fountain.
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In any case, these processes are currently impossible to spot in field-scale experiments
(Taddeucci et al., 2013) or in natural maar-diatreme systems, whereas these bench-scale runs
provide an opportunity to directly connect eruptive processes with their associated
depositional features.

ii) Inertial flow regimes

A recent overview of granular material flows by Campbell, (2006) assesses the
various mechanical behaviours between particles in different flow regimes. It commences
with the sentence: “Under the correct conditions, a granular solid can flow like a fluid”, a
physical characteristic observed during this experimental study. This detailed paper describes
granular fluids as collections of discrete, cohensionless, solid particles, immune to the effects
of interstitial fluids. This is an ideal description of the monodisperse glass beads used in this
experimental set-up.
There are two ways in which force is internally transmitted throughout a granular
material flow: (1) “Contact” or “Collisional Stress”, and (2) “Streaming Stress” (Campbell,
2006). The former transmits momentum from one particle to the next through collision. The
latter transmits momentum through the overall flow by moving with other particles through
the system in a manner comparable to that of the random motion of the particles in a dilute
gas. Campbell, (2006) states that contact stresses dominate in most macroscopic flows as the
concentration of large particles in common granular flows is high enough to ensure a high
frequency of particle-particle collisions. As such, streaming stresses can often be neglected.
Campbell, (2006) details various flow regimes for granular materials. The one most
appropriate for the granular fountains generated by the discrete blasts in this experimental setup is the Inertial-non-Collisional regime, wherein many particles interact simultaneously, not
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just through binary collisions. It is one of two types of inertial flow, in which force is
transmitted by interparticle inertia and force chains, quasi-linear structures that support and
transmit the majority of the internal stress within the material, are lacking.
This paragraph cites key features observed in the experiments that show why the
granular fountains fall into the inertial non-collisional regime. For example, during
fountaining most particles rise along subparallel paths and don't collide, and the jet is
expanding (particles more separated with time) so that there can be no sustained force chains.
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Figure 4.24 | Crucible Depth v Primary Cavity Volume & Duration for 0.5 & 1.5 MPa initial
pressures.
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Figure 4.25 | Crucible Depth v Primary Cavity Volume & Duration for 1 & 2 MPa initial
pressures.
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Figure 4.26 | Crucible Depth v Primary Cavity Duration. Only the trend lines for each initial
pressure set are shown.
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Figure 4.27 | Crucible Depth v Primary Cavity Duration. Only the trend lines for each initial
pressure set are shown.
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4.2. Cavitation Mechanisms

i) Primary cavities

Using data from Table 4.4, Figs. 4.24-4.27 plot crucible depths and their associated
initial pressures against both the duration and volume of the primary cavities. The duration
time of the primary cavities is measured from the first observed deformation of the subsurface
bead mass against the viewing screen to its closure by zipping (when the base of the cavity is
parallel to the horizontal original surface of the bead mass). The volume measurement is a
maximum, calculated when the cavity takes on an inverted teardrop morphology at its greatest
observed extent, comprised of a half-sphere at the top and an inverted cone at its base. Four
observations can be made from Figs. 4.24-4.27: (1) in general, as detonation depth increases,
the volume of the primary cavity decreases; (2) in general, as detonation depth increases, the
duration of the cavity increases; (3) cavity durations overlap considerably across initial
pressures; and (4) cavity volumes do not overlap across depths nor initial pressures.
Hence, from these observations, it can be said that: (i) primary cavity durations are
controlled only by detonation depth (positive correlation), as seen in Fig. 4.26, and (ii)
primary cavity volumes are controlled by both detonation depth (negative correlation)
and blast energy (positive correlation), as seen in Fig. 4.27.
In terms of the primary cavity volumes, this can be interpreted thusly: at depth, there
is a greater amount of overlying glass bead mass. Therefore, after a deeper blast occurs, the
decompressing argon gas will not be able to move as much of the overlying mass out of the
way to form a cavity as shallower blasts would; consequently, the cavity has a smaller
volume. Furthermore, higher blast energies allow greater amounts of mass to be moved out of
the way of the decompressing argon gas, thus generating more voluminous cavities. With
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regards to the durations of the primary cavities: once again, at depth, there is a greater amount
of overlying glass bead mass. Hence, after a deeper blast occurs, the decompressing argon gas
will take longer to escape to the surface of the glass beads; thus, the cavity will last longer.
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Figure 4.28 | Primary Cavity Volume v Crater Volume for all runs used in this study. The R2
value and line equation for the trend line are shown.

Fig. 4.28 plots the primary cavity volumes against the crater volume. A positive
correlation between the two variables is depicted; importantly, the crater volume scales
exponentially with primary cavity volume, and the y-intercept is not zero. The line equation
can be rewritten as follows, where Cv = Crater volume and k = Primary cavity volume:
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CV = 2E-05e3082.3k
(Eq. 4.4)

This equation (with a relationship determined by calculating the highest R2 value)
suggests that a crater with a volume of 0.00002 m3 can be produced with no primary
cavity being generated. Therefore, it can be concluded that with this set-up, across this range
of depths and pressures, you can generate a crater with a virtually non-existent (very small,
non-visible) cavity. If the blast pressure is low enough and the detonation is deep enough, the
argon gas will likely diffuse to the surface and cause minimal glass bead movement. This,
however, still generates a crater, but not through an explosion that successfully erupts at the
surface and causes any excavation. Instead, a crater is generated in this case by subsidence.
This can be somewhat corroborated with Run 13, wherein a deep blast (0.24 m) at low
pressure (0.5 MPa) produced a contained run and a subsidence-formed post-shot crater with
an insignificant (albeit still observed) primary cavity. This is also comparable with the
Graettinger et al., (2014), field-scale blasts which also featured deep runs which produced
depression pits generated through subsidence rather than any significant surface excavation –
see Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.29 | Primary Cavity Volume v Secondary Cavity Volume for all runs used in this
study. The R2 value for the approximate trend line is shown.
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Figure 4.30 | Secondary Cavity Duration v Secondary Cavity Volume for all runs used in this
study. The R2 value for the approximate trend line is shown.
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ii) Secondary cavities

Based on the PIV analyses (Figs. 4.13-4.14) and taking into account the very low
compressibility of the glass beads, many secondary cavities are likely to be generated by
the release of the elastic potential energy stored within the individual glass beads. As
glass objects, the beads can store elastic energy. The elastic potential energy within the glass
beads is built up as they are initially individually compressed: then contract then rapidly
expand and release this energy. The beads act en masse as a granular fluid when mobilised,
and in these experiments they are mobilised by the explosive release of gas from below. The
greater the initial pressure, the greater the total kinetic energy transferred to the beads. If the
kinetic energy given to the beads by the opening blast was sufficiently high, as the secondary
cavity collapsed in on itself, the mirrored, inward-flowing white beads meeting at the collapse
centre rebound as their stored elastic potential energy is released to create another secondary
cavity. This rebound cavity formation is physically comparable to the collapse and ringing of
bubbles in liquids; recent models for collapse and ringing (e.g. Roger & Szymczak, 1997;
Karri et al., 2011) treats the flow of granular fluids as inertially flowing.
Across all pressures and depths, there is a weak positive correlation between primary
and secondary cavity volumes (Fig. 4.29). As primary cavity volume is controlled by
detonation depth (negatively correlated) and blast energy (positively correlated) – Fig. 4.27 –
it suggests that secondary cavity volume is also controlled by the same variables, even if the
formation mechanism is different.
In terms of the volume: after a deeper blast occurs, the primary cavity that forms will
not be able to move as much of the overlying mass out of the way as a shallower blast would.
Thus, less mass will flow laterally back towards the base of the primary cavity, and
consequently less elastic potential energy will be released upon impact. The resulting
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secondary cavity will therefore be smaller. On the other hand, higher blast energies allows
greater amounts of mass to be moved out of the way of the primary cavity, thus generating
more voluminous primary cavities. In this case, with more mass able to subsequently flow
back towards the base of the primary cavity, more elastic potential energy will be released
upon impact. The resulting secondary cavity will therefore be larger. However, it is unclear
why there is a lack of secondary cavities at some higher volume secondary cavities.
When comparing secondary cavity durations and secondary cavity volumes (Fig. 4.30)
there is again a weak positive correlation between these two variables. As aforementioned,
more voluminous secondary cavities are generated as a result of a greater elastic potential
energy release at the base of the primary cavity. Secondary cavities contain no decompressing
gas whose escape to the surface is controlled by detonation depth or initial blast pressure;
their morphology is controlled only by the elastic potential energy release. A more energetic
“bounce” outwards after the initial impact will form the most voluminous secondary cavities;
in addition to this, this secondary cavity will take longer to subsequently collapse inwards.
Therefore, more voluminous secondary cavities will also have longer durations. Fig. 4.31
illustrates the relation of primary to secondary cavities.
Note that in most runs the kinetic energy transferred by the blast to the surrounding
white beads fails to exceed a certain threshold, and the initial secondary cavity simply
collapses in on itself during the general zipping up with no second rebound – and thus no
additional secondary cavities – occurring.
As aforementioned, on occasion at high pressures and at medial depths, a larger
additional secondary cavity does emerge after the initial secondary cavity. This can perhaps
be attributed to the greater degrees of inward slumping from the peripheries at higher
pressures and medial depths based on the PIV analysis. In these cases, the amount of mass
involved in the mirrored, inward slumping from the peripheries is greater, generating two
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“bounces”. The first phase sees two mirrored masses impact underneath the primary cavity
quickly, but with a relatively low total mass, generating a small secondary cavity. At the same
time, the subsurface white bead mass pushed to the peripheries by the highly voluminous
primary cavity is just beginning to move back downwards and inwards from the walls of the
rig towards this secondary cavity. The second phase involves a much larger proportion of
mirrored mass from the now-slumping subsurface peripheries to close this initial secondary
cavity, allowing more mass to eventually impact with a greater velocity, which will release
more elastic potential energy the second time around and thus will create a larger additional
secondary cavity.
The secondary cavity is often deformed by the emergence of the granular fountain;
conversely, the ringing or rebounding effect of the secondary cavity can temporarily deform
the developing vertical red-bead cylindroid. Regardless of which of the two is the more
dominant, by the time of final deposition the effects of either minor deformation process are
not noticeable in the depositional record.
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Figure 4.31 | Schematic (not to scale) illustrating the relation of primary cavities to secondary
cavities. A: A typical blast at a lower initial pressure and/or deeper blast depth. B: A typical blast at
higher initial pressure and/or shallower blast depth. The blue arrows represent glass bead masses being
pushed by the expanding, decompressing argon gas (purple arrows). The orange arrows represent the
release of elastic potential energy. Secondary cavities form when the masses flowing symmetrically
towards the base of the primary cavity bounce off each other; at higher pressures and/or at shallower
blast depths, more elastic potential energy is released and the bounce effect is greater, producing
longer lasting and more voluminous secondary cavities.
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4.3. Cratering and Diatreme Analogues

i) Maar crater generation

White & Ross, (2011) report that the crater diameter-depth ratio for maars ranges
between 3:1 and 7:1. A similar assessment was carried out on the crater formed in these
experimental runs, and the results are detailed in Table 4.3. The ratios vary from a minimum
of ≈2.7 to ≈16.7, with a mean value across all pressures and depths of ≈6.0, fitting within the
expected field example ratio noted by White & Ross, (2011). The three high outliers (13.1,
16.7, 12.8) are all at the deepest crucible depths of 0.24 m; all other ratio values are
approximately between 3:1 and 7:1, giving credence to the idea that single, discrete blasts
can, individually or in a succession, create the correct dimensions expected of maar
craters in both the laboratory and in natural systems. This also suggests that subsidence
is a major factor at depth, and it possibly responsible for creating the three outliers.
The most well-defined maar crater morphologies generated in these experiments are
produced mostly by shallower/medial blasts; the deeper they go, the more pronounced the
compound diatreme deposit is, but the flatter and shallower the resulting crater is, in most
cases. This is likely due to the more vertical focusing of the blasts at depth, allowing a greater
proportion of material to settle back into the transient crater as fallback sediment, rather than
ejecta. Furthermore, the shallower blasts allow greater excavation of the surface of the
stratigraphy, whereas deeper blasts at the same initial pressure distribute the same
amount of energy through much more overlying material, permitting less excavation at
the surface to occur. Both these effects are noted in the field-scale experimentation of
Valentine et al., (2012), Ross et al., (2013), and Graettinger et al., (2014). In addition to this,
the study by Taddeucci et al., (2013) as aforementioned demonstrates that pre-eruption
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craters focus explosively generated jets, leading to increased centralised fallback of
erupted particles. It can be inferred that similar focusing takes place in this experimental setup. However, for this to be tested further, future experimentation will require multiple blasts
at the same, set detonation depth, in order to compare the proportion of fallback sedimentation
to that observed during ascending or descending runs with pre-existing craters.
In some cases, the deepest crater is produced as a result of the second, medial depth
blast or the deepest blast. This is observed to occur due to slumping and sedimentation into
the transient crater at a higher rate in such cases. This chaotic behaviour is attributed to small,
convective, fluid motions within the glass bead host as it responds to the release of the argon
gas, which may vary slightly at a level not picked up by the instruments.
It is noted that in field-scale experiments the strength of individual blasts of one
chemical explosive is difficult to determine using crater morphology from a crater produced
by three shallowing blasts, each one third of the original amount of the same chemical
explosive (Valentine at al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013). As field-scale crater features are
replicated at bench-scale in this study, it can be inferred that crater diameter can be a good
indicator of total explosion energy and depth if well-formed; however, as this study indicates,
some craters are almost (or entirely e.g. Graettinger et al., 2014) non-existent, as the
proportion of fallback sedimentation is too high and/or the degree of crater excavation is too
low to produce a crater.
Terrestrial volcanoes with discontinuous eruptions are not the only natural analogues
to these experiments. Volcanism on Io – the innermost Galilean moon of Jupiter – is
segregated, based on its eruption process, into one of three categories. The first type, intrapatera eruptions, are arguably the least understood. These eruptions occur within volcanic
depressions termed “paterae” – flat-bottomed craters with steep walls. They are said to
morphologically resemble both mafic and felsic style calderas on Earth (Radebaugh et al.,
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2001). Many paterae show sag features along and around the steep crater walls, indicating that
they may occasionally slump and collapse back inwards on themselves. Such subsidence is a
defining characteristic of calderas (Cas & Wright, 1995), whether on Earth or Mars
(Radebaugh et al., 2001). The craters, (which can reach sizes of over 200 km in diameter in
the case of Loki on Mars), encase lava lakes (Rathbun et al., 2002; Lopes-Gautier et al.,
2004), which can regularly overflow and develop into enormous basaltic lava flows hundreds
of kilometres in length. Although the lava flows and lakes are well documented, the formation
mechanism or mechanisms for the paterae are not. The paterae, although always sharing the
same two geomorphological characteristics of a steep crater wall and a relatively flat basal
region, come in various shapes and sizes (McEwen et al., 1998a; Radebaugh et al., 2001;
Keszthelyi et al., 2012). Furthermore, their initial formation does not appear related to the
effusion of lava from within the crater, which instead appears to occur as a direct consequence
of the paterae being directly connected to the underlying magma ocean. Whether or not these
paterae are originally generated through sustained explosive activity, long-scale structural
sagging, a combination of both or through some other formation mechanism, it is plausible to
suggest that these features resemble terrestrial maar craters. Thus, it can be implied that their
formation mechanism may be similar to the discontinuous, discrete blasts generated in these
bench-scale experiments, either solitary, repeated at a single depth, ascending or descending.

ii) Surface doming

Hu et el., (2014) investigated the swelling movement at the surface of multilayer
compacted material induced by discrete underground chemical explosions. An explosive
charge (aluminized) with a 25 GPa detonation pressure is placed within a ground base of
compacted layers of soil, at the boundary of an upper layer of cement-stabilized macadam
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with a surface layer of concrete. The charge is positioned within a cylindrical burial hole at a
50-degree slope.
Although this is a field-scale experimental study as opposed to a bench-scale one, the
swelling of the surface material is a phenomenon that is described in a similar way to the
surface doming observed in my experimental study. It is worth noting that this study uses a
chemical explosive within compacted material and not just an explosive decompression of an
inert gas into unconsolidated granular material – nevertheless, both involve a doming and an
associated gas acceleration phase in common with all buried chemical explosives (e.g. Bening
& Kurtz, 1967; Goto et al., 2001). A detailed comparison of bench-scale and field-scale
experiments of this type is included in Chapter 5.
Using both experiments with high-speed cameras and aluminized explosives, and
computational modelling, Hu et al., (2014) conclude that the swelling movement dominantly
consists of uplift and inertial motion induced by (1) the impact of stress waves on the free
surface and (2) the expansion of the explosive products.
The scale of these explosive experiments was far larger compared to those conducted
in this chapter and the camera’s wider field of view meant that Hu et al., (2014) could track
the evolution of the surface swelling, or doming, in a way that my experimental rig could not.
However, qualitatively speaking, the two experimental studies show comparable doming
characteristics. The dome in the case of Hu et al., (2014) shows the greatest amount of vertical
propagation in the first 20ms of the blast; from t=40 ms, in both the first and second runs, the
upwards propagation of the dome has decelerated, but remains at an approximately constant
velocity until t=140 ms, when the dome breaches the field of view of the high-speed camera.
The numerical modelling that Hu et al., (2014) conducted was designed to verify the
results of the two field-scale experimental runs. The cumulative model utilises the JonesWilkins-Lee (JWL) equation of state – which models the adiabatic expansion of high
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explosive detonation products (Lee et al., 1968) – and the Miller model – which calculates the
energy released from the burning of powdered aluminium (Miller & Guirguis, 1992) – to
simulate various physical characteristics of the free surfaces reacting to the detonation of
underground high explosives. When burial depth is investigated as an exclusive factor, using
detonation depths of 60 cm, 90 cm, and 120 cm, the borderlines of the surface dome are
shown to have both higher central peaks and wider margins (and thus, overall dome volumes)
at shallower detonation depths, as expected. In my experiments, shallower single blasts at the
start of a succession tended to produce the largest doming base diameters and the most
voluminous craters. This is interpreted in my study to be a result of the reduced detonation
depth allowing more material to be permanently ejected from the transient crater by the
spherical blast of decompression. In can be inferred that at depth there is more overlying mass
to absorb blast energy, and thus the doming is less significant, leading to a greater proportion
of fallback sedimentation. This precise conclusion is given by Hu et al., (2014): the deeper the
burial depth of the explosive, the greater the proportion of blast energy that is absorbed in the
overlying material, leading to less significant doming. This is a conclusion also reached by
field-scale experimentation investigating specifically maar-diatreme formation mechanisms
(e.g. Graettinger et al., (2014), explored in more detail in Chapter 5). Thus, it could be said
that the degree of doming that is observed and the amount of mass that is permanently
removed as ejecta from the transient crater are directly proportional.
Hu et al., (2014) note that, although the material is originally compacted, it moves
inertially when given enough energy by the loading of stress waves on the upper free surfaces
and the expansion of the explosive products; the effects of friction between the mobilised
masses is negated at the rapid velocities they are moving at. This corroborates the
interpretation of the granular fountain’s inertial flow regime given in Section 4.1.
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Fox et al., (2014) investigated, using “small-scale” dynamic experiments, the effects
of air filled voids and water content on the transfer of momentum from discrete blasts to
“rigid” targets. Shallow, buried explosives (4.4 g, cylindrical) were placed in either (1) poorly
graded sand, (2) silty sand, or (3) clayey sand, with varying water and air void contents, and
degrees of compaction. A small standoff distance of air between the soil layer and the rigid
target – in this case, a coherent aluminium plate – was designed to allow for the uninterrupted
expansion of the explosion cavity. The momentum imparted to the aluminium plate for each
discrete blast was measured using a variety of force transducers.
The study, again backed up by a computation model simulating the same events,
found that the momentum imparted to the rigid target increased with the decreasing volumes
of air filled voids and with decreasing yield strength. In other words the momentum imparted
to the target was greater with a lower porosity and lower degree of consolidation. Thus, in
such discrete blasts within less porous yet weak soils, more of the momentum from the blast
is transferred to the host masses, and less is transmitted through the air (as a pressure wave).
This experimental rig by Fox et el., (2014) can be compared with my experimental
study’s set-up. The monodisperse glass beads were always layered in the same way, and were
always left unadulterated, and thus always represented an unconsolidated mass (albeit one
more extreme than those found in nature). Thus it can be inferred that the granular mass of
glass beads in my experimental set-up can be viewed as a type of highly unconsolidated soil.
Therefore, Fox et al., (2014)’s conclusion can be applied to my own discrete blast
experiments.
Cross-referencing this with the study by Hu et al., (2014) and my own experimental
study’s findings, if it can be said that more momentum is transferred to the host mass at lower
porosities and host-material strengths, then under such conditions there will be a higher
proportion of permanent mass removal through doming and ejection from the transient crater.
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Thus, in natural maar-diatreme systems, larger craters are to be expected for shallower
blasts in less porous or/and weaker host material. This conclusion is hardly new (e.g. Auer
et al., 2007), but in this case, it is reached by focusing on the momentum and energetics of the
initial, discrete blast.
By this point, it can be summarised that, for a single blast in granular material: (1)
shallower blasts approximately at the optimal burial depth allow for the greater
excavation and permanent removal of material from the transient crater, thus
producing larger craters than single, deeper blasts; (2) this is because shallower blasts
have more prominent doming phases, allowing for higher proportions of material to be
permanently ejected; (3) less prominent doming at greater than optimal depths is due to
the increased absorption of blast energy at depth into the greater amount of overlying
host mass; (4) blast energy is directly connected to the size of the post-shot crater for
single blasts, which is inversely proportional to the consolidation degree of the overlying
material.
However, as deeper initial blasts and runs of successively deeper blasts demonstrate,
crater subsidence and fallback sedimentation are major factors in determining the
morphology of the final post-shot crater.
Fig. 4.32 demonstrates the differences in surface doming between an outwardly
collapsing run and an inwardly collapsing run. It is clear that a major difference between the
former and the latter is that outwardly collapsing runs (with the exception of some fallback
sedimentation) have very steep angled sedimentation sheets that are directed mostly outwards
from the transient crater. Inwardly collapsing runs show initially low angle, outwardly
moving sedimentation sheets, and progress rapidly to show a mix of outwardly moving
sediment groups and inwardly collapsing sedimentation sheets that have lost their upward or
outward momentum.
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Taddeucci et al., (2013) uses a similar diagram to illustrate the surface doming and
lines tracing the sheets of particle propagation for field-scale experiments (see Chapter 5).
Although these preliminary field-scale blast experiments did not significantly vary detonation
depth, it is clear that shallower runs at higher explosive energies yield steeper
sedimentation sheets moving outwards from the transient crater, whereas deeper runs at
lower explosive energies produce a mix of less steep sedimentation sheets moving (mostly)
outwards, concurrent with some packets of mobilised sediment collapsing back into the
transient crater. This is comparable to the bench-scale runs described in this chapter.
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Figure 4.32 | Comparing the surface doming of typical outwardly collapsing (a) and inwardly
collapsing (b) runs based on the data of Figs. 4.7-4.9. The lines in blue indicate approximate tracer
lines of bead propagation either upwards or outwards from the transient crater, whereas the green lines
trace bead propagation either downwards or inwards into the transient crater. The black lines indicate
the approximate angle of the sedimentation sheets at the edge of the blast.
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iii) Subsurface structures and surface deposit analogues

As is clear, maar-diatreme systems can be generated in these experiments by
single blasts at depth, or with a series of ascending or descending blasts. One clear way to
tell from the resulting structures which blast pattern has occurred is by examining the internal
structure of the maar crater rims. In a series of ascending blasts, the overturned “flaps” of
juvenile material were destroyed by the increasingly shallow blasts. With descending runs, the
overturned flaps of red beads, formed by lofting and progressive resedimentation, were
preserved: the deeper blasts did not destroy the structures formed by previous, shallower
blasts. The opening of the primary cavity allows downward flow of the previously deposited
juvenile layers into the zipping cavity, further preserving them. It is worth noting again that,
as these “flaps” are unconsolidated it is difficult to ascertain whether or not these “flaps”
could represent coherent masses that could be overturned, or whether instead it is an illusion,
and the beads are continually being mixed up as the sedimentation of the maar ejecta rims
occur.
Once again, recent field-scale explosion experimentation (Valentine et al., 2012; Ross
et al., 2013; Taddeucci et al., 2013; Graettinger et al., 2014) demonstrates that explosions
below the ODB (Optimal Depth of Burial – depth wherein crater size at surface is at a
maximum) produce more-vertical ejection of material and fallback that is strongly localized
into the syneruptive crater. This vertical focusing of the deeper explosions within the diatreme
helps explain the deficit of deep wall rock lithics observed in rim deposits of maar-diatreme
volcanoes (White & Ross, 2011). Similarly, these glass-bead experiments, although not
utilizing any ODB estimates, utilized vertically focused discrete blasts into a granular material
with limited lateral grain movement throughout, and fallback sedimentation was observed
dominantly during the fountaining phase, which contained most of the mass of “juvenile”
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material. Furthermore, as aforementioned, the deeper the blasts were, the greater the ratio of
fallback sedimentation to ejecta. Thus these two experiments, bench and field-scale, together
imply that maar-diatreme system eruptions, or any discrete explosions at depth, feature
vertical fallback sedimentation which can be key to forming a diatreme-like structure and
determining the relative depth of the post-shot crater.
As Ross et al., (2008b) noted, volcanic vents generally narrow with depth. Thus, it can
be suggested that an explosion within debris that fills such a tapering vent structure could
generate a primary cavity into which a granular fountain may enter. If the particles entrained
by the blast produced a granular fountain rich in solid juvenile fragments within a maardiatreme system, they would be concentrated by rapid fallback and zipping into a narrow
subvertical column. Such juvenile particles would retain most of the heat they carried when
entrained, and their within-diatreme deposit would be hot and prone to welding, depending on
the timescales and mechanical properties of any such naturally occurring granular fountain of
pyroclasts – a topic for an entirely new study.
Diatreme morphologies in these experimental runs do not vary significantly apart from
the volume of juvenile red bead “magma” produced during the conclusion of three different
runs to one singular blast. As expected, three ascending blasts force more “magma” into
the post-shot crater; three descending runs force more “magma” into the overlying
stratigraphy.
According to the PIV analyses, there are higher rates of peripheral subsurface
slumping detected at medial (and to some extent, shallower) blasts. In natural examples, this
means that sufficiently deep blasts will not draw down peripheral subsurface stratigraphy
and significantly alter its original appearance, although post-eruption subsidence cannot be
ruled out.
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The PIV work also reveals that, conversely, ascending blast series at constant blast
energies best preserve the centralised subsurface stratigraphy as the lower sections
generated by earlier blasts are left untouched by successively shallower blasts; thus, in natural
examples, I would hypothetically expect a similarly well-reserved subsurface stratigraphy.
There are currently no natural volcanological comparisons to the liquid-like zipping
effect or the formation of the secondary cavities, as these processes would be impossible to
determine in the field syn- or post- explosion. Nevertheless, as these experiments – and others
{e.g. Roche et al., 2004} show, granular systems can behave fluidly when given enough
initial kinetic energy, which may include maar-diatreme systems undergoing discrete
explosive blasts.

5. Summary

These bench-scale models not only innovate with a 2D, side-on (longitudinal)
perspective on discrete blasts within a granular material, analogous to those of maar-diatreme
systems that are found across the planet, but are successful in many ways at qualitatively and
quantitatively replicating the morphological features found in natural volcanic systems and
those generated in recent field-scale experimental studies. Importantly, the crater diameterdepth ratios, the sedimentation sheets from descending dome walls, the sunken post-shot
crater, the fallback sedimentation, the maar ejecta rims, the diatreme formation and the
general stratigraphy of natural maar-diatreme systems are all successfully replicated here.
This not only means that these dynamic cratering experiments are highly accurate
representations of maar-diatreme systems despite lacking any thermal component, but they all
but confirm that maar diatreme systems can form as a result of both a single discrete
subterranean blast, or multiple ascending or descending consecutive discrete blasts.
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Subterranean explosions involve complex physical processes that are currently very
difficult to recognise from surface observations alone. In every case a primary cavity is
opened by the each blast, and there is particle transport within it. Also, under a wide range of
conditions, a within-cavity granular fountain forms, in which particles move upward within an
Inertial-non-Collisional flow regime. Though debris jets are commonly presented as a simple
uprush of entrained material, these experiments reveal two distinct particle-transport
phenomena; cavitation and granular fountaining.
Lastly, the diatreme deposits and their deposits generated in these experiments – from
single blast origin to both stacked compound and remobilised compound diatremes – show a
range of complexity that can be compared well with deposits of real diatremes. The
distinction between the upper and lower diatreme deposits cannot be made, however; due to
the uniform nature of the glass beads, true sedimentary layers cannot be created using this setup.
The next stage of the thesis will now focus on chemical explosive-based experimental
volcanology, and the experimental birth of a maar-diatreme volcano. Along with the energy
densities of the explosives, the scale of the experiments has significantly increased, from
bench-scale to field-scale explosions.
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5 - Simulating maar-diatreme systems in field-scale experiments: The
experimental birth of a maar-diatreme volcano	
  
A synthesis of Chapters 3 and 4 with the manuscript of Ross et al., (2013) – co-author, with
additional information from Valentine et al., (2012), Taddeucci et al., (2013) and Graettinger
et al., (2014)

Chapter summary
As part of a large collaborative study conducted in Buffalo, New York State, field-scale blast
experiments (taking place in 2012 and 2013) using analogue materials were conducted to shed
more light on these processes, especially the formation of the proto-diatreme during the first
explosions of a maar eruption, although the generation of the surface craters was indubitably
more successful than the inception of any diatreme depositional signals. Post-explosion
substrate excavation revealed that single large explosions produce sub-crater deposits
extending nearly to the crater-rim crest. The same energy divided into a series of blasts, either
co-located or at different depths with the same epicentre, produced narrower and sometimes
deeper sub-crater deposits even though the final sizes of the craters were similar to that
produced by the single large blast. Debris jets were noted to be highly dependent on scaled
depth, and showed a distinct heterogeneity. Attempts to corroborate these findings with those
of the previous two chapters are outlined here, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Landmark field-scale studies

Prior to the publication of Andrews et al., (2014) and the subsequent follow-up paper
currently in prep (Chapters 3 and 4 respectively), which broke down debris jets into cavitation
and granular fountain phases and further revealed underlying complexities in both maar crater
formation and diatreme production, field-scale analogue experimentation was conducted in
Buffalo, New York State. These experiments, rather than focusing primarily on the
connection between subsurface and surface process leading to the genesis of maar craters,
instead investigated the mechanisms required to produce the largest crater sizes and their
associated sedimentological architecture. As such, these experiments were comparatively
simpler than the bench-scale blasts, although indubitably larger in scale. Unlike the benchscale experiments, I was not the lead author on the research, but a co-author that took part in
the blasts and the subsequent discussions (Ross et al., 2013).
The benefit of such field-scale experimentation is the replication of maar craters closer
to the natural scales of maar-diatreme volcanoes. Chemical explosives – 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
(TNT) explosives primed with a pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) charge – are used as an
analogue for magma-water explosive interactions thought to produce debris jets thought to be
responsible for the inception maar-diatreme systems (e.g. Lorenz, 1986; Ross & White, 2006;
Lorenz & Kurszlaukis, 2007; White & Ross, 2011). High explosives generate high-energy
discrete blasts similar to those that may occur during the formation of natural maar-diatreme
systems. Previous experiments have been conducted on the genesis of field-scale volcanic
craters, and links between crater size and ejecta proportions and velocities (Goto et al., 2001;
Ohba et al., 2002) using similar explosives, but these new field-scale blasts are connected
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directly to the generation of specific maar craters. At the time these experiments were
conducted, the potential for the genesis of diatreme-like structures was unknown. Serving as
pioneering experiments for future research and further blasts, these experimental runs used
both single discrete blasts and multiple discrete blasts for the first time in this field of
scientific research.
Prior to the discussion of these experimental runs, a summary of the pre-existing
knowledge of explosive cratering is required in order to place these runs into context. An
appropriate starting point is the research conducted by Nordyke, (1961) on the craters
produced by four nuclear weapon blasts produced at the Nevada test site. Three were 1.2kiloton nuclear explosions buried within desert alluvium, and the fourth was from a smaller
115-ton nuclear blast concealed underneath the sloping side of a bedded tuff complex. The
first and most clear finding of this research was that the subsurface blasts produced crater
dimensions highly comparable with craters produced by chemical explosives of equal energy
density, which of course allows for a direct comparison between the craters produced by Ross
et al., (2013). Significantly, the experimental data produced from these nuclear blasts also
allow for a direct comparison between the process that lead to the inception of such enormous
craters and those generated by chemical explosives. This directly implied that a scaling factor
was determinable between explosive cratering experiments of a wide-range of explosive
yields.
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Figure 5.1 | Depth of Burst v Apparent Crater Depth. The scales are dimensionless, and connect
the spalling, gas acceleration and compaction & subsidence phases of subterranean nuclear blasts with
the apparent crater depth. From Nordyke, (1961).

In particular, certain cratering mechanisms were highlighted by Nordyke, (1961),
including the initial compaction and subsequent plastic deformation of the material
immediately proximal to the blast, the upwards propagation of the near-surface and surface
material above the explosion (“spalling”), and the acceleration of the granular, unconsolidated
sand-gravel mix overlying the gaseous explosion cavity, syn- and post-exposure to the
atmosphere. Importantly, the degrees to which these mechanisms had an effect on the crater
generation appeared to be affected by the “scaled depth” of the blast. Any measure of scaled
depth of a blast is referring to the variations in crater dimensions as a result of the substrate
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the blast occurred in, and more importantly, the energy density of the explosive. Any plot of
the scaled depth (depth divided by the explosive energy density) against scaled crater volume
(the crater volume divided by the explosive energy density) will generate a plot depicting the
critical scaled depth value (the minimum blast depth producing zero surface disturbance), the
optimum scaled depth (the depth at which the maximum crater dimensions are generated) and
the crater yield (where for each explosive yield, the maximum crater volume is produced),
{Mahadevan, 2013}. Regimes of behaviour associated with subsurface explosions are
commonly described in terms of the scaled depth Dsc = d E-x, where d is the physical depth
and E is the mechanical energy produced by the explosion, with x representing a scaling
factor determined experimentally (Valentine et al., 2012).
By plotting apparent crater diameters (also known as the post-shot crater) against the
nuclear blasts at varying subsurface depths, Nordyke, (1961) established a scaled depth factor
(x) of 1/3.4, meaning that the energy of the initial blast is related to the final crater diameter
by the equation E1/3.4. This could then be used to calculate the optimum depths for future
blasts of varying yields. For example, for a 20 ton explosive, the scaled depth of such a blast
can be determined by multiplying the actual depths of the explosive by the factor (N/20)1/1.34,
where N represents any chosen explosive yield (e.g. N = 1000 for an explosive equivalent to
1000 tons of TNT).
Thus, taking scaled depth into account, these nuclear blasts could be divided into
surface, shallow, optimum and deep burial depths, with optimum explosive depths generating
the largest craters in terms of diameter. It was clear by this point that deeper blasts and
shallower blasts are fundamentally different. Shallower blasts allow for greater excavation of
the surface material: more kinetic energy per unit of mass is available compared to deeper
blasts. In comparison, deeper blasts not only have less kinetic energy per unit of mass
available for equal yield explosives, but slumping and fallback sedimentation processes are
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more dominant, producing flatter, smaller post-shot craters. However, blasts that are too
shallow are unable to mobilise enough surface and near-surface material to produce large
craters, and more mechanical energy is transferred into the atmosphere. Thus, optimum burial
depths for each particular explosive yield can be both experimentally and mathematically
determined.

Figure 5.2 | log Explosion Energy v log Crater Diameter. Chemical, nuclear and volcanic
explosions are included; all three types scale well with each other. From Goto et al., (2001).

Nordyke, (1961) concludes with the partitioning of mechanisms (Fig. 5.1) involved in
nuclear explosive cratering based on their relative contributions to the apparent crater depth.
The contribution from compaction and plastic deformation, and the subsequent subsidence,
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decreases with depth due to the increasing overburden pressure. The contribution of the
“spall” (see Chapter 2) peaks at an optimum depth, wherein there is a maximum mass value of
explosive-proximal material excavated by the blast, and the blasts themselves are shallow
enough to ensure high ejection velocities from the transient crater. The factor of the gas
acceleration of the nuclear blasts is relatively unimportant here, as the spalling process
dominated the excavation process.
The formation of craters as observed in a series of military field-scale cratering
experiments using chemical explosives was investigated by Bening & Kurtz, (1967), two
members of the U.S. Army Engineers Nuclear Cratering Group based in Livermore,
California. One-pound single-charge discrete blasts are executed and the effects on their
subsequent crater sizes were investigated, with a focus on the optimum depth of blast, or
“burst”. The three objectives of these experimental runs, other than the generation of weaponstyle craters in a controlled setting, were to investigate the geometric effects of single and
multiple charges in multiple media and under varying initial conditions, the analysis of the
varying distribution of ejecta from the cratering process, and a further investigation into the
physics involved. The subsurface mechanisms were not a major focus of these experimental
runs, though they included limited observation from bench-scale experiments with layered
sand and even gridded sand; as with Nordyke, (1961) the research centred on the cratering
process and effects of different explosion depths and energies. Experimental series were split
between single-charge blasts and multiple-charge blasts in a level, homogenous medium
(coarse to fine sand); as such, these experiments were set up in a very similar way to those of
Andrews et al., (2014). (However, as chemical explosives were used [C-4 high explosive
moulded into a spherical shell] and not compressed argon gas discharges, the blast
mechanisms are at a glance more relatable to those of the future experiments of Goto et al.,
{2001} and Ross et al., {2013}.)
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The primary finding of the research was that the geometric similarity between these
laboratory-scale experiments and prototype nuclear excavations in the field are sound;
furthermore, scaled depth is found again to be a workable quantitative measure, this time at a
much smaller scale than Nordyke, (1961). The authors further note that crater wall subsidence
is an important factor altering the final post-shot crater geomorphology at or slightly below
the optimum depth of burial.
This paper by Bening & Kurtz, (1967) describes the laboratory-scale chemical
explosive blasts that lead to a crater formation. After the initial explosion, a spherical cavity
expansion is noted to rapidly expand upwards and outwards to the surface. Due to the high
energy density of the explosive, a rarefaction shockwave is generated, imparting an upwards
velocity to the material in a process known as spalling. The lower section of the cavity is
described as representing an inverted cone. As the subsurface deformation continues, the
overburden material is compressed as evidenced by the long period of gas acceleration. When
the cavity has sufficiently decompressed, the doming material – here referred to as mound
growth – stops accelerating. Simultaneously, the lateral pressures have begun to subside, and
the lower section of the cavity begins to rapidly close from the base. The walls of the cavity,
due to their large displacements and high velocities, begin to move upwards and outwards and
begin to fold over themselves along the crater rims. The segments of the crater walls that have
lower velocities begin to slump down into the transient crater. The cavity walls then collapse
into the transient crater, which transitions into a post-shot crater with the settling of the crater
rim ejecta material. The material removed during the spalling process loses its upward
momentum and falls back into the transient crater at approximately the same time as the crater
slumping settles. This entire cratering process, despite using chemical explosives as opposed
to a compressed gas blast, is remarkably similar to the processes described in my own
experimental runs (Chapters 3 & 4).
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The effects of explosion energy scaled against depth, in relation to the formation of a
crater, were investigated by Goto et al., (2001). Thirty-four shots – using dynamite explosives
– were conducted in a field in Sobetsu, Hokkaido, northern Japan, with scaled depth and
explosion energy used to determine the optimal depth of burial. The focus of this study is
specifically volcanological, not military, and is a landmark study in the field-scale testing of
discrete volcanic blasts.
As the authors of this study define, the burial depth of any explosive – of a defined
explosive energy – that produces the largest crater size (by diameter) is referred to as the
optimum depth of burial, (ODB). According to their calculations, the ODB is proportional to
the cubed root of the explosion energy, or E1/3 as definitively determined by Goto et al.,
(2001), an improvement on the E1/3.4 calculated by Nordyke, (1961). Importantly, scaled depth
is concluded to be the major factor influencing the crater diameter, with explosion speed and
the characteristics of the conduit being relatively insignificant factors. Furthermore,
according to these authors, the ODB, the spalling process is insignificant compared to the gas
expansion phase that also dominates the bench-scale experiments of Bening & Kurtz, (1967),
Ross et al., (2008a,b) and Andrews et al., (2014). This incidentally lends credence to the
bench-scale experiments outlined in the previous chapter: despite involving rapid compressed
gas release rather than utilizing chemical explosives – the former involving far slower
“explosion” speeds than the latter – the scaled burial depth appears to influence the crater
diameter more than any other factor. Here, the subsurface is defined as the scaled depth
shallower than 4x10-3 m J-1/3.
In addition to this, Sato & Taniguchi, (1997), indicate that not only are scaled depth
and scaled explosion energy related to the scaled crater diameter, but their logarithmic
equivalents are too (data included in Fig. 5.2). Using this data in combination primarily with
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the findings of Nordyke, (1962), a relationship between crater diameter (D; m) and explosion
energy (E; J) is calculated by Goto et al., (2001), namely:

logD = 0.32logE – 2.06
(Eq. 5.1)

With these landmark studies in mind, in particular the ability to create the largest
craters (in terms of diameter) by using Equation 5.1, the following study by Ross et al.,
(2013), including input from myself, is summarised. The primary objective of this research
was to detonate TNT/PETN charges at various depths in order to observe both surface
processes involved in the crater excavation stage, and to assess the experimental generation of
the post-shot crater and, secondarily, any subsurface geomorphological features. Since the
publication of this research, additional analysis has been conducted on the available data,
which will follow after the description and interpretation of the published cratering results.

1.2. Nomenclature

As in the previous chapter, in order to effectively compare these field-scale
experiments with the previous bench-scale runs and geological examples of both maardiatreme systems and any discrete subterranean blast in a granular material, certain
terminology is required. The “transient crater” is delineated by the floor and walls of a cavity
opened to the surface by the explosion; it exists only during the explosion, and may also be
referred to as the syn-eruptive crater. “Fallback” refers to material, lifted by the explosion,
which has subsequently fallen back into the transient crater; this can also be referred to as
crater fill deposits. The “ejecta” is material permanently ejected by the explosion, landing on
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or beyond the rim of the post-shot crater. The “post-shot crater” is the remaining crater,
sometimes called the apparent crater, one that is open to the sky. The “damage zone”
represents the material within or below the crater that is irreversibly modified but not
significantly mobilized during the explosion. Additionally, the “maar ejecta rim” (White &
Ross, 2011) is an accumulated ring of ejecta deposited on the pre-eruptive ground around the
maar crater. “Diatreme deposits” are the primary volcaniclastic infill of the diatreme
structure.
Modifying terminology from Andrews et al., (2014), a discrete blast or explosion is
the rapid expansion of compressed gas and generation of rarefaction waves released into the
system through the detonation of the explosive charge. Any material moved by the explosion
within the pre-blast excavated conduit can be referred to as a proxy for juvenile magmatic
material. The explosive TNT charge lies within a surrounding host accessory mass. The layers
within the accessory mass are termed strata. The explosion opens a (primary) cavity by the
process of cavitation and excavation as expanding gas pushes the bead mass aside and
upwards. The cavity begins growing below the surface of the system, but domes the overlying
mass upward. Fully developed, a cavity has a domed roof, and walls where the accessory
mass has been pushed aside. Cavity collapse takes place as walls flow inward and the roof
breaks up or falls downward. The process of a cratering generated from the detonation of a
buried charge is described in Fig. 5.3, redrawn from Schoutens, (1979) after Ross et al.,
(2013), based on previous field-scale blast experimental data (e.g. Nordyke, 1961; Goto et al.,
2001; Ohba et al., 2002).
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Figure 5.3 | Illustration of the processes of cratering for a buried charge. Hatched pattern =
compressed gas from the explosion. (A) Detonation. (B) Compression wave reaches surface, causing
spalling; simultaneous spherical cavity growth. (C) Rarefaction wave from surface reaches cavity;
asymmetrical growth toward surface begins. (D) Mound grows and begins to dissociate; gas filters
through broken material. (E) Maximum development of mound; some material slumps from cavity
walls; major venting. (F) Complete dissociation of mound; ejection and fallback of material. (G) Postshot crater configuration. Redrawn from Schoutens, (1979), taken from Ross et al., (2013).
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2. The 2012 blasts (Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013): Methods

2.1. Explosion pads

Three experimental runs were conducted outdoors in 2012 at the Geohazards Field
Station, near Buffalo, in New York State, USA. Three “pads” – explosive sites – were set up,
each representing a different type of explosive succession sequence. Each pad consisted of a
top layer of crushed asphalt, a central layer of compacted and moist sand, and a basal layer of
compacted pea gravel granular mass. With the sole exception of the 35cm sand layer in Pad
Three, all layers were 30cm thick. Cylindrical TNT explosives primed with a PETN charge
were lowered into cylindrical holes carved out of the cores of the pads to various depths,
which were then covered by the excavated material. Pad One involved a single explosion at
the approximate ODB. Pad Two involved three separate blasts – each a third of the energy of
the single explosion at Pad One – at approximately the same depth beneath the original
surface layer. Finally, Pad Three involved three further charges identical to those at Pad Two,
with the final blast buried deeper than the previous two to simulate a descending series of
phreatomagmatic explosions. After each test, each crater profile was measured orthogonally.
Using a 1cm-thin ski pole, the depths of the loose granular deposits within the newly formed
crater were determined, and subsequent cratering profiles were developed. The post-shot
craters were then excavated, using various mechanical diggers and hand shovels, in order to
assess the subterranean depositional features. Plastic bags surrounded each pad, designed to
catch any ejecta from the blasts to determine their ballistic trajectories and displacement from
their respective explosive epicentres.
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Table 5.1 | Experimental runs with associated crater volumetric data. Each crater is treated as an
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a:#post(shot#crater#with#
predominantly#accessory#
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inﬁll.#b:#maar#ejecta#rims#
covered#with#accessory#+/(
juvenile#material#

a
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a
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D
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Figure 5.4 | Photographs of the Pad One experiment and excavation. (A) Grabbed frame from a
video of the explosion showing clasts and lumps of asphalt flying along ballistic trajectories. (B)
Oblique view of the crater during the excavation, 251 cm from the concrete wall. (C)–(E) Series of
close-up straight-on views of the central excavation (207 cm), showing details of the fallback material.
In all photo plates, the upper part of the yellow L-shaped ruler is 40 cm long. Modified from Ross et
al., (2013).

2.2. Scaling and experimental analogue approximations

As described in the previous chapter, these are analogue experiments, and thus many
assumptions and approximations are required before proceeding with them. Phreatomagmatic
explosions in maar-diatreme volcanic systems involve magma, external water and the host
material or materials. Although an explosion approximating a rapid MFCI is presumed, it is
important to once again note that it is assumed; there is no direct evidence that this type of
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explosion is responsible for either triggering or forming the major component of an explosion
within a maar-diatreme system. Studies investigating the rate of magmatic thermal energy
transferral to water or dirty coolants – water with granular particles, moist unconsolidated
materials and so on (e.g. Schipper et al., 2011) – show that simply adding magma to water
does not cause an explosive reaction, and it is hypothesised that mixing and flow regimes
between the coolant and the magma are significant. In fact, adding water to magma or vice
versa causes no observable explosive reaction; rather, trapped water within magma rapidly
heating and causing a violent expansion of exsolving volatile material appears to cause the
explosions widely reported to occur in phreatomagmatic eruptions within maar-diatreme
systems (e.g. White & Ross, 2011). In any case, the speed of the explosion – including the
propagation of the detonation wave and the gas acceleration phase – appears lower than those
used in chemical explosives (Büttner & Zimanowski, 1998), but as aforementioned, Goto et
al., (2001) show that crater diameter is not strongly impacted by the speed of the explosion.
As with the bench-scale experiments by Andrews et al., (2014), these experiments
involved no significant thermal component or attempted to mimic the magma-water explosive
interaction. Instead, the focus here is on the kinematic component of the blast. As Andrews et
al., (2014) showed, no thermal componentry is necessary in order to generate remarkably
comparable maar-diatreme analogues in granular material, and as will be shown in the
following sections, the same is true of field-scale analogue experiments.
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rims#covered#with#accessory#+/(juvenile#material.#c:#crosscu@ng#mixture#mass.#

Figure 5.5 | Photographs of the Pad Two experiment and excavation. (A) Grabbed frame from
video of explosion 2 showing a narrow plume containing sand and asphalt. (B) Oblique view of the
crater showing the probing operations. (C)–(D) Two close-up views of the central excavation (182 cm
from the wall), showing details of the fallback material. Modified from Ross et al., (2013).
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Maar-diatreme systems occur in a multitude of geological settings; in this case, the
compacted, moist sand, asphalt and granular base are representative of a granular system
larger in scale – and decidedly more heterogeneous – than the bead mass system used in the
bench-scale experiments. Implicitly, the granular material mobilised by the explosions will
here serve as proxies for the juvenile material in the simulated phreatomagmatic blast. These
are far less easy to trace than the red glass beads used by Andrews et al., (2014); nevertheless,
the focus of these experiments is on the affect of multiple blasts on the crater size and
subterranean deposits as opposed to the particle entrainment and cratering processes
themselves. This indicates that the scalable aspects of these experiments, without attempting
to obtain a full dynamical scaling and physical reproduction of the natural volcanic
conditions, are valid.
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Figure 5.6 | Photographs of the Pad Three experiment and excavation. (A) Grabbed frame from
video of explosion 3 showing a very narrow plume dominated by sand. (B) Oblique view of the crater
and the central section (206 cm from the wall). (C) Oblique close-up view of the right side of the
central section, showing the overturned flap (folded beige ground marker left of the ruler). (D)
Straight-on close-up view of the fallback in the 204 cm section, which was cut at an angle. Note the
apparent crosscutting zone of sand within the discontinuous asphalt fallback. Modified from Ross et
al., (2013).
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Crater and depositon observations by Ross et al., (2013)

First blast produced a jet that had a high degree of fallback
sedimentaiton into the crater as opposed to rim ejecta. The
second blast sent material ~5m into the air, and it again fell
First crater was symmetrical and conical. Second crater was
back mostly within ~2–3 m of the epicenter, covering both
0.1m shallower than first, implying a greater degree of fallback
the post-shot crater as fallback sedimentation and the maar
sedimentaiton occurred. Final crater, due to high rate of
ejecta rim as ejecta. The final explosion produced a narrow
fallback sedimentation and lower rate of crater excavation, was
(and very cylindrical) debris jet that rose a four meters into
flattest. Minor pseudodiatreme structure observed.
the atmosphere; once again, most of the material fell on the
test pad, much within the crater itself as fallback
sedimentation to form a small mound.

Jet was initially cylindrical before spreading out from
vertical to sub-vertical. Sedimentation waves observed
Crater resembled an inverted cone. Small ejecta ring shows
blasting outwards in all directions from the explosion site
lateral grading of grain size outwards from crater. No
as the spalling phase is overriden by the gas expansion
pseudodiatreme structure observed.
phase. Material mostly unconsolidated in jet with
exception of larger asphalt clasts.
First blast produced a jet that had a high degree of fallback
sedimentaiton into the crater as opposed to rim ejecta.
The first two craters were symmetrical and conically shaped,
Second blast ejected more unconsolidated material already
with the second crater having a larger volume than the first.
fractured by the first blast; high degree of fallback
Final crater volume almost unchanged from second crater. No
sedimentation observed. Final blast generated a jet with
psuedodiatreme structure observed.
minimal uplifted material; blast energy was transmitted
very directly to atmosphere.

Jet observations by Ross et al., (2013)
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Table 5.2 | Experimental runs with observations of debris jet and crater architecture.
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3. Experimental Results

3.1. Blasts and crater observations

Table 5.1 summarizes the experimental set-up used in Ross et al., (2013). Pad One
(Fig. 5.4) was a reference case, with a single 0.45 kg charge buried at 0.5 m approximately at
the optimum depth of burial. Compared to the experiments of the previous chapter, it
represented a medial or shallow depth blast at the beginning of a consecutive blast series.
At Pad Two (Fig. 5.5), three 0.15 kg charges were placed at similar depths below the
original pre-shot surface, again at ~0.5 m. This pad has no current bench-scale analogue, as
each run in Andrews et al., (2014; Chapter 4) followed a previously shallower or deeper blast
depth; nevertheless, morphological comparisons with the ascending blast series from the
bench-scale experiments are made due to the observance of similar crater architectures. It is
worth highlighting that, for the final blast in the sequence, the amount of material ejected was
minimal compared to that from the previous two blasts, as most of the blast energy was
transmitted directly into the atmosphere; in fact, the explosion’s shockwave was felt at least
80 m away and produced the loudest sound wave.
At Pad Three (Fig. 5.6), three 0.15 kg charges were detonated at the following depths
below the original pre-shot surface: 0.5 m, 0.55 m, and 0.72 m, representing a definitively
deepening sequence of blasts. A diatreme-like structure was generated at the pad, presumably
as a result of the deeper explosion (5.6D).
All three experimental runs are summarized in Table 5.2, splitting observations
between the debris jet physical characteristics, and the crater architecture and depositional
signatures.
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Figure 5.7 | A comparison of the depositional signatures of bench-scale (a) and field-scale (b)
single blast runs. The various sedimentary features are directly compared. CL = charge locations, and
their respective numbers. The inferred contact between the undisturbed Pad layers and the
ejecta/fallback was drawn generally parallel to the probe profile and checked against field notes on the
loose deposits. The probe profile encompasses fallback/ejecta but also some material disturbed by
stress waves during the explosions (damage zone). {Section b of diagram modified from Ross et al.,
2013.}
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Figure 5.8 | A comparison of the depositional signatures of bench-scale (a) ascending runs and
field-scale (b) stationary blast runs. The various sedimentary features are directly compared. (CL2
and CL3 are not shown for Pad Two). {Section b of diagram modified from Ross et al., 2013.}
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Figure 5.9 | A comparison of the depositional signatures of bench-scale (a) and field-scale (b)
deepening blast runs. The various sedimentary features are directly compared. {Section b of diagram
modified from Ross et al., 2013.}
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4. Excavation discussion and outlook

The purpose of these experiments was initially two-fold: (1) to study the effects of
different explosion regimes on crater formation, and (2) potentially connecting the surface
features to subsurface processes inferred to have occurred based on the excavation evidence.
In fact, this study by Ross et al., (2013) was indubitably more effective at achieving the
former than the latter. As with natural maar-diatreme systems, the subsurface processes are
not viewable during the eruptive phase, nor are they easy to infer by assessing their deposits
post-eruption. The main problem for both field-scale experiments and fieldwork itself is that
the preservation potential of the sedimentological markers of the processes that produce such
systems, simulated or natural, is poor. Maar-diatremes are thought to form not by a few
multiple explosions, but perhaps hundreds and thousands (White & Ross, 2011 and references
therein), and as such, the pre-existing stratigraphy is often entirely destroyed. Nevertheless,
the craters produced were carefully excavated, and provided information vital to the
understanding of how maar-diatreme systems operate.

4.1. Scalable comparisons

i) Bench-scale to field-scale morphological comparisons

Figs. 5.7 to 5.9 directly compare the morphological features of the bench-scale runs
most similar in design to those of the field-scale experiments.
Fig. 5.7 compares the single blast experimental run at Pad One with its bench-scale
equivalent. Both depression craters are pronounced and symmetrical. The host layering is
more pronounced in the bench-scale, and a diatreme deposit is noticeably absent from the
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field-scale equivalent. Otherwise, similar accessory features are noted, including upturned
accessory mass within the transient crater, and partially overturned accessory mass within the
maar ejecta rim region.
Fig. 5.8 compares the three separate stationary blast series at Pad Two with its benchscale equivalent. No direct bench-scale equivalent exists at present. In this case, the fieldscale series is roughly comparable to the ascending bench-scale runs, as the increased removal
of asphalt and sand within the pad implicitly raises the technically stationary blast depth
slightly with each successive detonation from the post-shot crater base. Both depression
craters are highly pronounced and symmetrical. The host layering is more pronounced in the
bench-scale once again, and a diatreme deposit is noticeably absent from the field-scale
equivalent, although in this case, both examples show significant mixing of juvenile and
accessory components and a prominent crosscutting depositional signal in the upper segments
of the post-shot crater. Similar accessory features are again noted in both examples, including
upturned accessory mass within the transient crater, and partially overturned accessory mass
within the maar ejecta rim region.
Fig. 5.9 compares the deepening explosion series at Pad Three with its bench-scale
equivalent. In this case, the field-scale series is comparable to the descending series of benchscale runs. Both depression craters are minor-to-moderately pronounced and only
approximately symmetrical. The host layering is more pronounced in the bench-scale once
again, with some very well preserved examples of slumping underneath the maar ejecta rim
only partially comparable to the slumped and upturned flaps in the field-scale example maar
ejecta rim. A diatreme deposit is noticeably absent from the field-scale equivalent once more,
although in this case. However, a pseudodiatreme structure – a structure taking the shape of a
diatreme but with a dubious or deeply uncertain formation mechanism – generated (perhaps)
by fallback sedimentation alone is present in the field-scale example. Both examples show the
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most significant mixing of juvenile and accessory components of any run. In contrast to the
ascending or stationary runs depicted in Fig. 5.8, the most prominent crosscutting depositional
signals this time are in the lower segments of the post-shot crater in both the bench and fieldscale examples. Finally, similar accessory features are yet again noted in both examples,
including upturned accessory mass within the crater, and partially overturned accessory mass
within the maar ejecta rim region.
It is worth noting that the sedimentary structures key to identifying the pattern of
blasts, in particular the slumped, overturned sedimentary sheet (or wave) deposits, the relative
flatness of the post-shot crater, and the distribution of juvenile material within the system
(Figs. 5.7-5.9) are much clearer in the bench-scale experiments than the field-scale runs. This
is likely to be due to two factors: firstly, the colouring of the beads gives a clearer indication
as to where the juvenile versus the accessory material has been deposited; secondly, the
excavation processes involved in the field-scale experiments will certainly have disturbed the
underlying deposits – and reduced their preservation potential – considerably more than the
bench-scale experiments, which required no excavation.
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Figure 5.10 | log Explosion Energy v log Crater Diameter. Chemical, nuclear and volcanic data is
taken from Goto et al., (2001). The bench-scale blasts (Andrews et al., 2014) and field-scale blasts
(Ross et al., 2013) are added. All five categories of experiments scale very well with each other.

ii) Explosive cratering energetics

Fig. 5.10 depicts the correlation between the log explosion energy and the log crater
diameter of a variety of discrete explosions, ranging from an example used in this study to
larger chemical explosion experiments, up to nuclear testing craters and even more energetic
volcanic blasts. Examples from Chapters 3 (Andrews et al., 2014) and 4 have been added. As
the graph clearly shows, from bench-scale to field-scale to nuclear to volcanic, logarithmic
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explosion energy and logarithmic crater diameters scale very well with each other despite the
differing explosion sources.
Table 5.1 contains the cratering volumetric data for all three pads. It is clear that the
largest crater produced during any of the runs by diameter was the very first reference case: a
comparatively high-energy explosion at the shallowest depth near the ODB. Furthermore, this
crater also happens to be the most voluminous of all the post-shot craters. Both cases are
analogous to the bench-scale experiments reported in the previous chapter: although the ODB
was not known during the bench-scale blasts, it more often than not that the shallower runs
produced the largest craters. The reasoning is precisely the same in the case of the field-scale
experiments: shallower blasts allow for greater excavation of the surface material, as more
kinetic energy per unit of mass is available from the initial explosion compared to deeper
blasts. Deeper blasts beneath the ODB not only have less kinetic energy per unit of mass
available for equal yield explosives, but slumping and fallback sedimentation processes are
more dominant, producing flatter, smaller post-shot craters, as seen clearly in the case of the
final post-shot crater in Pad Three, the deepest of three descending blasts. Blasts that are too
shallow are unable to mobilise enough surface and near-surface material to produce large
craters, and more mechanical energy is transferred into the atmosphere, as seen in the case of
Pad Two’s final post-shot crater, which is almost no different from the previous blast’s crater.
In these runs, the explosive charge each time remains at the same height, but the crater is
excavated slightly deeper by each successive blast, thus technically these runs represent a
marginally ascending series.
Similarly, the majority of the explosion series conducted in this study show (Table
5.1) cratering diameter-depth ratios falling within or close to the 3:1 – 7:1 range posited by
White & Ross, (2011), and as replicated in the previous chapter (Table 4.3) further validating
the kinematics of the maar crater formation described in both this study and the bench-scale
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experiments. However, it can be said that in any field-scale cratering experiment conducted so
far it would not be possible, without any prior knowledge, to determine whether the final
craters formed due to multiple explosions or one single explosion based solely on their final
diameter.

iii) Depositional signals

As is clear from Figs. 5.7 to 5.9, a number of the sedimentary features present in
natural maar-diatreme systems (Chapter 2) are detectable in the results of these field-scale
experiments. A post-shot crater with fallback sedimentation infill, a (possible) diatreme
deposit, a region of untouched basal granular mass, a slumped, partially overturned maar
ejecta rim region, and an upturned accessory mass laterally proximal to the diatreme deposit
are all present in Pad Three’s final post-shot crater (Fig. 5.9). In addition to this, aided by the
red glass beads’ visibility, the bench-scale (Fig. 5.9) run has a remobilised compound
diatreme deposit and clearer, overturned and slumped flaps underneath the maar ejecta rims.
Pad Three is a particularly interesting case, as it represents the first field-scale
experiments to effectively increase the explosion depth whilst maintaining the same energy
density for each individual explosive charge. In this way, it is technically identical to the
descending runs produced by the bench-scale experiments in the previous chapter. Although
this is the only run that produced a diatreme-like structure, the precise origin of this material
is debatable and certainly ambiguous: it could have been generated from the fallback
sedimentation generated during the explosion, or it could have been produced as a result of
slumping within the transient crater. It is also possible that a zipping effect of the mobilized
granular material, observed during each bench-scale experiment, could have generated such a
depositional signature. Unfortunately, with the lack of a side-on, longitudinal view, the
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subsurface process at work in these field-scale experimental runs can only be implied, rather
than observed, and in the case of this diatreme-like structure, there is simply not enough data
within the sedimentary deposits to determine its origin.
As pointed out in the previous chapter, these recent field-scale explosion series
(Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013) also demonstrate that explosions below the ODB
produce mostly vertical sediment ejecta patterns and similar fallback, and presumed
sedimentation; as aforementioned, the vertical focusing of the deeper explosions in the
diatreme area explains the deficit of deep wall rock lithics observed at maar volcanic systems
(White & Ross, 2011; Taddeucci et al., 2013). It is very clear by this point that the deeper the
blasts were the greater the ratio of fallback sedimentation to ejecta. It could also be in the case
of the field-scale blasts that, similar to the bench-scale experiments (Chapter 3), deeper
explosions have a roughly equal partitioning of kinetic energy involved in crater excavation
and granular mass movement; thus, more energy is invested in the vertical propagation of
mobilized material at depth than the outward distribution of ejecta during the excavation
phase.
In addition, it can be concluded from the comparisons between the bench- and fieldscale blasts (Figs. 5.7-5.9) that, in nature, although the largest craters by both diameter and
volume are therefore likely to be produced by shallower blasts nearer the ODB, diatremes are
only likely to form when the blast is beneath the ODB.
As the bench-scale experiments definitively showed (Chapters 3 & 4), maar-diatreme
systems can be generated by single blasts at depth, or with a series of ascending or descending
runs. Natural maar ejecta rim deposits contain well-developed stratigraphy, and are formed by
multiple depositional events of relatively small volume (White & Ross, 2011); this is clearly
observed in these field-scale experiments, further increasing their scaling validity. There is
some field evidence, such as that exposed at the Coombs Hills (Ross & White, 2006) and
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Hopi Buttes sites (Lefebvre et al., 2012; 2013) that overturned and folded accessory flaps
surrounding the maar-diatreme system are present. The evidence from these bench-scale
experiments and the field-scale explosion series strongly agree with these findings: the
mirrored, sheet-like layering of the maar ejecta rims observed in these experiments that
produce such symmetrical, folded stratigraphic forms appear to be an excellent analogue for
those found in natural maar ejecta rings.
With descending runs in the bench-scale experiments, the overturned “flaps” of
juvenile material are preserved: the deeper blasts cannot destroy the stratigraphy preserved
from previous, shallower blasts, and the “splash” effect caused by the emergence of the
primary cavity – a feature known to occur in all chemical blasts during the gas expansion
phase – draws down the pre-existing sedimentary layers into the lower, laterally-mobilised
stratigraphy, further preserving them. This is, to an extent, observed in all runs, but
particularly in Pad Three, where the increasingly deeper blasts appear to allow some minor
crater modification – and flattening – through crater rim slumping.

iv) Debris jet inception and dynamic segregation

The nature of the “debris jet” in these field-scale experiments, and the proportions of
accessory material versus juvenile material, is almost impossible to determine. Without a
longitudinal view of these experiments, the subsurface processes are not visible, and any
fountaining granular mass is obscured by the sedimentation waves that spread outwards
during the crater excavation stage. The only jet visible is that of the fountaining material
mobilized vertically by the explosive charges, which contains cryptic mixtures of the asphalt,
sand and basal granular mass, and although it is of an increasingly cylindrical morphology
with increasing blast depth, very little can be determined from it without knowing the source
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of the mobilized material. Thus, the crater excavation is key in interpreting the nature of any
debris jets, or dynamic segregation (Chapter 3) effects, that may occur during the field-scale
blasts. Unfortunately, as extensive fieldwork on their natural counterparts (Chapter 2) has
shown, identifying the complex nature of debris jets is not possible by only interpreting the
post-shot crater and diatreme deposits. This indicates that bench-scale experiments, with their
unique longitudinal view, are essential for the future investigation of maar-diatreme systems
formation.
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Figure 5.11 | A comparison of the eruptive processes of a typical bench scale (left) run and the
field-scale (right) Pad three final blast. The various eruptive features are directly compared. Note
that the bench-scale run (Andrews et al., 2014) is a screen grab showing the actual eruption, whereas
the field-scale run (Ross et al., 2013) is an interpretive sketch of the crater-forming event. Left: A:
granular juvenile fountain. B: primary cavity. C: doming cavity roof. D: outwardly moving
sedimentation waves. E: diatreme. F: root zone. G: slumping pre-existing granular mass. H: trailing,
up-splashed white bead accessory mass. I: overturning accessory sediment. Comparable features are
labelled with the same letters, (lower case) on the right section of the diagram. Right: (A) Initial
mobilization of material upward from around the explosion site, including in the coupled volume
slightly below the site of the charge. A flap of asphalt is raised and stretched at the jet margin. (B) The
last moment of upward movement for the bulk of material, with an open cavity at the base and core of
the visible eruptive jet. (C) Mass fall of most material in the jet has begun. The cavity is closing from
the top and material begins accreting on the transient crater's walls. (D) Predominantly vertical
fallback of material has largely refilled the transient crater. Most particles from the substrate have been
first lifted nearly vertically, and then dropped back along very similar paths. Fines lofted by the
explosion are partly partitioned into a weak dusty plume, and sometimes also into a weak laterally
flowing density current. (Modified from Ross et el., 2013.)
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Fig. 5.11 directly compares the visual eruptive processes occurring in a typical, medial
depth eruptive run from the bench-scale experiments with the interpretative sketch of what
may be occurring during the field-scale experiments, as no direct visual comparison is
possible. Although some features are noted to be replicated – the primary cavity, doming roof
of the primary cavity, the trailing accessory mass behind a roughly cylindrical fountain, the
overturned and slumped subsurface material and the overturned ejecta flaps – the distinction
between the two types of experiments is clear: the “debris jet” generated by the field-scale
blasts occurs as one singular mobilized mass, here represented as the doming roof of the
cavity. Contrastingly, the “debris jet” generated by the bench-scale blasts almost always
occurs in two stages: as a domed roof driven by cavitation, and as a later, mobilized granular
fountain. As the dynamic segregation effect is noted to almost always occur in the bench-scale
blasts (Chapter 3), it appears likely that it is occurring in the field-scale experiments, but the
lack of a side-on longitudinal view and a 1000fps high-speed camera once again renders it
invisible to observers.
By this stage it is abundantly clear that a major advantage of the bench-scale
experiments is that the subsurface processes and surface process, including diatreme
formation, cavity generation, crater excavation, granular fountaining, and the distribution of
fallback sedimentation to maar rim ejecta can be connected to each other and clearly observed
in high-resolution. These field-scale explosion series do not offer such a clear insight;
nevertheless, it is pertinent to attempt to compare the features of the “eruption” process of
both the bench-scale and field-scale experiments for scaling purposes.
Fig. 5.12 once again compares the blast pattern and characteristics of Run 22, a
medial-depth blast in a descending run series, with a screen capture of the reference case
explosion from Pad One. As is clear from the bench-scale run, many processes are clearly
viewable syn-eruption: at the surface, the doming cavity roof and the outwardly moving
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sedimentation sheets are present. In the subsurface of the system, a granular juvenile fountain,
a primary cavity, a diatreme, the root zone, the slumping of pre-existing granular mass, the
trailing, up-splashed white bead accessory mass, and the overturning accessory sediment are
viewable. Comparing this to the screen capture of the explosion at Pad One, only the
sedimentation sheets, the tip of the doming roof mass, and a possible section of a granular
fountain emerging beneath the dome are observable; the rest of the features, occurring or not
in the field, are obscured by the ejecta.
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Figure 5.12 | A comparison of the eruption process features of a typical bench-scale run (left)
and the Pad One blast (right), with associated schematic representations of each stage of the
blasts (far right). Left: The bench-scale screen grabs are on the left section of the diagram. Top left
numbers in each frame give time after initiation in milliseconds. SIKA 1 (purple circle) and SIKA 2
(blue circle) are pressure sensors located behind the white bead mass. Thick, black, horizontal line
indicates width and level of crucible top. The top row depicts the cavitation phase, the middle row
depicts the cavity collapse phase, and the bottom row depicts the diatreme formation and crater infill
stage of the run. Right: (A) A screen grab of the high-speed camera footage of the Pad One blast
immediately after detonation, showing a doming cavity roof. (B) The emergence of the sedimentation
waves, moving radially outwards as non-cohesive sheets. (C) The pseudodiatreme structure. Far
Right: (I) Mound grows and begins to dissociate; gas filters through broken material. (II) Maximum
development of mound; some material slumps from cavity walls; major venting. (III) Complete
dissociation of mound; ejection and fallback of material.
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5. Taddeucci et al., (2013): Eruptive jets

Taddeucci et al., (2013) is another study based on the 2012 Buffalo field-scale blasts;
in contrast to Valentine et al., (2012) and Ross et al., (2013) which assessed the crater
morphologies and their respective sub-surface architectures, the authors here instead focus on
the effect of the crater morphologies on the development of an explosively induced jet. As the
authors note, despite the pervasiveness of volcanic craters, research on the effect pre-existing
craters on gas-particle jets is uncommon. Using Pads 2 and 3 – the pads used to execute
successive runs – this effect is investigated. It is important to point out that the “jets”
described by Taddeucci et al., (2013) are more akin to the “debris jets” described by Ross et
al., (2008a,b) rather than the granular fountains described in Andrews et al., (2014) and in
Chapters 3 and 4. Granular fountains were not observed in the field-scale experiments at
Buffalo: Valentine et al., (2012), Ross et al., (2013) and Graettinger et al., (2014) make no
reference to them. Rather, the surface doming and any subsequent vertical entrainment of
granular mass is conflated into one singular debris jet-like feature, which Taddeucci et al.,
(2013) refer to as “explosion jets”. Thus, surface doming as described in Chapters 3 and 4 in
the bench-top glass bead experiments will be the equivalent of the explosive jets described
henceforth by Taddeucci et al., (2013).
As observed during the bench-scale experiments described in Chapters 3 and 4,
Taddeucci et al., (2013) outline the two effects that a pre-existing crater should have on the
development of an eruptive jet: (1) the gas-particle mixture expanding up through the conduit
and up to the vent is contained to some degree within the concave depression, which will have
some control over its propagation and transient shape; (2) the centre of the depression has
accumulated the fallback sediment from previous eruptive jets or sediment from either sudden
or continual, gradual crater wall subsidence, which will be entrained in any future explosive
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jets (Ross et al., 2008a,b; Andrews et al., 2014) and which will inhibit, to some degree, the
expansion of the jet into the atmosphere. In summary, the geometry and the exit velocity of
the explosive jets will be affected by the pre-existing crater morphology. Like the bench-scale
experiments, Particle Image Velocimetry and high-speed camera footage is used to analyse
the explosive jets generated by the 2012 Buffalo field-scale experiments.
Two key differences, however, between the field-scale blasts and the bench-scale
analogue experiments must be highlighted here, as they will no doubt have an effect on the
subsequent comparative analysis: (1) the bench-scale set-up used monodisperse glass beads,
meaning that the porosity of the overlying bead mass was always the same, whereas the fieldscale experiments used a mixture of materials of varying yield strengths and porosities; (2) the
gas expansion phase dominated the bench-scale experiments, whereas the field-scale
experiments used a chemical explosive, generating “spalling”, followed by a rapid gas
expansion.
Thus, the first difference between the bench- and field-scale experiments is that the
ground swelling – or “doming” – in the latter is generated by first a compression wave and
then the gas expansion phase, whereas the doming in the white beads is only generated by the
gas expansion phase. However, the spalling effect appears to fracture and mobilise the
overlying layers of already loose, layered, granular material fairly rapidly as the surface
begins to dome: it is noted that the compression wave has travelled away from the detonation
epicentre within 0.016-0.032 s (or 16-32 ms), comparable to that which surface doming is
noted to have begun in the bench-scale runs (approximately t=50 ms to t=80 ms, always
matching the sudden drop in pressure as indicated by the pressure transducer at the base of the
crucible). It is likely that the increased speed of the chemical explosion and its compression
wave causes doming to occur slightly earlier than that of the notably slower explosion speeds
observed to occur in the bench-scale experiments.
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The jets in the field-scale experiments are observed to cause doming through initial
vertical growth and far slower horizontal spreading, a feature entirely consistent with all
bench-scale experimental runs. As Fig. 5.13a shows, shallower bench-scale blasts within a
pre-existing crater (or indeed otherwise in a new, undisturbed white bead mass) display a
range of blast contours: some begin by rapidly moving vertically and beyond the field-ofview (FOV) whereas others remain steep throughout their comparatively slower lateral
propagation. Shallow and medial (8-16 cm detonation depth) produces runs with 51-96° (from
horizontal) doming angles which remain approximately unchanged up until the lateral edges
of the FOV are reached.
On the other hand, deeper blasts (Fig. 5.13b) produce more sub-vertical blast contours
that propagate upwards far more slowly, albeit still more rapidly than their laterally moving
counterparts which collapse partly inwards and partly outwards. Deep runs (24 cm detonation
depth) produce runs with 19° (lower pressures, <1 MPa) to 69° (higher pressures, >1 MPa)
doming angles before collapsing.
Comparing these bench-scale blast contours to their field-scale equivalents (Fig. 5.13,
bottom), it is clear that the high explosive yield of the chemical blasts and their relative
shallowness overall produce blast contours and jets similar to the shallower blasts of the
bench-scale experiments. In every field-scale blast, however, the sedimentation waves
collapse outwards at a steep angle.
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Figure 5.13 | Comparing the surface doming of outwardly collapsing (a) and inwardly collapsing
(b) runs to field-scale equivalents (bottom). Top: The lines in blue indicate approximate tracer lines
of bead propagation either upwards or outwards from the transient crater, whereas the green lines trace
bead propagation either downwards or inwards into the transient crater. The black lines indicate the
approximate angle of the sedimentation waves at the edge of the blast. Bottom: The contours of the
explosion jets (red lines) formed by each of the field-scale blasts as described in Ross et al., (2013)
and outlined in this chapter. Double arrows mark the post-explosion crater size; the black solid lines
define the jet spread angle; the inner core of the jets are marked with dashed white lines. The colour
panels show the PIV analysis of the same jets: the left-hand sides show the horizontal velocity
componentry; the right-hand side shows the vertical component. From Taddeucci et al., (2013).
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Taddeucci et al., (2013) make an important distinction in their observations of
shallower (Fig. 5.13, Runs 2a-c) field-scale blasts and deeper (Fig. 5.13, Runs 2a, 3a-b)
variants: progressively shallower explosions produce faster growing jets (i.e. surface doming)
with more shallowly inclined margins and more cylindrical forms (i.e. steeper angled
sedimentation waves/sheets), whereas deeper blasts generated comparatively slower jets with
marginally less steeply inclined margins. Taddeucci et al., (2013) also note that deeper blasts,
particularly the deepest (Fig. 5.13, Run 3c) produced a vertically focused jet with a negligible
lateral component.
The faster jets generated at progressively shallower depths are interpreted by
Taddeucci et al., (2013) to be the result of less crater infill being present above the explosion
site: less overlying mass for the same explosive charge energy meant that more kinetic energy
from the blast’s spalling and gas expansion phase gave each unit mass more momentum to
propagate vertically. On the other hand, the deeper blasts produced jets already erupting into a
pre-existing crater which vertically focused the jets – thus producing a limited lateral
component – but the increased overlying crater infill meant that each unit mass had less
momentum on average to be mobilised vertically; thus, deeper blasts produced slower jets.
This is comparable to the bench-scale equivalents (e.g. Chapter 3, Fig. 3.7; Chapter 4,
Table 4.2): the progressively shallower runs universally produced faster surface doming
masses, particularly when compared to their subsequent granular fountains; their doming
angles were also far steeper than their deeper equivalents (Fig. 5.13). However, the reasons
behind this are likely to be different. The bench-scale set-up, as aforementioned, used
monodisperse glass beads, a granular mass; on the other hand, the field-scale blasts occurred
in a variety of granular material with varying degrees of yield strengths and porosities. With
each deep field-scale blast, the area immediately above the explosion site was weakened, so
although the crater infill and overlying mass was higher at depth, the zone of weakness above
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the epicentre allowed for the vertical focusing of the deeper field-scale jets. On the other
hand, the bench-scale blasts did not weaken the mass above the crucible for any of the runs.
Therefore, it can be said that the deeper bench-scale blasts did not produce vertically focused
doming features in precisely the same way the deeper field-scale runs produced vertically
focused jets. Nevertheless, one aspect of the jets/doming that the respective field/bench scale
blasts do have in common is that progressively shallower blasts have less overlying mass in
either case to vertically entrain, and it is to be expected that the subsequent jets/doming will
be faster than their deeper equivalents.
Taddeucci et al., (2013) conclude that pre-existing craters primarily affect the surface
evolution of the jet’s lateral dimension: deeper craters effectively buffer the lateral blast
contours and thereby contain more of the laterally propagating sediment within the crater,
whereas shallower craters allow greater sedimentation of the rims rather than the central crater
(Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013). This is precisely that which is observed in the
bench-scale equivalents (Chapter 4), with deeper craters showing a greater degree of fallback
sedimentation and a lower proportion of crater rim ejecta deposition. The preceding shallower
runs tend to create deeper craters as more mass is moved laterally with shallower blasts: the
gas-particle mixture is not constrained by much overlying or surrounding mass at this stage
and expands spherically near or at the surface of the beads. The subsequent deeper blasts
produce lateral blast contours that encounter more resistance against the walls of the preexisting crater, and more material bounces back as crater infill: the gas-particle mixture is
now focused more vertically. This vertical focusing increases the rate of fallback
sedimentation into the crater, and the subsequent craters are flatter and shallower with each
successively deeper run.
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6. Graettinger et al., (2014): Detailed cratering runs

6.1. Experimental set-up

Graettinger et al., (2014) is the most recent Buffalo study, focusing on a second series
of field-scale blast experiments conducted in 2013. Although the method is essentially the
same as the Ross et al., (2013) experiments, there are a few major alterations worth
highlighting:- (1) 15cm thick layers of, in order of ascendance A) red marker gravel, B) pea
gravel, C) concrete sand, D) recycled asphalt, and E) poorly sorted limestone sand were used.
(2) One shallower trench contained layers B-E and was relatively shallow, and hosted three
blasts; a deeper trench was filled with layers A-E and hosted two blasts. Table 5.3 contains
information pertaining to each run conducted in the 2013 study; see Graettinger et al., (2014)
for more detailed information.
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Graettinger et al., (2014).
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Two

Deep explosion focus three deep stationary blasts

Progressive ascending
series of three blasts

Four

Five

series of three blasts

c

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.47
0.74
1
1
1
1
0.8
0.5

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15

For 3, scaled depth remained the same, so total depth beneath original pad surface increased

c

b

Explosion depth below
original surface (m)
0.5

0.3
0.3

0.45

1
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Charge size (kg)

Explosion Number

Subsidence pits are highlighted in bold
Calculations for the approximate volume of the crater treats the crater morphology as a cone

a

Ejection process focus two shallow stationary
blasts

Progressive deepening

Control pad - single
discrete blast

One

Three

Pad Objective

Pad Number

Table 3. Experimental runs with associated crater volumetric data (2013 runs)

1.80
1.37
1.60
0.45
0.80
0.89
0.58
1.08
1.32

1.53
1.91

1.70

Crater Diameter (m)

0.06
0.31
0.26
0.10
0.12
0.17
0.09
0.05
0.37

0.30
0.54

0.37

Crater Depth (m)a

30.00
4.42
6.15
4.50
6.67
5.24
6.44
21.60
3.57

5.10
3.54

4.59

Diameter/Depth ratio

0.05
0.15
0.17
0.01
0.02
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.17

0.18
0.52

0.28

Crater Volume (m3)b
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Table 5.3 | Experimental runs (2013 series) with associated volumetric data. Observations by
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6.2. Jet observations and crater architecture

These experiments are more complex versions of the 2012 runs summarised in
Valentine et al., (2012) and Ross et al., (2013); depths and explosive charge yields are more
variable. Five Pads were constructed: Pad One was the control site; Pad Two featured two
stationary blasts, and was designed to examine the physical characteristics of the debris jet;
Pad Three featured a series of descending blasts; Pad Four featured three stationary blasts at
depth designed to investigate mixing in the host mass; Pad Five featured a series of ascending
blasts. The assumption by the authors of Graettinger et al., (2014) was that the patterns of
blasts represented the natural movement of explosive MFCI events up or down a conduit
within the maar-diatreme system, as the water table level (or groundwater) reacted with the
presumably magmatic heat source. Table 5.4 summarises the debris jet observations, cratering
behaviour and crater/subcrater architecture of the 2013 runs, and Fig. 5.14-5.17 directly
compare the sedimentary architecture of bench-scale and field-scale (Graettinger et al., 2014)
equivalent runs.
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Field&scale*analogue:*One*blast*
(Pad*One,*2013*runs)*

Bench&scale*analogue:*One*blast*
(Run*20)*
a

Pronounced) morphological) crater,) strong)
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structure.)

b
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g

A:) post:shot) crater) with) majority) of) deposits)
from)base)of)jet.)B:)maar)ejecta)rims)covered)
with) mixed) ejecta,) outwardly) dipping.) E:)
upturned) accessory) mass.) F:) slumped) and)
overturned) accessory) mass.) G:) slumped) and)
par5ally) overturned) maar) ejecta) rim) region.)
H:)par5ally)disturbed)basal)granular)mass.)

a:) post:shot) crater) with) predominantly)
accessory) fallback) sedimenta5on) inﬁll.) b:)
maar) ejecta) rims) covered) with) accessory) +/:
juvenile) material.) c:) single) blast) origin)
diatreme.)d:)root)zone.)e:)upturned)accessory)
mass.) f:) slumped) and) overturned) accessory)
mass.) g:) slumped) and) par5ally) overturned)
maar) ejecta) rim) region.) h:) untouched) basal)
granular)mass.))

f

f
e

e

Very) pronounced) symmetrical) crater,)
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observed)pseudodiatreme)structure.)

c
d
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Figure 5.14 | A comparison of the depositional signatures of bench-scale and field-scale (2013)
single blast runs. The various sedimentary features are directly compared. * = charge locations, and
their respective numbers. The inferred contact between the undisturbed Pad layers and the
ejecta/fallback was drawn generally parallel to the probe profile and checked against field notes on the
loose deposits. The red stars represent sample locations. The dashed line represents the profile of the
final disruption zone. {Section b of the diagram modified from Graettinger et al., 2014.}
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Bench&scale*analogue:*Three*
descending*(Run*19)*

Field&scale*analogue:*Three*separate,*
descending*blasts*(Pad*Three,*2013*runs)*
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pseudodiatreme# structure?# D:# approximate# root#
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a:#post(shot#crater#with#juvenile#and#accessory#
fallback# sedimenta:on# inﬁll.# b:# maar# ejecta#
rims# covered# with# juvenile# and# accessory#
material.# c:# stacked# compound# diatreme#
structure.# d:# root# zone.# e:# strongly# upturned#
accessory# mass.# f:# slumped# and# overturned#
accessory# mass.# g:# slumped# and# par:ally#
overturned# maar# ejecta# rim# region.# h:#
slumped# and# overturned# older# juvenile# mass.#
i:#untouched#basal#granular#mass.##

i

Distance#(cm)#

b

B

B

F

F

E
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E
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Depth#below#pad#surface#(cm)#
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Figure 5.15 | A comparison of the depositional signatures of bench-scale and field-scale (2013)
descending blast runs. The various sedimentary features are directly compared. * = charge locations,
and their respective numbers. The inferred contact between the undisturbed Pad layers and the
ejecta/fallback was drawn generally parallel to the probe profile and checked against field notes on the
loose deposits. The red stars represent sample locations. The dashed line represents the profile of the
final disruption zone. The solid line depicts the zone of chemical precipitate. {Section b of the
diagram modified from Graettinger et al., 2014.}
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Bench&scale*analogue:*Three*
ascending*(Run*22)*

Field&scale*analogue:*Three*separate,*
ascending*blasts*(Pad*Five,*2013*runs)*
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juvenile# fallback# sedimenta:on# inﬁll.# b:# maar#
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accessory# material.# c:# stacked# compound#
diatreme# structure.# d:# root# zone.# e:# strongly#
upturned# accessory# mass.# f:# slumped# and#
overturned# accessory# mass.# g:# slumped# and#
par:ally#overturned#maar#ejecta#rim#region.#h:#
untouched#basal#granular#mass.##
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Figure 5.16 | A comparison of the depositional signatures of bench-scale and field-scale (2013)
ascending blast runs. The various sedimentary features are directly compared. * = charge locations,
and their respective numbers. The inferred contact between the undisturbed Pad layers and the
ejecta/fallback was drawn generally parallel to the probe profile and checked against field notes on the
loose deposits. The red stars represent sample locations. The dashed line represents the profile of the
final disruption zone. The solid line depicts the zone of chemical precipitate. {Section b of the
diagram modified from Graettinger et al., 2014.}
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Table 4. Experimental runs with associated observations (2013 runs)

Crater and depositon observations by Graettinger et al., (2014)

Final crater was deepest of all runs, with the largest diametredepth ratio. Slumped masses in the crater overlay weakly
bedded deposits of mixed C-E material.

Flat pit was formed, not a true crater. Subsidence dominates
throughout blasts. All ejecta contained within the pit.
Homogenisation of deposits in pit due to repeated mixing. No
bedded deposits or vertically bound unsorted domains.
Downwarped layers due to repeated slumping and mixing.
Shallow crater produced. Poorly developed subcrater beds
adjacent to well developed domainal subcrater deposits.
Central layers show downward dipping but had local upper
injections of deeper material. Subsidence and material
synchronous.

Upward doming of entire pad noted. Very small jet with
rapid deceleration.

Upward doming of entire pad noted. Very small jet with
rapid deceleration, identical to first blast in Pad Four.
Second blast was similar, with no alteration of the pad
surface. The final blast was constrained by the shape of the
pit.

Jet(s) began deposition when lateral expansion ceased.
Geometric spreading of ejecta distribution noted. Second Second blast produced a crater with a smaller diametre than the
jet dominated by lateral expansion. Third blast deformed
depression produced by the first. Final crater was slightly
entire pad area before jet rose. Limited, highly diverse
larger in diametre than second blast crater. Potential
ejecta produced at depth which had limited lateral
pseudodiatreme structure observed.
transportation.

Jet(s) lost cylindrical form at jet-front before the base.
Mass of first blast produced a rate of ejecta distribution
similar to Pad One, but the total mass removed was less.

Deposition began at base of jet as jet-front expansion
Well-defined symmetrical crater with surrounding subtle ring.
continued. Majority of deposits came from the base of the
Outward dip in rim layers. Minor amounts of the layer the
jet as it collapsed; deposition then moved outwards as jet
charge was placed in (B) collected. Crater has curved inner
fingers collapsed. Ejecta deposition decreased rapidly with
wall and poorly defined beds.
distance. Shallower material was transported further out.

Jet observations by Graettinger et al., (2014)
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Table 5.4 | Experimental runs (2013 series) with jet and cratering data. Observations by
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6.3. Bench-scale comparisons

i) Architecture

Figs. 5.14 to 5.16 directly compare the morphological features of the bench-scale runs
most similar in design to those of the 2013 field-scale experiments by Graettinger et al.,
(2014). Table 5.5 summarizes these comparisons.
Fig. 5.14 compares the single blast experimental run at Pad One with its bench-scale
equivalent. Both depression craters are symmetrical, although the field-scale crater is far more
pronounced and voluminous. The host layering is equally pronounced in both, but once again
a diatreme deposit is noticeably absent from the field-scale equivalent. Otherwise, similar
accessory features are noted, including upturned accessory mass within the transient crater,
and partially overturned accessory mass within the maar ejecta rim region.
Fig. 5.15 compares the three separate descending blast series at Pad Three with its
bench-scale equivalent. In this case, a distinct difference is noted: the field-scale depression
crater is highly pronounced, whereas the high level of fallback sedimentation in the benchscale equivalent generated a flat, almost non-existent crater. The host layering is equally
pronounced in both examples once again, and a diatreme deposit is possibly present in the
field-scale equivalent, formed as a result of the lower layer D being forced upwards by the
lowest blast. Both examples show significant mixing of juvenile and accessory components
and a prominent crosscutting depositional signal in the upper segments of the post-shot crater.
The upturned accessory mass – this time demonstrating folding – within the transient crater is
noted in both examples, along with partially overturned accessory mass within the maar ejecta
rim region. Although the location of the charges moved both up and down, the scaled depth
was maintained throughout, thus ensuring a technically deepening series of blasts occurred.
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Fig. 5.16 compares the ascending explosion series at Pad Five with its bench-scale
equivalent. Both depression craters are minor-to-moderately pronounced and symmetrical. A
diatreme deposit is noticeably absent from the field-scale equivalent once more, whereas the
bench-scale produced the best preserved diatreme deposit. Large, well-defined domainal
regions are noted in the field-scale example here, compared to poorly defined bedded
subcrater deposits; the slumping at the base of the location of the first, deepest blast is
preserved in both the bench- and field-scale examples. Finally, similar accessory features are
yet again noted in both examples, including upturned accessory mass within the transient
crater, and partially overturned accessory mass within the maar ejecta rim region.
As Table 5.3 shows, the Graettinger et al., (2014) almost always produce craters
falling within the 3:1 – 7:1 diameter-depth ratio, with two exceptions: Pad Three – One, and
Pad Five – Two, a low-energy shallow blast and a low-energy medial depth blast. This is in
agreement with the bench-scale experiments, once again indicating maar crater dimensions
can be accurately replicated by analogue experiments utilizing series of discrete blasts.
Table 5.4 indicates that the deepest blasts often create depression pits generated by
subsidence and not true crater excavation; Chapter 4 contains both a physical demonstration
and a mathematical extrapolation that, at the bench-scale, gaseous diffusion from a lowenergy blast at sufficient depth also produces a very flat crater through subsidence.

ii) Debris jets and subsurface processes

The debris jets, as expected by this point, are observed to be far more complex in the
bench-scale experiments compared to the 2012 and 2013 Buffalo field-scale experiments;
however, this may due to the additional viewing angle that the former provides. The jets
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described by Graettinger et al., (2014) do not vary greatly from those described by Taddeucci
et al., (2013), but some additional details are revealed, and are again summarized in Table 5.5.
It is almost always the case that the jet begins to deposit entrained granular material
from its base than from its front. Similarly, the basal material of the bench-scale doming or
granular fountains behaves in a similar way. In both cases, the bases of the debris jets contain
material with less upward vertical momentum than the debris jet fronts: the energy from the
blast is not transferred equally to all overlying material. The shallower field-scale blasts
generate jets faster fronts, as – also in the case of the bench-scale blasts – a higher vertical
velocity component is present immediately after the blast. In contrast to this, in all cases,
deeper blasts produce weaker debris jets that cause almost all of the material to fall back into
the crater. Significantly, deeper blasts generate more cylindrical debris jets that collapse
almost entirely back into the transient crater due to the pre-existing overburden of material.
This is compounded with the presence of a pre-existing crater: once again, Graettinger et al.,
(2014) demonstrate that pre-existing craters contain greater amounts of fallback sediment,
without a doubt related to the vertical focusing of blasts described by Taddeucci et al., (2013).
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Table 5. Experimental runs with comparative observations (2013 runs)

2) Deepening blast series cause slumping and mixing of material that
generates stronger bedding patterns both beneath the crater and in the
peripheral rims.

1) Net upward motion was preserved in the vertically oriented,
concentric, domainal deposits. These resemble the pseudodiatreme
structures produced by the bench-scale products.

The space produced by the gas expansion phase – the cavity, in the benchscale experiments – is filled with deposits once the upward momentum of
overlying granular mass has been expended. This is in agreement with the
bench-scale experiments, but there is no indication from the field-scale
blasts as to whether any zipping took place: a feature that strongly
affected the closure of the cavity synchronous with the downward
deposition of mobilized mass.

Craters resemble stacked bowels.

Comparisons with bench-scale experiments: crater architecture

1) Generally, smaller craters are made with deepening blasts as a) more
material falls back into the crater and b) the gas-particle mixture is
Jet/doming has faster front with shallower blasts, as vertical momentum component - and thus
buffered by the steep crater walls generated by the first, shallower blast
vertical velocity component - is significantly higher. Deeper blast-generated jets are slower and reach
that excavated more material.
lower heights as there is a greater amount of material for the explosion to mobilise.
2) However, shallowest run in bench-scale produced more voluminous
crater than shallowest run in field-scale run.

1) The steep dips of subcrater deposits implies the vertical propagation of
material and syn-eruption subsidence is enough to form this downward
1) Pre-existing craters contain greater amounts of fallback sediment from a subsequent blast than runs dipping: post-eruption compaction was not required. This is difficult to
generating the initial crater.
compare to the bench-scale deposits due to the lack of coloured layers;
however, downward dipping is definitely noted in the peripheries beneath
2) Deep materials are removed less frequently than shallower materials. Overlying mass prevents
the crater rims. Compaction had no role in the bench-scale blasts, as
deeper particles from gaining significant enough momentum to escape the transient crater. Deep
monodisperse glass beads cannot be compressed under normal
materials only exit the crater when multiple blasts are involved which push the material progressively
conditions.
up to the surface.
2) Deepest runs create a depression pit, not a true crater. At depth,
subsidence dominates, not crater excavation.

Deepening blast series generate slower jets than collaspse more rapidly.

Jet deposition begins at base; basal material of the dome or granular fountain has been given less
upwards momentum by the blast.

Jet deposition begins at base; basal material of the dome or granular fountain has been given less
upwards momentum by the blast.

Comparisons with bench-scale experiments: jets/doming and fountaining
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Table 5.5 | Experimental runs (2013 series) with corroborating bench-scale comparisons.
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7. Summary and applicability to maar-diatreme volcanoes

7.1. Synthesis of bench- and field-scale experiments

Scaled depth, as aforementioned, is not something that was applicable to the benchscale experiments, as the range of depths used for the set-up (Andrews et al., 2014) was
unfortunately too limited. This was a factor that the field-scale experiments of 2012
(Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013; Taddeucci et al., 2013) and 2013 (Graettinger et al.,
2014) investigated thoroughly, and demonstrated in each study that, in general and with few
exceptions: (1) just above or at the ODB, more voluminous craters are produced as more of
the blast energy goes into the crater excavation; (2) just above or at the ODB, the blasts form
cavities that expand both vertically and horizontally, with the vertical (and subvertical)
velocity component being particularly high. This leads to a greater proportion of crater rim
ejecta being generated in comparison to fallback sedimentation into the crater; (3) below the
ODB, less voluminous craters are generated as a result of more of the blast energy being
absorbed by a greater mass of overlying material, and thus less is excavated; (4) below the
ODB, the vertical velocity and horizontal velocity components are proportionally more equal,
even though the presence of a pre-existing crater focuses the jet more vertically; (5) below the
ODB, the overall lower momentum value of the mobilised mass, vertically focused if a preexisting crater is present, means that most of it falls back as fallback sedimentation into the
crater, often generating a small depression pit rather than a true crater; (6) diatreme deposits
are only produced with blasts below the ODB.
Significantly, despite the fact that scaled depth and the ODB could not be calculated
for the bench-scale experiments, all six conclusions from the 2012-2014 field-scale studies are
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applicable to the glass bead runs. This wide-ranging agreement has important implications for
our understanding of maar-diatreme systems.
In addition to this analysis of the role of the ODB, the following additional
conclusions from both sets of experiments are noted, again applicable to natural examples: (7)
subsidence and mixing both play greater roles as blasts deepen, although at sufficient depth
upper periphery subsurface architecture remains untouched; (8) slumping in the subsurface
peripheries is almost certainly proportional to the frequency and magnitude of medial blasts,
due to their induction of subsidence; (9) surface-level overturned flaps are formed due to
more energetic lateral momentum components at shallower depths; (10) upward folding of
subsurface layers proximal to the transient crater boundary is generated by ascending blasts
from depth forcing deeper material repeatedly up through shallower layers – this also leaves
the central basement architecture intact; (11) maar-diatreme systems can be generated with
single discrete blasts at sufficient depth, or with ascending/descending blast series at
sufficient initial depth; (12) craters can be generated through subsidence in contained
eruptions; (13) corroborating morphologies of maar craters generated by discrete blasts in
bench-to-field-scale analogue experiments strongly suggest that maar craters fall within a 3:1
– 7:1 diameter-depth ratio.
As this Chapters 3-5 have shown, these bench- and field-scale experiments
qualitatively and quantitatively scale to maar-diatreme examples, based on their
sedimentological architectures, dimensions, and energetics, and thus these thirteen
conclusions can be said to apply to natural maar-diatreme volcanic systems. Scaled depth is
indubitably the driving factor in the generation of the final crater morphologies; however, the
field-scale experiments are yet to definitively produce a true diatreme deposit or diatreme-like
structure, so the effect of scaled depth on field-scale diatreme generation is still relatively
ambiguous.
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Graettinger et al., (2014) interpret the heterogeneous nature of their debris jets as
relating to observed surface sedimentological features in the field. For example, they suggest
that the presence of a poorly sorted lapilli tuff (or tuff breccia) within a tephra ring sequence
(e.g. Valentine & Cortés, 2013) may be produced as a result of a more complex, expansive
debris jet above the ODB rather than a fundamentally different type of explosion. As the
dynamic segregation effect observed in the bench-scale experiments show, it is likely these
debris jets are indeed heterogeneous, comprising of a doming (or cavitation) phase followed
by a granular fountain phase; furthermore, at depth, this dynamic segregation effect, in
combination with various energetic and vertical focusing aspects of deeper runs, generates
very different depositional signatures to shallower-generated jets. In addition to this, the
bench-scale runs demonstrate that transient craters at depth are quite different to those
produced higher up the stratigraphy, causing varying degrees of internal slumping,
subsidence, and crater excavation. Thus, it is reasonable to infer that deeper blasts produce
different sedimentological features to shallower ones, even if the type of blast in both
cases is produced by the same type of volcanic process. Although this is in agreement with
Graettinger et al., (2014), this interpretation runs contrary to van Otterloo et al., (2013), whose
work on monogenetic volcanism implies that either different explosion mechanisms or
distance from the blast source are the two drivers of surface-level sedimentological
architecture formation.
In any case, the precise volcanological processes that generate these subterranean
blasts, and their associated thermodynamic characteristics, are still a matter of significant
debate.
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7.2. Suoana maar-diatreme comparison

With these thirteen conclusions in mind, it is worth looking at a recent study’s interpretation
of a maar-diatreme system to assess their applicability. Geshi et al., (2011) describe and
interpret a particularly well-exposed maar-diatreme volcano: the Suoana crater in Miyakejima
Volcano, Japan.
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Figure 5.17 | A schematic of the Suoana crater within Miyakejima Volcano, modified from Geshi
et al., (2011). Additional labels summarise the authors’ interpretations of the sedimentological
architecture. asl = above sea level.
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Fig. 5.17 shows a modified schematic illustration of the Suoana maar-diatreme. The
exposed subsurface structure includes the diatreme deposit, the feeder dyke, and the zone of
hydrothermal alteration. Geshi et al., (2011) analyse the sedimentological architecture of the
surface and subsurface features, and label units accordingly.
The unit at the base of the diatreme (A) is considered by Geshi et al., (2011) to
represent the most fragmented and brecciated area, and is interpreted to have been at or near
the epicentre of the greatest phreatomagmatic explosive activity – by blast magnitude and/or
frequency – perhaps marking the region wherein the feeder dyke first explosively interacted
with the groundwater. Units B, C, D and E represent juvenile, accessory and composite intracrater deposits, with the central dip of the units increasing with depth – interpreted to be a
result of greater syn-eruption slumping occurring nearer the deeper phreatomagmatic
explosions. Unit F is determined to be a large section of the host rock that has subsided and
collapsed into the diatreme structure due to a more energetic phreatomagmatic explosion;
conversely, Geshi et al., (2011) note that in general there is very little brecciation of the host
rock, particularly in the upper areas of the stratigraphy, which implies the phreatomagmatic
explosions energies were mostly relatively low.
The entire diatreme structure is Y-shaped; its widening nearer the surface is
considered to be due to surface landslides within the crater, with collapse and subsidence at
deeper levels causing the more linear lower diatreme structure to form. The crater itself is
approximately bowl shaped, with a diameter of <400 m and a depth of 60 m. Lastly, the maar
ejecta rims show only a minor presence of deposits formed by surges, and it is concluded that
there was not a strong lateral blast component present during most of the eruption sequence.
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Figure 5.18 | Comparing the Suoana crater (lower right, modified from Geshi et al., {2011}) to a
descending blast series from the bench-scale experiments, using both actual images from the
runs (upper right) and their PIV equivalents (left). The medial depth blast at moderate initial
pressures produced a diatreme (upper right) and displacement image (lower left) that resemble the
morphological features of the Suoana crater.
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Geshi et al., (2011) do not suggest which pattern of blasts – ascending, descending or
stationary – may have occurred, but they do infer multiple phreatomagmatic eruptions of
generally low individual blast energies caused the maar-diatreme system to evolve through
collapse-controlled growth. However, the phreatomagmatic phase of the eruption sequence is
interpreted to start and remain relatively deep below the surface, generating debris jets with a
narrow vertical surface component, subsequently causing a high proportion of fallback
sedimentation to escaped ejecta.
Fig. 5.18 compares the architecture of the Suoana maar-diatreme volcano with a
descending blast series from the bench-scale experiments; as Graettinger et al., (2014) already
attempt a field-scale comparison, and because there is strong agreement between the benchand field-scale experiments, only a bench-scale comparison to Suoana is conducted here. The
PIV images were essentially tracking the transient crater’s displacement throughout the entire
run (Chapter Four), with the outline between the transient crater and the generally unmoved
host mass marked by the line of green-blue vectors. Suoana’s exposed diatreme structure
preserves the zones of displacement so well that it could be said that it approximately marks
the region of the transient crater. It is clear in Fig. 5.18 that both the bench-scale PIV image
for the medial depth, moderately energetic blast closely resembles the subsurface architecture
of Suoana. In addition to this, the concentration of fallback sedimentation within the crater
and the well-developed diatreme, along with the lack of overturned strata with the maar ejecta
rims in the Suoana crater, is very comparable to the actual image of the medial depth benchscale run. Thus, based on the bench-scale experiments, it appears likely that the Suoana maardiatreme volcano was generated as a result of either: (1) phreatomagmatic blasts just below
the ODB at a relatively deep stationary stratigraphic depth, with major explosive crater
excavation and collapse and subsidence occurring simultaneously, or (2) phreatomagmatic
blasts initially at or near the ODB, before gradually deepening to just below the ODB,
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transitioning between a major crater excavation phase and a later sedimentation phase
(through narrower debris jets, and associated collapse and subsidence). Fig. 5.19 summarises
the latter scenario: as the explosive MFCIs consume both the intruding magma and the
groundwater, it is in fact more likely that the phreatomagmatic activity will indeed descend
through the stratigraphy (e.g. Lorenz, 1986). Furthermore, the lack of evidence for a strong
lateral component of the blast(s) as cited by Geshi et al., (2011) infers that, after the initial
major excavation phase (Fig. 5.19A), a narrower jet was dominantly operating at the surface
(Fig. 5.19B-C) that greatly increased the proportion of fallback sediment to ejecta and
subsequently flattened the initially steeper crater. Both bench- (Andrews et al., 2014; Chapters
3 & 4) and field-scale (e.g. Taddeucci et al., 2013; Graettinger et al., 2014) experimentation
confirms that narrower jets occur as the explosions get successively deeper, and flatter craters
form as a result; however, the crater still has considerable depth, which suggests the deeper
blasts were not too deep or too energetic as to produce a proportion of fallback sediment
significant enough to flatten the crater to the extent observed in the deepest of the bench-scale
runs.
This formation history belongs in neither the major explosion dominated model nor
the incremental growth model (Chapter 2), but rather begins with the former and transitions to
the latter. In addition to this, if this diatreme did form as the blasts deepened – and the high
level of mixing in the intra-crater units (Geshi et al., 2011) imply that this is the case – then
the volcaniclastic material with this structure can be classified as a remobilised compound
diatreme deposit.
Table 5.6 takes the thirteen conclusions drawn from the bench- and field-scale
experiments, summarised in Section 5.7.1., and checks their applicability to the Suoana
example. As is clear, the generalised conclusions about all maar-diatreme systems apply here;
the only conclusions that do not match are related to higher energy blasts that are interpreted
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(Geshi et al., 2011) not to have occurred. This strongly implies that the analogue
experiments are not only accurately representing natural maar-diatreme examples, but
they are assisting in uncovering new, previously unavailable information about the
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eruption and depositional processes of such volcanoes.

Figure 5.19 | An illustration of the evolution of the Suoana maar-diatreme volcano, as
interpreted using the findings of the bench- and field-scale experiments (Chapters 3-5). The
upper PIV images are taken from the bench-scale run in Fig. 5.18.
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scale experiments with the Suoana maar-diatreme system.
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Table 6. Comparing the Suoana maar-diatreme volcano to the analogue experiment findings
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Table 5.6 | Comparing the thirteen major conclusions of the synthesis of the bench- and field-
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8. Connecting field-scale experiments to thermodynamic modelling

Valentine et al., (2014) investigated the correlation between these field-scale analogue
experiments and natural phreatomagmatic eruptive systems. Once again, explosions at or near
the optimal scaled depth of Dsc = 0.004 m J-1/3 (Goto et al., 2001) were highlighted as
producing the largest possible craters by diameter at the deepest possible depths. Importantly,
the concept of a contained depth, or dcont is introduced here: namely, for a given explosion
energy E, the physical containment depth is approximately equal to 0.008 m J-1/3. As
described in considerable detail in the previous chapter on the bench-scale experiments
(Andrews et al., 2014), and outlined in this chapter for the Ross et al., (2013) study, as the
explosion depth increases from the ODB to the containment depth, the jets become
increasingly cylindrical and vertically focused and reach decreasing heights above the surface
(Taddeucci et al., 2013; Graettinger et al., 2014). Below the containment depth within any
system mobilised by a discrete explosion, no jet nor juvenile material will make it to the
surface, but a crater will still form due to the lateral movement of accessory material during
the gas expansion phase.
However, unlike any previous volcanological research on field-scale detonation
experiments, this paper utilises basic thermodynamic equations in an attempt to scale up the
field-scale explosions to a natural phreatomagmatic system: in particular, a modified concept
on enthalpy and specific heat capacity is utilised.
Although no thermal component is actually deployed in these field-scale experiments,
the heat of the magma involved in the hypothesised magma-water interactions that lead to the
generation of phreatomagmatic explosions in maar-diatreme systems is taken into
mathematical consideration. As Valentine et al., (2014) outline, the total driving energy
available in a magma-water explosive interaction is Etot = CpΔTρmagV, where Cp is the
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magma’s heat capacity, ΔT is the difference between the magmatic temperature before and
after the interaction (essentially the solidus temperature minus the emplacement temperature),
ρmag is the liquid density of the magma, and V is the volume of the magma involved in the
interaction. The heat change (Q) equation relating juvenile mass (Mj), the specific heat
capacity (Cp) and the change in temperature (ΔT) of a system at constant volume is
represented by the equation, ΔQ = Mj Cp ΔT, although Valentine et al., (2014) have modified
it: without knowing specific magmatic masses involved, they have used known densities and
erupted volumes of magma in historic maar-diatreme eruptions to calculate the approximate
driving energies behind them. Using a long-held assumption that only a portion of the magma
volume is involved in the MFCI – no more than 10%, according to Wohletz, (1986) – the
authors of the study state:

“There are many uncertainties about the MFCI process in natural settings, including effects of
geometry, water ﬂux, and magma ﬂux, and effective “detonation” speeds. Here we do not
address those complexities but consider a range of 1–10% efﬁciency in conversion of thermal
to kinetic energy, or E = 0.01Etot and 0.1Etot for given volumes of magma batches…”

Combining the driving energy equation with this approximated division of available
mechanical energy derived from the magmatic source, basic calculations on known historical
maar-diatreme and associated phreatomagmatic eruptions are conducted, and first order
estimates are derived for the energies involved in individual natural explosions. This study by
Valentine et al., (2014) attempts to link the concept that phreatomagmatic explosions with the
driving energy equivalent to Etot = CpΔTρmagV will only produce maar craters if they occur
within the range of the ODB and dcont.
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As the following chapter will detail, this paper utilizes a concept separately conceived
by the author of this thesis and applied to a particular case study; however, in this case, far
more detailed mathematical modelling of the phreatomagmatic system is applied, and the
viability of thermodynamic modelling of such volcanic systems is tested.
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6 – Mathematical modelling of a discontinuous volcanic system: A
thermodynamic potential energy model for the 1886 Rotomahana eruption,
New Zealand

Chapter summary
The 1886 Rotomahana eruption is interpreted to have been a maar-diatreme forming event
because it excavated large craters into the pre-existing ground and emplaced ejecta rims
dominated by the excavated material. Here an enthalpy-based mathematical model designed
to calculate the driving energy of the eruption – invoking the concept of thermodynamic
potential – is used to infer eruption energetics, and tested against existing field evidence.
Although the energies of each individual phreatomagmatic explosion cannot be determined
using available data, the cumulative eruption energy, and its distribution into available
thermal and mechanical energy, is mathematically determined. The intruding dike plus the
pre-eruption geothermal hydrodynamic system is treated as the “system”, and the surrounding
country rock and water-laden surface is treated as the “environment”. The role of violent heat
exchange is taken into account, with both phreatomagmatic and hydrothermal events
considered. This study shows that treating a dike as a thermodynamic body capable of
enthalpic change gives a reasonably accurate value for the energy involved in a volcanic
eruption, based on both quantitatively known environmental parameters and other energetic
phenomena with similar orders of magnitude. The calculations for the thermodynamic
potential of the system and the thermal energy output into the environment, into both the
eruption column as heated gas and particles and into vaporisation of groundwater and
geothermal waters, give reasonable values when compared to fieldwork-obtained data and
other similar scale volcanic events.	
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1. Introduction

Maar-diatremes are small volcanoes with outsized roots, and it is not yet clear why
such a large proportion of their total energy is expended in breaking apart and mixing country
rock. Recent analogue experiments have provided some insights (Ross et al., 2008a,b;
Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013; Andrews et al., 2014; Graettinger et al., 2014) but the
source(s) of energy suggested for natural eruptions range from purely gas release from magma
(e.g. Wilson & Head, 2007), to purely heat transfer from magma to groundwater (Raue,
2004), to entirely stored energy of hydrothermal systems (e.g. Sillitoe et al., 1984). Lake
Rotomahana (New Zealand) fills the craters of a maar-diatreme complex that formed in 1886.
Although the eruption deposits have been carefully documented and studied (Nairn, 1979;
Rosseel et al., 2006; May et al., in press), no publication has yet thoroughly addressed the
source(s) of energy that drove the 1886 eruption. This study combines thermodynamic and
kinematic modelling with results from recent analogue experiments to calculate the
thermodynamic potential of the magmatic system, and the partitioning of the thermal and
mechanical energy provided by the magma to drive the phreatomagmatic process. The
cumulative energy model used in this study provides a reasonably accurate first-order
calculation for the energy distribution in this phreatomagmatic maar-forming eruption
sequence, one that can be applied to other similar systems and eruption types.

1.1. Maar-diatreme volcanoes

Maar volcanoes generally erupt only once (i.e., they are monogenetic), and erupt
discontinuously; no maar-forming eruption has been witnessed in any detail from start to
finish (White & Ross, 2011). Early products of maar volcanoes have poor preservation
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potential; during the maar's explosive formation, later eruptions disrupt any early or preexisting volcanic edifice, leaving only broken remnants behind. Parts of maar "eruptions" are
increasingly recognised as failing to produce any true ejecta at all (Ross & White 2006;
Valentine & White, 2012; Lefebvre et al., 2013) with products of volcanic explosions
remaining trapped within the maar-diatreme itself. These features of maar-forming eruptions
make it a challenge to interpret the processes active, and even the history of activity, from
their preserved deposits.
Another way of addressing maar-diatreme eruptions is through experiments or
modelling. Recent bench-scale (Ross et al., 2008a,b; Andrews et al., 2014) and field-scale
experimental work (Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013; Graettinger et al., 2014) has shed
some light on the processes that may be involved in formation of maar-diatreme systems, with
a particular focus on the energy involved in forming both the craters typical of maar
volcanoes, and the diatreme structures produced below the crater floor. In particular, these
experiments demonstrated that distinguishing between maar volcanoes formed by multiple,
consecutive blasts and those formed due to a single, discrete blast is possible with a careful
examination of the subsurface and crater infill deposits; however, a major conclusion of both
studies was that from deposits, it was not possible to determine the total blast energy, or that
of the individual blasts involved (Valentine et al., 2012; Andrews et al., 2014).
The triggering mechanism for maar-forming eruptions was not investigated in these
experiments, and they did not involve a magma analogue (no heat, no viscous fluid or plastic).
The bench-scale blasts (Andrews et al., 2014) involved the release of highly compressed
argon gas, and the field-scale experiments used chemical explosives (Goto et al., 2001;
Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013; Graettinger et al., 2014). Thus, the only component
directly comparable to natural maar-diatreme systems’ energy regimes is a kinematic one, not
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a thermal one. We can, however, address the thermal processes through modelling, while
adding heat and magma or a magma-like material is a goal for future experimentation.
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Figure 6.1 | Schematic map of the Tarawera-Rotomahana volcanic system, after Nairn (1979).
Positions of the Tarawera Volcanic Complex and Rotomahana lakes, pre- and post-1886, are shown.
Satellite imagery from Google Earth [May 2014]
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1.2. Geological setting

Rotomahana, on the North Island of New Zealand, is located adjacent to Mount
Tarawera within the Okataina Volcanic Centre, Taupo Volcanic Zone (TVZ). The centre lies
within a rifting arc known to have been active for approximately 2 Myr, containing a central
section typified by exceptionally voluminous rhyolitic volcanism (Nairn, 1979; Wilson et al.,
1995; Rowland & Sibson, 2001; Nairn et al, 2005; Rosseel et al., 2006; May et al., in prep.).
The loci of magmatism (shown by the changing position of the active volcanic edifices) and
rifting (manifested by the distribution of seismicity and modern {< 61 ka} faulting in the
Taupo Fault Belt) coincide (Wilson et al., 1995); the geochemical and volcanic segregation is
coupled with the types and magnitudes of rifting in the TVZ (Rowland & Sibson, 2001).
The TVZ is divisible into the Old TVZ, active from 2.0-0.34 Ma, and the Young TVZ,
active since then (Wilson et al., 1995; Rowland & Sibson, 2001). The history of volcanism
since approximately 61 ka is well established, and patterns of geothermal fluid flow have
remained consistent. The TVZ is divided into North, South, and Central sections, with the
Central containing no andesite stratovolcanic cones, and several calderas in a 125 km-long
segment that is rhyolite-dominated. Taupo and Okataina are located in the southern and
northern parts of the Central TVZ, respectively. Rotomahana itself was an intensely active
hydrothermal field prior to the 1886 eruption. Two small shallow lakes – Rotomahana (hot)
and Rotomakariri (cold) – occupied part of the site of the present Lake Rotomahana, 700 m
below the summit of the Tarawera dome (Nairn, 1979). Prior to 1886, the last major eruption
in the area was the basalt-triggered Kaharoa rhyolite eruption of 1350, which built Mount
Tarawera (a rhyolite dome/flow complex), and formed accompanying pyroclastic deposits. A
basaltic dyke system like that active in the Kaharoa eruption is also likely to have been
involved in the 1886 Tarawera-Rotomahana eruption.
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1.3. 1886 eruption sequence

Based on a combination of eyewitness evidence and volcanological fieldwork,
approximate times of the eruption sequence are given. At approximately midnight on June
10th 1886, an hour-long sequence of harmonic tremors was felt at Rotorua. At 0130 hours, a
basaltic scoria eruption from Wahanga Dome, in the northeast section of the Tarawera
volcanic complex, commenced. At 0145 hours, the primary Tarawera eruption began at
Ruawahia, the central dome. At 0210, particularly violent earthquakes were felt in the region,
immediately followed by the ascent of a voluminous and high eruption cloud from Tarawera.
By 0230 hours, steam-plume forming explosions at Rotomahana were occurring, preceded by
an explosion at Waimangu Valley. At 0300, the explosion intensity and frequency at
Rotomahana sharply increased, and a vapour-rich eruption column was seen above the site.
Blocks, bombs, scoria and mud fell on the surrounding villages. Around 0330 hours, the
Rotomahana extension burst into strong eruption, with the column height reportedly reaching
approximately 10 km (Keam, 1988; May et al., in press). A wind direction change towards the
northeast at 0400 hours consequently led to the deposition of tephra with a significant
percentage of accretionary lapilli (May et al., in press) along with Tarawera-originated basalt
pyroclasts in this direction. By 0530, the paroxysmal stage of the eruption was over; however,
diminishing phreatic and phreatomagmatic eruptions continued for some hours afterwards
(Nairn, 1979; Sable et al., 2006; White & Ross, 2011; May et al., in press.).
In this eruption sequence, multiple vents underneath the pre-1886 Rotomahana region
became active at different times, leading to the generation of new maar craters and ejecta
rings, and destroying parts of earlier formed rings, as well as the silica terraces. Current work
is underway to characterise the microlite and pyroclastic textures and volcanic glass
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compositions in order to better constrain the state of magma at the time of eruption (May et
al., in prep.).
Beginning with some simple assumptions consistent with existing information about
the eruption, I will here develop an approximate cumulative energy model for the 1886
eruption by applying thermodynamic (e.g. Wohletz, 1986; Mastin, 1995) and kinematic (e.g.
Fudali & Melson, 1971; Taddeucci et al., 2010) principles, informed by quantitative data from
other eruptions (e.g. Raue, 2004; Morissey et al., 2010; Valentine et al., 2014) and analogue
experiments (e.g. Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013; Andrews et al., 2014; Graettinger et
al., 2014).

2. Methods

To model energy expenditure in the Rotomahana eruption, it is assumed that the
enthalpy change of the system, from before the eruption to afterwards, represents the work
done in the eruption. The eruption involved magma, a geothermal system, country rock,
groundwater, an eruption plume, pyroclastic density currents, and topographic/bathymetric
changes. The following section will outline the mathematical process which will be applied to
the 1886 Rotomahana event; the section after that will give the specific values of each of the
variables as determined from (primarily) published work. The eruption sequence consisted of
hundreds of individual explosions, but for this chapter, only the cumulative energy stored
prior to – and released during – the eruption is considered (Fig. 6.2).
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2.1. Enthalpy change: magma

Magma is, in the absence of bubbles containing exsolved volatiles in vapour phase,
adequately treated as an incompressible fluid. Although this would not be the case in the
magma within the dykes prior to the 1886 eruption event, which based on vesicularity of
shallow dikes of other basaltic volcanoes (Walker & Eyre, 1995) may have had up to a few
10s % of gas in bubbles, for first order calculations of the driving energy of the eruption this
assumption will suffice. The total thermal energy potential of any thermodynamic system
comprising an incompressible fluid at constant volume can be approximated from its enthalpy
(H), wherein the internal energy (U) of the system, the internal pressure (p) and the system
volume (V) can be related as follows:

ΔH = ΔU + pΔV
(Eq. 6.1)

The value of pΔV	
   represents the capability of the system to do work, whereas U
represents the current energy state of the system. Enthalpy change takes into account the
energy transferred from the magma to the surrounding environment, including standing and
connate water, at a constant pressure through expansion (ΔV) or change in temperature (ΔU)
in degrees K. The benefit of modelling a magmatic system in this way, assuming all the
parameters are known, is that both thermal energy and mechanical work are taken into
account. A calculation of the total thermodynamic potential of the magma involved in the
eruption is possible, assuming the pressure within the dykes immediately prior to the eruption
remains constant, the change in volume of the magma is equal to the total erupted volume of
magma, and that the value of U, the temperature change inside the system, is calculable. At
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later stages of the calculation, the minimum pressure change – the difference between the
hydrostatic pressure at the fragmentation depth to the atmospheric pressure – will be
accounted for.
The heat change (ΔQ) equation relating juvenile (=erupted magma) mass (Mj), the
specific heat capacity (Cp) of that erupted magma, and the change in temperature (ΔT) of a
magma source at a pre-eruption constant volume is:

ΔQ = Mj Cp ΔT
(Eq. 6.2)

This concept builds upon the driving energy idea proposed by Valentine et al., (2014),
who used this equation to estimate the maximum thermodynamic potentials of various historic
discontinuous eruptions. The mass here is the mass of juvenile material erupted; mass of
magma remaining in the dyke is not included. The dyke's magma has a specific heat capacity,
which can be inferred from similar basalts for which there is experimental data. The change in
temperature could be taken as that from liquidus temperature to the emplacement temperature
of the erupted juvenile component in order to give a maximum temperature change-based
estimate of the driving energy of the eruption. It is worth noting that the liquidus temperature
exceeds the actual temperature of erupted 1886 magma, which contained phenocrysts. Thus,
to be conservative, the solidus temperature is used instead, though the 1886 dyke magma was
almost certainly still flowable at the moment of eruption. These eruptions were vapour-rich,
and deposited tephra did not char wood, so the emplacement temperature is taken as 100°C
(maximum). The value of ΔQ will represent the change in temperature (U) of magma from
dyke to deposition, the internal energy segment of the enthalpy equation (Equation 6.1). The
magma is considered to have been isochorically cooling prior to eruption, and thus no work
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(pΔV) was being done on the system at rest. I include pΔV in Equation 6.1, however, to
represent the magma's capacity to do work against the ambient atmospheric pressure during
the eruption.
Further cooling of the juvenile material into solid rock clearly occurred, but only the
thermal energy that was transferred into the eruption column and the groundwater plus minor
surface lake water is taken into account here.
The change in volume (ΔV) of the dyke-source magma, i.e. the amount erupted, is
based on the volume and componentry of ejecta (May, unpublished). The pressure (p) of the
magma is held constant, as standard for enthalpy-change calculations. Estimates of magma
pressure are made in different ways, with some studies estimating the total partial pressures of
gas within the magma. However, as this study is focused on the kinetic energy unleashed
during the 1886 eruption, a method by Fudali & Melson, (1971) has been chosen. It employs
the Bernoulli equation for gas velocimetric calculations, wherein the magma pressure (P1), the
hydrostatic or atmospheric pressure (P2), the density of the material	
   separating the magma
from the surface (ρ) and the initial ejection velocity (v2) are related thusly:

P1 – P2 = ½ ρ v2
(Eq. 6.3)

The hydrostatic pressure from the shallow pre-eruption lake, or “rushy mere”, at the
eruption site (Keam, 1988) was negligible, so the equation can be rewritten as:

Psystem = ½ ρ v2
(Eq. 6.4)
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This captures a direct relationship between ejecta velocity (and thus kinetic energy)
and the minimum pressure of the magma, +/- any pressure provided by release or generation
of pressure in the materials, i.e. the geothermal system and saturated rock and sediment,
between the magma and the surface. For a velocity value the ejection velocity of blocks of
country rock launched in the eruption is used. This approach avoids the need to use unwieldy
estimates of partial pressures within the magma/dyke system, extrapolated up to highly
approximate total magma pressures. Relating the velocities of the ejecta to the initial
mechanical energy component – the magma chamber pressure – in this way assumes that this
is entirely dissipated as kinetic energy moving and fragmenting the juvenile and accessory
components of the system. Although sonic energy and pressure waves would also transform
some of the initial mechanical energy component into the environmental kinetic energy
component, it is not included in this first order enthalpic calculation.
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Figure 6.2 | Pre- and syn-eruptive schematic thermodynamic system at Rotomahana in 1886 (not

to scale). Left: The dyke-magma source (system) prior to the eruption and its associated parameters.

Ap = atmospheric pressure, g = gravitational acceleration, Mw = mass of MFCI-involved

water+hydroclast mixture removed, Mj = mass of erupted juvenile component, Ma = mass of erupted

R.G. Andrews: Approaches in Experimental Volcanology (3487459) – Doctoral Thesis, 2014
country-rock component, δVj = difference between potentially eruptible magma volume and actually
erupted magma volume, Cp = specific heat value of molten juvenile component, TS = water
vapour/supercritical fluid temperature, TM = magma physical solidus temperature, TW = lacustrine
water temperature, ρ = density of country rock. Right: The distribution of the eruption-driving energy
into the environment. Ap = atmospheric pressure, g = gravitational acceleration, Mj = mass of erupted
juvenile component, Ma = mass of erupted country-rock component, Tfinal = final temperature of the
hydrodynamic water mixture, TE = emplacement temperature, HC = column height, Q = thermal output
at vent, ΔQL = energy change during cooling, D = crater diameter(s).

2.2. Enthalpy change: geothermal systems and the cooling process

Hydrothermal and geothermal systems associated with Rotomahana (Simmons et al.,
1993; Nairn et al., 2005) would have affected significantly the energy transferred from the
magma source during the explosive eruption sequence. Thus, any energy model for the
eruption must take them into account.
In terms of the eruption dynamics, a distinction must be made between hydrothermal
eruptions and phreatomagmatic eruptions (Brown & Lawless, 2001). A hydrothermal eruption
requires no mass or energy input from magma, whereas a phreatomagmatic eruption involves
and erupts magma; a transitional style, magmatic-hydrothermal, involves transfer of
magmatic heat or/and volatiles, but does not eject magma. During phreatomagmatic eruptions
a sudden explosive expansion of external water takes place that results from the fragmentation
of magma in conjunction with rapid transfer of heat to and vaporisation of water. At
Rotomahana it is inferred that near-boiling geothermal ground of the southern fissure area was
rapidly boiled when unroofing by cratering reduced subsurface pressures, causing a runaway
series of steam explosions that weakly excavated lithics. When the majority of near-boiling
geothermal waters were expended, these steam eruptions ceased (Mastin, 1995).
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Any form of local decompression can cause boiling of a high-temperature geothermal
system to occur, because a localised decompression event can induce steam eruptions and
fracturing of the host. If the geothermal system forms a sealed cap to magma, the cap's
fracturing could lead to sudden magmatic decompression and exsolution of magmatic
volatiles, which could trigger a magmatic eruption (Mastin, 1995). This magmatic-volatiledriven eruption could evolve to a phreatomagmatic eruption driven by a molten-fuel-coolant
interaction (MFCI) if magma is driven into liquid water or water-saturated sediment. (Büttner
et al., 2002; Schipper et al., 2011). Some form of magmatic-hydrothermal eruption is certain
to have occurred in 1886. The question here is this: what proportion of the eruption sequence
featured MFCI explosive reactions between magma and liquid water +/- sediment, and what
proportion consisted of steam-blast eruptions, wherein the water could flash to a vapour phase
by addition of heat/reduction of pressure?
As Mastin, (1995) indicates in his study on the thermodynamics of steam-blast
eruption types, the available mechanical energy (Em) is directly proportional the internal
energy (Umi, initial; Umf, final), and thus total enthalpy change, of the system:

Em = Umi – Umf
(Eq. 6.5)

This equation gives values proportional to the expected violence of a volcanic eruption
involving steam production and expansion. The assumption made here for the geothermal
system's disruption is that the total heat of the system remain unchanged, and thus that the
explosive expansion of the vapours occurs isentropically. Of course, the system as a whole,
which this study’s cumulative energy model is considering, does involve an entropic change,
at least from the magma itself, and thus a total enthalpy change.
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The study by Mastin, (1995) indicates that, for “Type I, Type II or Type III”, with the
lattermost distinct from juvenile-erupting phreatomagmatism in involving solid rock rather
than magma in mixtures with water, a maximum of 38% of the total thermal energy released
during the violent cooling process becomes mechanical energy involved in explosive
expansion. The assumption being made here in this chapter is that, regardless of whether the
violent cooling process during the 1886 Rotomahana event were between magma and liquid
water (MFCI), hot rock and liquid water (“phreatic” eruptions), or magma + hot rock and
water vapour phases, a maximum of 38% of the total thermal energy released is available as
mechanical energy.
Other studies (Wohletz, 1986) show that no more than 10% of the thermal energy
released during a phreatomagmatic eruption is converted into kinetic energy. For the purposes
of this study, as both phreatomagmatic and “phreatic” (hydrothermal) eruptions have been
interpreted to occur at Rotomahana in 1886, the 10% conversion rate will be used as a
minimum, and 38% conversion rate will be used as a maximum conversion of initial thermal
to environmental kinetic energy.
Thus, the value of ΔH obtained from Equation 6.1, which includes the thermal energy
lost from the system and the work done on the environment, can be roughly divided into
dissipation of thermal energy (Et), and of mechanical energy (Em), using the following
equations. Firstly, using the Mastin, (1995) model:

Em = 0.38ΔH
(Eq. 6.6a)

Et = 0.62ΔH
(Eq. 6.7a)
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And secondly, using the Wohletz, (1986) model, assuming all remaining energy from
the thermal-to-kinetic conversion is converted to thermal energy:

Em = 0.1ΔH
(Eq. 6.6b)

Et = 0.9ΔH
(Eq. 6.7b)

The violent cooling process itself is far more complex. Within a pre-existing
geothermal system – in the case of Rotomahana, effectively groundwater – the fluids able to
absorb and transmit thermal energy will be in three possible phases: liquid, vapour, and
(under high pressures) supercritical (Wohletz, 1986; Zimanowski et al., 1991; Büttner et al.,
2002; Wohletz, 2003). Ephemeral superheating of liquid water above its boiling point per
pressure is also possible, and the vapour may be superheated. The vapour will not require any
absorption of latent heat of vaporisation, even when being superheated well above the boiling
temperature, and cannot take part in an MFCI because it is already a vapour. When the
magma interacts with water, energy will be transferred: the liquid water will vaporise.
Rosseel, (unpublished) mathematically modeled a geothermal setting like Rotomahana
(Fig. 6.3), at thermal equilibrium. Such a geothermal setting is composed of: geothermal
groundwater of initial temperature Tw and mass w (per unit mass of the hydrodynamic
mixture), geothermal vapour of initial temperature TV and mass V (per unit mass of the
mixture), supercritical fluid of initial temperature TV and mass S (per unit mass of the
mixture), rock fragments excavated from the geothermal area, of initial temperature TL and
mass Li (per unit mass of the mixture), and fragmented magma and exsolved volatiles of
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initial temperature Tm, and total mass 1 – w – V – S – L (per unit mass of the mixture). The
original volatile mass fraction of the magma is represented by the symbol n. The gas mass
fraction of the mixture is n', wherein n' = w + V + S + (1 – w – V – S – L)n. These
parameters, along with the specific heat of vapour at constant volume (Cvv) and pressure
(Cpv), the specific heat of the magma (Cm), the specific heat of the rock fragments (CL), the
latent heat of vaporization of water (L{T}), the specific heat of water is (Cpw) and its boiling
point at atmospheric pressure (TB), can be related thusly, considering the conservation of heat
within the environment:

w[ ∫TBTW Cpw δT + L(TB) + ∫TTB Cpv δT ] + V [ ∫TTV Cpv δT ] + S [ ∫TTV Cpv δT + L(TV) ]
+ L [ ∫TTL CL δT ] + (1 – w – V – S – Li) [ {1 – n} ∫TTm Cm δT + n + ∫TTm Cpv δT ] = 0
(Eq. 6.8)

If enough variables from the Rotomahana 1886 eruption are known, then this equation
can be used to give an estimation of the cumulative energy involved in the cooling interaction
between the magma/hot rock (the “fuel”) and the total volume of the water phases (the
“coolants”). In contrast to Equation 6.1, which will provide a measure of the change in the
magmatic system’s thermal energy during the eruption, Equation 6.8 will be used to assess the
distribution of the geothermal energy into the surrounding environment.
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Juvenile (basaltic) magma
(T = 1273K)

Convecting lacustrine water
(T < 373K)

Vapour phases
(T < 473K)

Wall rock
(T < 473K)

Superheated geothermal
fluid
(T < 473K)

Figure 6.3 | Diagrammatical representation of the geothermal system in place prior to the 1886
Rotomahana phreatomagmatic eruption (not to scale). Approximate temperatures of the various
mixture components are given, after Rosseel, (unpublished). Meteoric water included in “lacustrine”
water.
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2.3. Eruption column energetics

According to Wilson et al., (1978) the height of an eruption column can be used to
estimate the thermal energy flux in watts (Q) required to attain the height (H):

H = 8.2 Q1/4
(Eq. 6.9)

Q in this case represents the thermal flux into the column from the source vent or
fissure. Although alternative equations for column height could be used, this equation will be
deployed in this study to test its applicability to a “sustained” column that lasted for only two
or three hours.

2.4. Field-scale modelling energetics

Sato & Taniguchi, (1997) noted that the diameters of craters generated by nuclear and
chemical subterranean blasts – and also certain volcanic explosions – maintained the same
logarithmic-linear increase against energy across a range of explosion magnitudes. Goto et al.,
(2001), using this data and producing their own craters using subsurface chemical explosions,
scaled crater diameter against scaled depth, and subsequently devised the following equation
relating crater diameter (D) to explosion energy (E):

log D = 0.32 log E – 2.06
(Eq. 6.10)
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This equation is related to the optimum depth of burial, or OBD of any explosion
source, the depth a chemical explosive charge needs to be buried to generate the maximum
crater diameter. Any shallower, and there is not enough material above the charge to be
excavated; any deeper, and the combined effects of increased energy dissipation within the
overburden and more pronounced sedimentation above the source will produce a smaller
crater (See Chapters 3, 4, 5). This equation was successfully used in recent field-scale buried
explosion studies (Valentine et al., 2012; Ross et al., 2013; Graettinger et al., 2014) to
produce the craters with the largest diameters possible. If the assumption is made that the
most energetic, single, discrete blast generated each crater in the Rotomahana maar-diatreme
complex (the major explosion dominated model, see Chapter 2), then an estimate of the
minimum energy required for crater excavation can be made. The benefit of this equation is
that it bypasses the need to assess the yield strength of the country rock at this stage of the
eruption; the explosive energy required to shatter the nearby country rock is not required. By
substituting crater diameter values back into Equation 6.10, the approximate excavation
energy per maar crater can be calculated, as suggested by Taddeucci et al., (2010).
As the field-scale blasts by Valentine et al., (2012) showed, the initial blast energy – in
this case, the initial overpressure – can be used to predict the diameter of the resulting crater.
The final crater diameter, however, cannot be used to estimate individual blast energies in the
event of multiple ascending, descending, or co-located blasts; this is a consequence of each
new blast modifying or destroying the pre-existing crater due to increased crater excavation
(for shallow blasts) or increased slumping and sedimentation (for deeper blasts). Because of
this effect, even though there is ample field evidence for multiple blasts at each vent during
the 1886 eruption sequence (Nairn, 1979; Rosseel et al., 2006; May et al., in press), only the
energy required to produce the final resulting crater from a single, discrete blast can be
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estimated; thus, the excavation energy values approximated by this model will be low-end
estimates of the actual values.

2.5. Bench-scale modelling energetics

Experiments outlined in Chapters 3 and 4, led by Ross and by myself (Ross et al.,
2008a,b; Andrews et al., 2014) used granular material mobilised by discrete blasts of
compressed argon gas to simulate the blasts of a maar-diatreme style eruption.
In each experimental run with the blast sufficiently deep below the ODB, a diatremelike structure was formed. For blasts at depth, a depression crater matching the 3:1 – 7:1
diameter-depth ratio observed in natural maar craters by (White & Ross, 2011) was almost
always produced. Some features known from natural edifices, including "overturned flaps",
ejecta rims, and fallback sedimentation into the syn-blast crater were always observed in the
experiments. In addition to this, a depression crater was always produced even if the eruption
was contained – i.e. when none of the magma-analogue grains breached the surface of the
system. Thus, a clear conclusion of these experiments is that the kinetic energy used in the
set-up, involving nothing more than compressed argon gas, reproduced significant features of
maar-diatreme volcanoes. As no significant thermal component was involved in these
experimental runs, it appears that kinetic energy utilised in the excavation of the crater –
attributed to a cavitation phase of the eruption – and in the entrainment and distribution of
magma-analogue particles – attributed primarily to the fountaining phase of the eruption – is
instrumental is determining the ultimate structure of the system. The thermodynamic
modelling undertaken here will be used to assess the thermal energy not considered by these
bench-scale experiments, and I will connect equations developed from the granular bench
experiments to this thermodynamic part of the thesis.
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Unfortunately, only one of the mathematical relationships identified through analogue
experimentation in Chapters 3 and 4 can be utilised in this study. That relationship allows
estimation of the distribution of kinetic energy during an excavation/cavitation and granular
fountaining stage, assuming the process of dynamic segregation occurs in natural maardiatreme systems. The two-stage process observed during each experimental run – the
segregation of the cavitation and the granular fountaining stage – is termed dynamic
segregation (Chapter 3). The rectilinear kinematic equation relating the velocities of the
doming roof of the explosive decompression cavity (α) to that of the fountaining “juvenile”
granular mass from the crucible (β) was derived using Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV); it
numerically describes the relationship between the differential functions of the velocity ratio
(α/β) and initial overpressure (PI) trends, and the detonation depth (D):

δ[(α/β)/PI] = 0.0133D-2.554
(Eq. 6.11)

This power law decay relationship states that, at shallower depths, and at higher
pressures, the velocities of the doming roof of the gas expansion cavity are far higher than
those of the granular fountaining mass. With increasing depth and at lower initial pressures,
the velocity ratio begins to balance out until the trend begins to flatline, with the velocities of
the fountaining mass and the doming roof of the cavity equalizing. The implication here is
that, because kinetic energy is intrinsically linked to velocity, shallower and more energetic
initial blasts expend more energy for cavitation and crater excavation and far less for the
distribution of magma from the dike feeding the eruption. However, as the velocities of the
doming roof mass(es) and the possible granular fountains are unknown for the 1886
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Rotomahana event, this equation is unusable in this example. Instead, it provides context for
the next equation.
To advance the current analysis, I assign to the most energetic blast in a maar-diatreme
system the responsibility for the crater’s final morphology. This allows inferences to be drawn
from final crater form in the absence of knowledge about individual energies of single,
discrete blasts in a series. Though it is known that in some situations, for example a highenergy but deeply buried blast followed by a weaker one at a shallower, optimum, depth, this
relationship does not hold, it is a useful simplification for the purposes of this chapter.
Chapter 4 assessed crater dimensions produced at bench-scale: results indicate that (more
often than not) the shallowest, highest initial pressure blasts generated the largest diameter
craters. It was inferred that these shallow, high-energy bench-scale blasts took place near their
ODBs, and PIV was used to quantify mass propagation throughout the system, and to
calculate the kinetic energy partitioning of the initial, shallowest blasts. Represented as a
unitless ratio (γ), the distribution of the kinetic energy between that used for crater
excavation, and that used to drive the fountaining phase, based on the initial pressures (PI) at a
set, shallow depth, can be described by the following relationship:

2

γ = 118PI – 108PI + 24.5
(Eq. 6.12)

Essentially, the higher the value of γ, the greater the expenditure of initial blast energy
for crater excavation. This equation will be used in the case of the 1886 Rotomahana maardiatreme forming eruption to inform the discussion of this study’s cumulative energy model.
As a first step, approximated pressures in the feeding dyke will be used to estimate how much
energy went into cavitation and crater excavation versus into upward transport of magma
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from the dike assuming (incorrectly) that only one discrete blast occurred at each vent (or
fissure) and that no thermal component was involved.

2.6. Kinetic energy of ejected wall-rock projectiles

The kinetic energy (E) of a moving mass can estimated using the following equation,
relating the ejected mass (ma) and the ejection velocity (v) thusly:

E = ½ ma v2
(Eq. 6.13)

The ejected mass of country rock can either be (1) individual fragments, or (2) the
total mass of country rock blasted out from the crater during its excavation. As this study’s
cumulative energy model only considers the energy required to produce the largest crater, and
the wall-rock ballistics of the Rotomahana eruption are not readily distinguishable from large
fragments carried within pyroclastic currents (Rosseel et al., 2006; May et al., in press), the
total wallrock mass will be used, again producing a minimum value for the kinetic energy
required to mobilise the mass ejected from the new maar craters or fissures.
Studies have used the impact crater and known masses of volcanic ballistics to
determine the approximate maximum velocities of the projectiles in question (e.g. Fudali &
Melson, 1971; Self et al., 1980; Mastin, 2001; Tsunematsu et al., 2014). However, in this
case, as the impact craters are not identifiable in the deposit, another estimate for the
maximum projectile velocity will be used in the next section. As this equation does not take
into account pressure wave energy or country rock fragmentation energy, it will be a
minimum estimate of the required energy.
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The energy expending during the lifting of particles can be related to the gravitational
potential energy, and practically speaking this should be taken into account. However, as
Mastin, (1995) points out, lifting work is approximately 1 kJ kg-1 of ejecta; this is
insignificant compared to the total energy released during volcanic eruptions, which is often
in the hundreds to thousands of kJ kg-1 of ejecta. Consequently, it will not be mathematically
taken into account in this cumulative energy model.

2.7. Kinetic energy expended in ejection of juvenile projectiles

In the case of Rotomahana, a low-end ballistics velocity estimate for use in the
following equation relates the mass of juvenile ejecta (mj) and the ejection velocity (v)
thusly:

E = ½ mj v2
(Eq. 6.14)

It is important to note that much of the juvenile ejecta will be transported in the
eruption column, and this will be taken into account in the thermal segment of the cumulative
energy model at a later stage.

2.8. Cumulative energy model

Equations 6.1–6.14 can be assembled into a model for the cumulative energy release
from the 1886 Rotomahana eruption, a model comprising three distinct calculation stages.
Like all mathematical models for complex, interrelated volcanic processes, the final values
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will be approximations, based on the assumptions outlined above, and will be minima,
because at each step I have chosen a conservative but robust approach. The model is a first
attempt at quantifying the entire phreatomagmatic 1886 event (Fig. 6.2) and offers an orderof-magnitude mathematical model that can be used to assess similar volcanic eruptions, past
or future.

i)

Step One: Enthalpic Change of Magma Source

Step One calculates the total enthalpic change of the magma from its pre-eruption
state through the end of the 1886 eruption. By combining Equations 6.1 and 6.2, one can
derive:

ΔH = (Mj Cp ΔT) + pΔV
(Eq. 6.15)

Substituting the pressure change for Equation 6.4 into Equation 6.15 (whilst adding
atmospheric pressure in Nm-2 to give a cumulative p value), gives the result:

ΔH = (Mj Cp ΔT) + {(½ ρ v2 + Ap)Vj}
(Eq. 6.16, or IA)

Equation 6.16, or IA represents the cumulative enthalpy (H) of the magma erupted
into saturated ground, the geothermal system, and the atmosphere. Mj represents the total
mass of erupted magma (the juvenile particles), Cp is the specific heat capacity of the source
magma, ΔT is the minimum temperature change from the petrological magmatic solidus
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temperature to the emplacement temperature, ρ is the density of the country rock mass
separating magma from the surface, v is the maximum velocity of any ejected wall-rock
lithics, Ap is the atmospheric pressure, and Vj is the volume of erupted juvenile particles. The
Rotomahana-specific assumptions for this model are addressed in the next section.

ii)

Step Two: Partitioning of Mechanical Energy

Step Two calculates the partitioning of mechanical energy released during the
eruption, and follows Mastin, (1995) and Wohletz, (1986). Equation 6.6a gives a high-end
(rock and water, e.g. Mastin, 1995); Equation 6.6b gives low-end (magma and water, e.g.
Wohletz, 1986) estimate of the total mechanical energy (Emα) available during the
phreatomagmatic eruption, with the ΔH value being obtained from Equation 1A. Combining
these yields:

Emα = 0.38 ΔH (Mastin, 1995)
(Eq. 6.17a, or IIAa)

Emα = 0.1 ΔH (Wohletz, 1986)
(Eq. 6.17b, or IIAb)

This estimate of total available mechanical energy will be partitioned into two main
processes: the mobilisation of fragmented country rock (Ea, Equation 6.13), and the
mobilisation of juvenile fragments (Ej, Equation 6.14). Combining these equations yields an
estimate for the total mechanical energy represented by the ballistics (EB) launched during the
eruption:
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EB = (½ ma v2) + (½ mj v2)
(Eq. 6.18)

Using Equation 6.10 (rearranged to make E the subject) to add in the total crater
excavation energy (Ex) for all active 1886 vents, a secondary equation for the total mechanical
energy (Emβ) used in the eruption is formed, wherein Ex + EB is shown as:

Emβ = Σ{(D x 102.06)3} + (½ ma v2) + (½ mj v2)
(Eq. 6.19, or IIB)

Hypothetically, Emβ should approximately equal Emα, as both are calculating precisely
the same thing in two different ways. Discrepancies will be addressed in the following
section. Note that, strictly, the exponent should be 3.125, but is kept here as 3, as per the same
calculations conducted by Ross et al., (2013) for consistency. The Σ sign refers to the sum of
all known craters with individual excavation energies, En: thus, Σ{(D x 102.06)3} represents the
sum of all crater excavation energies.
In any case, Equation 6.10 can be directly related to Equation 6.12, wherein the
partitioning of energy used in excavation (via cavitation energy) vs. fountaining energy can be
related according to the ratio γ:

2

γ = 118PI – 108PI + 24.5
(Eq. 6.20, or IIC)
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iii)

Step Three: Partitioning of Thermal Energy

Step Three calculates the partitioning of the thermal energy released in the eruption.
Equations 6.7a-b calculates the thermal energy transferred from the magma to the
environment as thermal energy:

Et = 0.62 ΔH (Mastin, 1995)
(Eq. 6.21a, or IIIAa)

Et = 0.9 ΔH (Wohletz, 1986)
(Eq. 6.21b, or IIIAb)

The thermal energy will be treated in two different sub-steps at this point: the thermal
energy that dissipates into the water-laden environment, and the thermal energy that
contributes to the eruption column(s), Q. Rearranging Equation 6.9 to make Q the subject, and
converting watts into joules (with t representing time in seconds), gives the result:

{(H/8.2)4}t = Q
(Eq. 6.22, or IIIB)
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The dissipation of thermal energy into the groundwater environment itself is governed
by the ability of water to absorb magmatic heat, and a large component of the thermal energy
from the magmatic system will be released to water in the environment; this water may or
may not take part in the eruption column(s). Thus, Equation 6.8 will be used to assess this
distribution of thermal energy, sensible and latent, involved in the violent cooling process:

w[ ∫ TBTW Cpw δT + L(TB) + ∫ TTB Cpv δT ] + V [ ∫ TTV Cpv δT ]
+ S [ ∫ TTV Cpv δT + L(TV) ]+ L [ ∫ TTL CL δT ]
+ (1 – w – V – S – Li) [ {1 – n} ∫ TTm Cm δT + n + ∫ TTm Cpv δT ] = 0
(Eq. 6.8, or IIIC)
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Figure 6.4 | Cumulative energy model flow diagram for the 1886 Rotomahana eruption. The

thermodynamic system is in red; its outputs to groundwater (including geothermal water) are in purple
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Step One: Cumulative Enthalpic Change

The Tarawera Plinian eruption that began an hour before and continued throughout the
~3-hr long Rotomahana eruption has been studied extensively (Smith, 1886; Thomas, 1888;
Walker, 1984; Nairn & Cole, 1981; Sable et al., 2006; Sable et al., 2009; Kennedy et al.,
2010), with somewhat less geological information available for the latter in studies by Nairn,
(1979), Simmons et al., (1993), Rosseel et al., (2006) and recent work by May at al., (in
press). These sources provide the quantitative data that is used in the cumulative energy
model.
Enthalpy is a measurement of the total thermodynamic potential of a system,
measured in joules. If the starting enthalpy and the final enthalpy of a system is known, then
the quantities of energy expended in heat (Q) and work (pV) can be determined. In the case of
part of a dyke, or series of dykes, being emptied, a few physical assumptions must be made
when calculating an enthalpic change.
For Rotomahana, the cumulative energy model will treat the erupted volume of
juvenile mass as the “system”, connected to the atmospheric surface via the rhyolitic country
rock and water-laden environment. The magmatic source was a dyke or series of dykes (Nairn
and Cole, 1981; Walker, 1984; Sable et al., 2006). Enough is now known about the volume of
juvenile material erupted from Rotomahana itself that the magma’s immediately pre-eruptive
enthalpy state can be calculated, with the change representing the cumulative driving energy
of the eruption.
The eruptible portion of the magma is considered to be what was erupted during the
1886 Rotomahana eruption, therefore, the assumption here is that the magma source’s energy
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can be fully tracked from immediately prior to the eruption through dispersal and deposition
in the surrounding environment. The system, magma, is considered to be closed, meaning that
work and heat can be exchanged within and among the specified domains of the system
defined above. The eruptible portion of the magma is considered to have the capability to
change thermal state (represented by the Q variable) and to do work (represented by the pV
variable).
In this case, considerable H2O and CO2 fluids are inferred to have been present in the
dyke-source magma at the time of the eruption (Rosseel et al., 2006). These exsolved fluids
were water vapour and CO2 gas, plus CO2 supercritical fluid for dyke magma at depths
exceeding ~ 250 m magmastatic depth. Each fluid had its own partial pressure and was
compressible to some degree, but for a first order calculation, the magma is treated as
incompressible. The pressure of the magma as a whole, as outlined in Section 2.1, will be
approximated using the methods of Fudali & Melson, (1971) without directly addressing the
partial pressures of these phases. Although a more recent study by Alvarado et al., (2006)
demonstrated that Fudali and Melson were actually looking at a body of stiff magma within a
cryptodome and not a chamber at depth, the 1971 study still uses a perfectly applicable
derivation of the Bernoulli equations, and thus can still be used in this analysis.
Equation IA requires the calculation, estimation or retrieval of the following
environmental and system variables: Mj (the juvenile erupted mass), Cp (the specific heat
capacity of the erupted magma), ΔT, (the minimum change in temperature within the system),
ρ (the density of the country rock surrounding the magma in the dyke), v, (the velocity of
particles ejected from the vent), Ap (the atmospheric and thus final pressure), and Vj (the
volume of magma erupted, which formed juvenile fragments).
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1450 J kg-1 K-1
1000 J kg-1 K-1
2180 − 0.618T + 0.000562T2 J kg-1 K-1
1660 − 0.533T + 0.000527T2 J kg-1 K-1
2.5 ×106 − ∫T273 (Cpw − Cpv)δT J kg-1
4186 J kg-1 K-1
373K

Specific heat of magma
Specific heat of lithic particles

Specific heat of vapour phase at constant pressureb

Specific heat of vapour phase at constant volumeb
Latent heat of vaporisation of water
Specific heat of water
Boiling point of water at atmospheric pressure

Cm
CL

Cpv
Cvv
L(T)

Cpw

TB

Koyaguchi & Woods, (1996)

b

Obtained from Rosseel, (unpublished) unless otherwise specified

a

373K
1273K
473K

Temperature of geothermal and groundwater
Temperature of magma
Temperature of vapour phase/superheated fluid

Tw
Tm

TV

Value

Parameter Description

Symbol

Table 1. Cooling process parameters for the pre-1886 Rotomahana hydrodynamic system
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Table 6.1 | Cooling process parameters for the pre-1886 Rotomahana hydrodynamic system.	
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The source magma involved in the 1886 eruption of Rotomahana was basaltic. The Cp
value of basalt magma is 1.45x103 J kg-1 K-1 (Rosseel et al., 2006). The volume of erupted
basaltic magma (Vj), is, at minimum, 0.03x109 m3 (May, unpublished). Taking a low-end
density of 2700 kg m-3, (Rosseel et al., 2006), the mass of juvenile basalt released (Mj) is
8.1x1010 kg. The temperature change within the defined system – the erupted magma (or
volume of juvenile mass) – is taken as the difference between the basaltic magma’s solidus
(1000°C) and emplacement (100°C or less) temperature (based on Rosseel et al., 2006), thus
the value of ΔT is set at 900°C. The density, ρ, of the rhyolitic country wall rock (Rosseel et
al., 2006) is 2300 kg m-3 – this (incorrectly) assumes a maximum density for welded country
rock with zero porosity. The atmospheric pressure, (Ap) is 101325 Nm-2.
The maximum velocity (v) of the ejected juvenile material from this eruption is not
known. Numerous studies (e.g. Fudali & Melson, 1971; Newhall & Self, 1982; Steinberg &
Lorenz, 1983; Taddeucci et al., 2012) have been conducted on explosive volcanic eruptions
over the last few decades, variably using crater impact energy inferences, degree of
fragmentation, and the basic principles of ballistic mechanics to ascertain or approximate the
maximum kinetic energies of ejected bombs and blocks as they travel through the atmosphere.
Maximum velocities of volcanic bombs and blocks vary greatly (Fudali & Melson, 1971;
Taddeucci et al., 2012), and their velocities have either been mathematically calculated or
empirically determined from video observations. For example, in the study by Fudali &
Melson, (1971) initial velocities of volcanic bombs several kilograms in mass, from 0.5 m to
1.5 m across travelling up to 5 km away from the vent, range from 1200 ms-1 to 370 ms-1,
respectively. Although the later study by Alvarado et al., (2006) inferred that numerous
blocks were transported not entirely as ballistic particles, but as fragments within an
overpressured jet, the 1971 study makes a reasonable assumption that will be used for this
analysis. Rosseel et al., (2006) carefully documented the petrology of hundreds of volcanic
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bombs originating from the Rotomahana vents, the largest of which is a roughly spherical 21
kg cored bomb approximately 0.45 m in diameter, found at least one kilometre from the
nearest potential source vent (Rosseel, unpublished). Unfortunately, as their impact craters
have been eroded or buried, and vents are now under water (Nairn et al., 1971; White et al.,
1997; May et al., in prep.), impact energy estimates, and thus kinetic and velocimetric
estimates, are not possible. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, a minimum initial
velocity estimate will be used. Here I infer that ballistic fragments were launched without any
involvement of magma-water interaction, and after assessing volcanic ballistic velocity
estimates in the literature (Fudali & Melson, 1971; Steinberg & Lorenz, 1983; Taddeucci et
al., 2012), and acknowledging that a relatively weakly pressurised basaltic dyke or dyke
swarm probably fed the eruption at Rotomahana, an estimate of 200 ms-1, corresponding to a
dyke/magma overpressure of 4.6x107 Nm-2 (Table 6.2) will be used for the value of v in this
equation.	
  
With all the variables in place, the contribution to eruptive energy of the magmatic
source (Fig. 6.4) can be calculated. Using Equation IA provides the result:

ΔH = (8.1x1010 kg  1.45x103 J kg-1 K-1 900°C) + {([½  2300 kg m-3  2002]
+ 1.01325x105) 0.03x109 m3}
ΔH = 1.07x1017 J

The value of ΔH here should be negative, because the change to the system is
exothermic: the temperature change is a decrease (heat is lost from the magma into the
environment) and there is work done on the environment. It is presented instead as a positive
number in order not to confuse future calculations. The total energy change to the magma is
important here; it takes place through transferral of heat from the magma to the environment.
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This value of ΔH, 0.107 exajoules, represents the total thermodynamic potential of the
erupted magma, theoretically released with 100% efficiency into the surrounding ground- and
geothermal water, plus atmospheric, environment during the 1886 Rotomahana eruption. As
the eruption lasted five hours, this approximates to a thermodynamic flux of 5.16x1012 J s-1
into the environment. This was expended as both thermal and mechanical energy, employed
in thermohydraulic explosions (Büttner & Zimanowski, 1998), the eruption plume, and the
explosive excavation of the geothermal and non-geothermal host material.
This approximation of Rotomahana's eruption energy can be compared with those for
other violent eruptions as a first-order test of its accuracy (Fig. 6.5). The 1980 Plinian
eruption of Mount St. Helens, which began with a lateral blast from an intruded cryptodome,
released approximately 1x1017 J, or 0.1 exajoules of energy during the blast surge (Kieffer,
1981) when converted from the megaton equivalent (one megaton of TNT releases 4.2x1015 J,
or 4.2 petajoules of energy). The Tsar Bomba, the most powerful nuclear weapon ever
detonated, released 2.1x1017 J, or 0.21 exajoules (Sublette, 2007). Valentine et al., (2014)
estimate the maximum driving energies of small, individual phreatomagmatic maar-forming
blasts to be no more than 3×1014 J, accounting for the range of explosion efﬁciencies (where
the energy available E = 10% of Etot, based on the work of Wohletz, 1986); using this value of
3x1014 J as the maximum energy released in a maar crater-forming blast, it can be estimated
that for a 0.107 exajoules eruption, approximately 357 discrete phreatomagmatic blasts
occurred.
Although almost no quantitative data is available on the total thermodynamic energy
release during volcanic eruptions (as the instrumentation required to measure such a quantity
would require a huge infrastructure that has not yet been constructed), these energy values
suggest that this study’s thermodynamic potential value of 0.107 exajoules is a reasonable
number.
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Table 2. Energetics of the Rotomahana 1886 event
Parameter Symbol

Description

Value

Mj
Cp
ΔT

Mass of erupted juvenile component
Specific heat of juvenile magma component

8.1x1010 kg
1.45x103 J kg-1
900°C

Vj
ρ
Ap
v
p
Ma
H
ΔH
Emα
Emα
Emβ
γ
Et
Et
Q
T

Basaltic solidus-emplacement temperature difference
Volume of erupted juvenile component/volumetric change
Density of rhyolitic wall rock
Atmospheric pressure
Gaussian averaged velocity of ballistics
Estimated pressure of magmatic source system
Mass of accessory lithics component
Height of eruption column
Thermodynamic potential of magmatic system
Available mechanical energy: 38% division (Mastin, 1995)
Available mechanical energy: 10% division (Wohletz, 1986)
Available mechanical energy: Excavation and Ballistics Method
Ratio of cavitation and excavation to granular fountaining
Available thermal energy: 62% division (Mastin, 1995)
Available thermal energy: 90% division (Wohletz, 1986)
Thermal output into column at vent

Mw

Temperature of hydrodynamic mixture
Mass of hydrodynamic water mixture removed

QL

Cooling reaction energy estimation

0.03x109 m3
2300 kg m-3
101325 Nm-2
200 ms-1
4.6x107 Nm-2
6.21x1011 kg
<10 km
1.07x1017 J
4.06x1016 J
1.07x1016 J
<1.4x1016 J
2.5x1017
6.64x1016 J
9.63x1016 J
2.79x1016 J
465K
0.1x109 kg
3.85x1010 J

Table 6.2 | Magmatic and environmental parameters of the 1886 Rotomahana event; both
quantitatively known and values calculated from mathematical relationships between these
known values are included. The sections are divided into magma and environmental values
(black), the enthalpy calculation (red), the mechanical energy division into the environment
(purple) and the thermal energy division into the environment (green).

The plausibility of this value suggests that treating an erupted volume of magma as a
temporarily closed thermodynamic system is valid. The assumption that 100% of this thermal
energy is removed from the system when it opens, and is then transferred to the environment
through heat and mechanical work is a great simplification of reality. Nevertheless, the
approach taken uses quantitative data from fieldwork or experiments, allows for an increase in
entropy and directly relates erupted volume, eruption column heights, geothermal and
groundwater temperature increases and magmatic pressures and energy states, to cumulative
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energy potential. It is important to note that the temperature change of 900 degrees K from
magmatic to ambient used here is a minimum, and thus the real value of ΔH value is higher
than that calculated.

3.2. Step Two: Partitioning of Mechanical Energy

If the determined value of ΔH is the total thermodynamic potential of the magma that
was erupted into the environment, then any interaction it had with the environment, which is
characterised by both temperature and pressure gradients, would have led to the division of
energy into thermal and mechanical components. In this step, I examine possible ways to
model the available mechanical energy. Using Equation IIAa, the Mastin, (1995) partitioning:

Emα = 0.38 ΔH
Emα = 0.38 (1.07x1017)
Emα = 4.07x1016 J of mechanical work energy

This value approximates the maximum amount of mechanical energy transfer in nearmagmatic hot lithic-water interactions according to Mastin, (1995) this transferral of 38%
thermal energy into the environment as mechanical work energy is a very high-end estimate.
This mechanical energy is taken to include the fracturing of the country rock lithics, sonic
blasts and pressure waves.
As aforementioned, Wohletz (1986) concludes that a maximum of 10% of the energy
of the thermal energy is converted into kinetic energy in fuel-coolant interactions, (not 38%),
with the rest of the energy assumed here to be converted into mechanical energy: thus, using
Equation IIAb, the Wohletz, (1986) partitioning:
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Emα = 0.1 ΔH
Emα = 0.1 (1.07x1017)
Emα = 1.07x1016 J of mechanical work energy

A second method of estimating the proportion of total system energy expended as
kinetic energy uses Equation IIB:

Emβ = Σ{(D x 102.06)3} + (½ ma v2) + (½ mj v2)

Again the density, ρ, of rhyolitic country wall rock (Rosseel et al., 2006) is taken as
2300 kg m3, assuming no wall rock porosity. The total volume of erupted material in
Rotomahana's ejecta rings, including juvenile fragments and excavated rhyolitic country rock
and volcaniclastic deposits, has been estimated (May, unpublished; Rosseel, unpublished) as
0.3 km3; with only basaltic juvenile material (0.03x109 m3) and rhyolitic material erupted over
the course of the five-hour eruption sequence, this would mean approximately 0.27x109 m3 of
country-rock material was erupted. This is equivalent to a displaced rhyolitic mass (ma) of
6.21x1011 kg. The value of mj has been calculated in Section 3.1 to be 8.1x1010 kg.
In this case, an arbitrary but reasonable estimate of 200 ms-1 will be used for the value
of v in this equation for both the country-rock fragments and the juvenile ones, based on
values of ejecta given by Fudali & Melson, (1971) and Taddeucci et al., (2010). As Rosseel et
al., (2006) demonstrate, many of the largely juvenile fragments are composite, and are loaded
with or cored by wall-rock fragments; these composite fragments indicate that many
fragments failed to clear the crater and fell back into it before being re-ejected; this work is
not captured in this model. The fragments are assumed to be travelling at the same velocity as
the other ejecta.
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This kinetic energy calculation treats all mobilised mass as a single cumulative unit; it
does not take convective transport within the eruption column into effect, nor does it consider
the recapitulation and re-expulsion of the volcanic material at the vents. Thus, this calculation
will again produce an extremely low-end estimate of the kinetic energies involved in the 1886
eruption. Substituting the appropriate values into Equation IIB, we get:

Emβ = Σ{(D x 102.06)3} + (½  6.21x1011  2002) + (½  8.1x1010  2002)
Emβ = Σ{(D x 102.06)3} + 1.4x1016 J kinetic energy

This value of Ej + Ea, 1.4x1016 J is approximately 13% of the total thermodynamic
potential of the system – and 34% of the available mechanical work energy calculated using
Emα (after Mastin, 1995) – and seems reasonable: the energy used in crater excavation has not
yet been calculated, and a large volume of lithic fragments were created and removed by
explosive excavation during Rotomahana's eruption. Furthermore, ballistic recapitulation and
re-ejection – an additional kinetic energy component – has not been taken into account.
However, using the Wohletz, (1986) partitioning of thermal energy into available work
energy, this value of Ej + Ea, 1.4x1016 J is approximately 131% of the available work energy
calculated using Emα. This suggests either that (1) the value of Ej + Ea, 1.4x1016 J is an
overestimation of the ballistic energies involved, (2) there was energy from additional
sources, such as the geothermal system, involved, or (3) the Wohletz, (1986) partitioning of
mechanical energy is too low. It is in actual fact likely the ballistic energies involved in the
eruption have actually been overestimated, as Equation IIB treats all mobilised mass as a
single cumulative unit, and does not take particles mobilised buoyantly within the eruption
column into account at this stage.
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In the case of (3), one could infer that, as Mastin, (1995) focused on hot rock-water
style “steam-blast” eruptions, and Wohletz, (1986) analysed phreatomagmatic eruptions, that
the 1886 Rotomahana event involved both types. Both phreatomagmatic and “phreatic”
(hydrothermal) blasts are interpreted to have occurred at the site in 1886 (e.g. Nairn, 1979;
Simmons et al., 1993; Rosseel et al., 2006), so this interpretation appears sound.

1x1017 J

1x1016 J

1x1015 J

1x1014 J

Maximum energy release in
discrete maar crater blast
(3.0x1014 J)

One
megaton of
TNT
(4.2x1015 J)

1886
Rotomahana
Event
(1.07x1017 J)

1980 Mount St Helens Event
(1.0x1017 J)

Figure 6.5 | The 1886 Rotomahana eruption’s total driving energy compared to other explosive
events (Kieffer, 1981; Sublette, 2007; Valentine et al., 2014).

Although all the fragments within the column would not be buoyant, it is assumed for
the purposes of simplification that they were: bedding structures and witnesses (Nairn, 1979;
Simmons et al., 1993; Rosseel et al., 2006) make it clear that the bulk of Rotomahana's ejecta
was not emplaced ballistically, but arrived in density currents. Whether the currents were shed
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from columns or emplaced from fountaining is not fully known, but there are no Rotomahana
fall deposits known below the current deposits, so it was certainly not an eruption that began
with a high column which later collapsed in whole or part to feed subsequent pyroclastic
flows.
If the proportion of material mobilised into an eruption plume versus ballistically
ejected material versus material distributed by density currents were known, then an effective
division of kinetic energy could be calculated for Emβ. Without good grounds for inferring the
masses of material transported as ballistics, deposited as fallout from the column, or
distributed by density currents, this calculation for Emβ is unreliable.
Considering the Σ{(D x 102.06)3}, Ex value of the equation, each maar crater diameter
(D) value is required. In the case of Rotomahana, the craters have been so heavily eroded over
time (and indubitably during the 1886 eruption sequence itself) that the values of D are
unfortunately very difficult to determine. Very limited bathymetric data on the lake is
publically available at present, but it is known that several of the eruption craters have
coalesced. Detailed bathymetry is being assembled (May et al., in prep.), but it is not yet
available to the public or indeed myself. However, preliminary seismic data (de Ronde, in
prep.) viewed by the author of this study indicates that the maar craters formed during the
eruption – approximately four or five – comprise less than 10% of the total 1886 Rotomahana
eruptive surface. The majority of the eruption surface is a fissure rift, wherein most of the
phreatomagmatism occurred.
Equation IIC, based on the bench-scale experimentation of Chapters 3 and 4, describes
the partitioning of the mechanical energy into cavitation and granular fountaining mass
movement. This only takes into account rectilinear kinetic energy produced during one
discrete blast, and does not take into account natural buoyancy. Although it is not yet clear if
there is a natural analogue for granular fountaining in maar-diatreme systems, the experiments
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clearly demonstrate that discrete blasts in a granular material yield a two-stage mass-energy
dynamic segregation. If the value of p {([½  2300 kg m-3  2002] + 1.01325x105), p = 4.6x107
Nm-2} ascertained in Equation IA is used, then using Equation IIC, we get:

2

γ = 118PI – 108PI + 24.5
γ = 118(4.6x107)2 – 108(4.6x107) + 24.5
γ = 2.5x1017

This suggests that, with the mechanical energy available, the very approximate
division of cavitation/excavation energy to granular fountaining energy from a single, discrete
blast in the volcanic root system at Rotomahana was 2.5x1017 : 1. This implies that the
overwhelmingly vast majority of the available mechanical energy went into shattering the
country rock and producing pressure waves rather than into the mobilization of any juvenile
material during a single, discrete blast, without taking any thermal or fluid buoyancy effects
into consideration. Considering the size of the fissure surface under the lake (de Ronde, in
prep.), this is unsurprising.

3.3. Step Three: Partitioning of Thermal Energy

The thermal energy that is transferred from the magmatic system to the environment
(Et) can be estimated using Equation IIIAa, utilising the Mastin, (1995) partitioning. As this is
based on the maximum possible transferral of 38% of the mechanical energy from the
phreatomagmatic eruption, the value of Et in this case will be a low-end estimate:
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Et = 0.62 ΔH
Et = 0.62 (1.07x1017)
Et = 6.64x1016 J of thermal energy

This represents the available thermal energy transferred to the environment, which
will be utilised in two ways: firstly, some of the thermal energy will contribute to the eruption
column(s), (Q). This can be estimated using Equation IIIB, which calculates the eruption
column height. According to Nairn, (1979) and May, (unpublished) the column maintained its
height (H) of 10,000m (low end estimate) for no more than approximately 3.5 hours minutes,
or 12600 seconds (t). Substituting in the appropriate values to Equation IIIB, we get:

{(H/8.2)4}t = Q
{(10000/8.2)4}12600 = Q
Q = 2.79x1016 J

This value is very similar to the estimated Et produced by Equation IIIAa, 6.64x1016 J.
If Equation IIIB is rearranged to make H the subject, the assumption is made that all available
thermal energy from the system goes into the eruption column, and the value of Et from
Equation IIIAa for Q is used (6.64x1016 J) to find a hypothetical value of H, we get:

H = 8.2(Q/t)¼
H = 8.2(6.64x1016/12600)¼
H = 12423m, or ~12.4km
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This value of H is very similar to that of the actual column height observed during the
eruption sequence. These simple equations produce strongly corroborating values; therefore,
it appears the partitioning of thermodynamic potential energy of the system into mechanical
and thermal energy based on the approximations of Mastin, (1995) are valid. Significantly,
this also appears to confirm that using thermodynamic potential energy as a method for
calculating the energy released during a phreatomagmatic eruption, without even taking into
account the cooling reaction, is an accurate one.
Now, using the Wohletz, (1986) partitioning of energy designed for phreatomagmatic
eruptions for Equation IIIAb, we get:

Et = 0.9 ΔH
Et = 0.9 (1.07x1017)
Et = 9.63x1016 J of thermal energy

This represents another (in this case high-end) calculation of the available thermal
energy transferred to the environment, which will be utilised in two ways, as before: firstly,
some of the thermal energy will contribute to the eruption column(s), (Q). As outlined above,
the approximate value of Q based on observed or interpreted eruption column dimensions
(Nairn, 1979; May, unpublished), was:

Q = 2.79x1016 J

This value is of the same magnitude as the estimated Et value produced by Equation
IIIAb, 9.63 x1016 J. If Equation IIIB is again rearranged to make H the subject, the assumption
is made that all available thermal energy from the system goes into the eruption column, and
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the value of Et from equation IIIAb for Q is used (9.63x1016 J) to find a hypothetical value of
H, we get:

H = 8.2(Q/t)¼
H = 8.2(9.63x1016/12600)¼
H = 13634m, or ~13.6km

This value of H is once again similar to that of the actual column height observed
during the eruption sequence, although in this case, as it is assumed a higher proportion of
system thermal energy is transferred to the environment as thermal energy, the column has a
higher value of Q, and thus is likely to be larger. It is worth noting that the two approximated
column heights do not differ greatly. Thus, in this case, both methods of energy partitioning
appear reasonable.
Equation IIIC, from Rosseel, (unpublished), using the conservation of heat, focuses on
the exchange of thermal energy within the geothermal setting. MFCIs and any other violent
cooling processes indubitably contributed to the paroxysmal violence of the 1886
Rotomahana eruption, and must be addressed here:

w[ ∫ TBTW Cpw δT + L(TB) + ∫ TTB Cpv δT ] + V [ ∫ TTV Cpv δT ]
+ S [ ∫ TTV Cpv δT + L(TV) ] + L [ ∫ TTL CL δT ]
+ (1 – w – V – S – Li) [ {1 – n} ∫ TTm Cm δT + n + ∫ TTm Cpv δT ] = 0

Given the temperatures of the various components in the mixture, and considering that
the whole mixture will equilibrate, it is assumed that all the liquid water proximal to the
released basaltic magma will vaporize during the MFCI. Using known thermal values for the
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variables within the equation (Table 6.1) gives the following equation, where T is the
temperature of the hydrodynamic mixture:

[2180(w + V + S + n(1 − w − V − S − Li)) +1000Li + 1450(1 − n)(1 − w −V − S − Li)]T
− 0.309[w + V + S + n(1 − w − V − S − Li)]T2
− + 1.873×10−4 [w + V + S + n(1 − w − V − S − Li)]T3
+ w(3066856 − 4186Tw) − 981830(V + S) + 2068710S − 473000Li
− 1845850(1 − n)(1 − w − V − S − Li) − 2660784n(1 − w − V − S − Li) = 0

As Mj is equivalent to 8.1x1010 kg and Ma is 6.21x1011 kg, the ratio of accessory lithics
material to juvenile material (Li) is 0.87.
The exact values of the fluids within the mixture are far more uncertain, and no data is
currently available on the values within the Rotomahana hydrodynamic mix during the 1886
eruption sequence. A search of the literature for typical subduction-zone basalts (Schmidt &
Poli, 1998) reveals that, with H2O being the major vapour phase of typical basaltic magma,
the value of mass V per unit mass of the mixture is approximately 0.05, with a volatile mass
fraction of the magma, n, approximately being 0.01.
The mass of geothermal water per unit mass of the mixture, w, depends on the
mingling abilities of the water and magma. Experimental investigations into basaltic magma
mingling with water, a good analogue to the hydrodynamic mingling at Lake Rotomahana
(Zimanowski & Büttner 2002), indicates that effective mingling is possible if the viscosity
difference between the magma and water is low. This is dependent on the shear stresses and
temperature of the magma as it is released into the water. As the high-temperature basalt
would have been explosively released into the environment at the onset of phreatomagmatic
activity (Nairn, 1979), the mingling rate is assumed here to be high. Unfortunately, there is no
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quantitative data available on the precise values of w per unit mass of mixture; therefore, an
arbitrary value of 0.03 will be assigned. The proportion of S, the mass of superheated fluid
per mass of the mixture, is even more uncertain, and is very specific for each geothermal
system (Büttner et al., 2002). Thus, in this case, it is being made equivalent to the liquid water
phase value w, 0.03. As the Li value is already very high – much higher than in most
phreatomagmatic volcanic eruptions, these relatively small values of S and w, although
arbitrary, will not impact the calculation too drastically. The initial temperature of the total
water volume is based on the assumption (Simmons et al., 1993) that at the time of the
eruption, the water was already extremely close to its boiling point in the lake, so 373K will
be used for this calculation.
So, using these values for Rotomahana’s geothermal system, and substituting them
into Equation IIIC, we get:

[2180(0.03 + 0.05 + 0.03 + 0.01(1 – 0.03 – 0.05 – 0.03 – 0.87)) +1000(0.87) + 1450(1 –
0.01)(1 – 0.03 – 0.05 – 0.03 – 0.87)]T
− 0.309[0.03 + 0.05 + 0.03 + 0.01(1 – 0.03 – 0.05 – 0.03 – 0.87)]T2 + 1.873×10−4 [0.03 + 0.05
+ 0.03 + 0.01(1 − 0.03 − 0.05 – 0.03 – 0.87)]T3
+ 0.03(3066856 – 4186(373)) − 981830(0.05 + 0.03) + 2068710(0.03) – 473000(0.87)
− 1845850(1 – 0.01)(1 – 0.03 – 0.05 – 0.03 – 0.87) – 2660784(0.01)(1 – 0.03 – 0.05 –
0.03 – 0.87) = 0
904T – 0.741x10-3 T2 + 0.449x103 T3 - 419911 = 0
T ≈ 465K
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The temperature of the complex hydrodynamic mixture at the time of the 1886
eruption is estimated to be approximately 465K, far above the boiling point of even liquid
water. This implies that at the time of the eruption, superheated water, water vapour and
liquid water would have boiled violently into the atmosphere, which is precisely what was
observed (Nairn, 1979; Rosseel et al., 2006). This calculation takes into consideration the
transfer of both sensible and latent heat from the basaltic magma to the groundwater and the
small lacustrine environment, which includes the water vapour, superheated fluids and liquid
water present during 1886 event – and thus, it is a generalised equation for all major cooling
processes that would have occurred at the time.
As the majority of the phreatomagmatic activity occurred along a basaltic fissure (de
Ronde, in prep.), the entire volume of the coolants can be assumed to have been heated up by
the release of the basaltic magma. Treating the syn-eruptive hydrodynamic mixture as a
system that involves no work (isochoric), we can modify Equation 6.2 to give a calculation
for the change in thermal energy of the total water volume syn-eruption:

ΔQ = Mw Cp ΔT
(Eq. 6.23)

In this instance, Mw is the mass of water in the syn-eruptive lake, Cp is the specific
heat capacity of water, and ΔT is the temperature change syn-eruption. From the previous
calculation, assuming again that the lake water was approximately at boiling point
immediately pre-eruption, we get a ΔT value of 465K – 373K = +92K. The Cp value of water
is known as 4.186 J kg-1 K-1. The volume of the environmental pre-eruptive total water
volume is approximately 0.1km3, with the assumption that the entire volume was
catastrophically removed or converted to steam during the eruption sequence, (Simmons &
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Sullivan, 2010). This is equivalent to a Mw value of 0.1x106 m3 of water, and thus 0.1x109 kg
of water. Substituting these values into Equation 6.23, we get:

ΔQ = (0.1x109)(4.186)(92)
ΔQ = 3.85x1010 J

These calculations are independent of the cumulative mass of magma erupted into the
small lacustrine environment, and do no take into account the mass flux rate (rapidity) of the
magma-water mixing. This value of ΔQ = 3.85x1010 J (~39 gigajoules) only takes into
account the amount of heat energy exchanged through the cooling processes, via conduction,
from the basaltic magma to the water-laden environment. If we compare this with the value of
Q obtained from Equation IIIB, Q = 2.79x1016 J, then a ratio of thermal energy dissipated into
the lake (QL/QC) to the thermal energy involved in the column can be calculated:

QL/QC = 1.38x10-6
(Eq. 6.24)

This suggests that a vast majority of the thermal energy released during the eruption
went into the generation and sustaining of the volcanic column as opposed to the flashing and
heating of the water. This is a sensible assessment: despite the high heat capacity of water
requiring a very high amount of thermal energy to change temperature, the already-boiling
waters of the pre-1886 lake and the pre-existing, high temperature geothermal area operating
in the environment – along with the relatively low volume of the lake – meant that the energy
required to vaporize the water would have been far less than the thermal energy that would
have been required to sustain a ≤10km volcanic column.
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This also lends credence to the discussion on Equation IIIB involving the thermal
energy distribution from the magma: using that equation to ascertain eruption column height,
it assumes that all or almost all of the available thermal energy from the magma’s interaction
with the environment goes into sustaining the eruption column. The calculated ratio of QL/QP
appears to confirm this.
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Figure 6.6 | The 1886 Rotomahana eruption’s total driving energy values partitioned into the

environment, based on the calculations used in this chapter (not to scale). Left: The dyke-magma

source (system) prior to the eruption and its associated parameters. Ap = atmospheric pressure, Mw =

R.G. Andrews: Approaches in Experimental Volcanology (3487459) – Doctoral Thesis, 2014
mass of MFCI-involved water+hydroclast mixture removed, Mj = mass of erupted juvenile
component, Ma = mass of erupted country-rock component, δVj = difference between potentially
eruptible magma volume and actually erupted magma volume, Cp = specific heat value of molten
juvenile component, TS = water vapour/supercritical fluid temperature, TM = magma physical solidus
temperature, TW = lacustrine water temperature, ρ = density of country rock. Right: The distribution
of the eruption-driving energy into the environment. Ap = atmospheric pressure, Mj = mass of erupted
juvenile component, Ma = mass of erupted country-rock component, Tfinal = final temperature of the
hydrodynamic water mixture, TE = emplacement temperature, HC = column height, Q = thermal output
at vent, ΔQL = energy change during cooling, D = crater diameter(s).

4. Summary

4.1. Corroborating results

A study by May et al., (in press), also gives an estimate of the eruption energetics of
the 1886 Rotomahana event. The basalt percentage – the juvenile component – of the eruption
is given to be 0.113km3 based on extensive fieldwork in the area. The value used in my study
(0.03km3, a magnitude lower) was based off an earlier estimate by the same author (May,
unpublished) and was stated to be a minimum value for the juvenile component. The authors
of the latter study indicate that significant mixing of basaltic componentry from the Plinian
Tarawera segment of the eruption and the Rotomahana eruption without a doubt occurred, and
thus their value of 0.113km3 of juvenile componentry is likely to be a high-end value. As my
minimal juvenile component volume value was used to calculate a major component of the
total driving energy of the 1886 event at Rotomahana, it can be suggested that this chapter’s
thermodynamic potential value of 0.107 exajoules is a reasonable minimal value for the 1886
event’s total energy release. May et al., (in press), using the methods of Taddeucci et al.,
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(2010) reach a final value of 0.125 exajoules for the total thermal energy release during the
eruption, again indicating that my thermodynamic potential calculations are sensible.
Taddeucci et al., (2010), as utilised by Valentine et al., (2014), use a more approximate
method for determining the driving energy of the eruption; as outlined earlier, this uses
Equation 6.2, taking into account the specific heat capacity of the magma, the temperature
difference between the magma and the ambient, and the mass of the erupted magma. The
closeness of these two cumulative energy calculations demonstrates the viability of applying
essentially basic thermodynamic principles to volcanic eruptions.
Interestingly, column heights, using the methods of Pyle, (1989) are calculated by
May et al., (in press) to be between 21.7km (level of neutral buoyancy) to 31.1km (maximum
eruption column height), higher than the 10-13km eruption column heights according to
witnesses and previous work (Nairn, 1979; Keam, 1988; May, unpublished). It is worth
noting that using thermodynamic principles outlined in this chapter I calculated estimated
column heights of approximately 12-13km, closer to the values given by observation. There
are two reasons for this discrepancy: (1) the 10-13km values were minimums, not maximums
or calculated approximations, and (2) May et al., (in press) uses the methods of Pyle, (1989)
to calculate column height based on the distribution of volcaniclastic material, whereas I have
used the methods of Wilson et al., (1978), which use thermal energy to estimate the height of
a “sustained” column. Both methods are, based on tried-and-tested volcanological principles,
arguably suitable for use in the 1886 event.
The methods of Taddeucci et al., (2010) are also used to give an approximation of the
energy released during crater excavation. As outlined in the chapter above, the values of the
crater diameters were not available to myself at the time, as the research has (and is) yet to be
published. However, May et al., (in press) give a conservative value of 2100 m for the
diameter of the Great Crater Basin in Rotomahana. Using a rearranged version of Equation
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6.10 – essentially the methods of Taddeucci et al., (2010) to make E the subject, a value of
6.6x1016 J is obtained for the crater excavation energy. May et al., (in press) conclude by
comparing this value to that of the total cumulative energy release (0.125 exajoules), inferring
that the 1886 Rotomahana event was dominated by a thermal component. This is the same
conclusion this chapter comes to, regardless of whether the phreatic methods of Mastin,
(1995) or Wohletz, (1986) were used to calculate the partitioning of the magmatic system’s
thermal energy during the eruption.
May et al., (in press) go on to use the equation E = mv2, based on the methods of
Moore, (1967) to calculate the kinetic energy released to drive the 1886 base surges, where m
is the mass of the ejecta and v is its average velocity, reaching a value of 1.11x1016 J. This is
remarkably close to the value of Ej + Ea (kinetic energy required to mobilise both the juvenile
and accessory componentry during the eruption, respectively) calculated in this chapter:
1.4x1016 J. Once again, this corroboration suggests that the assumptions made in this chapter
based on thermodynamics and mechanics are reasonable.

4.2. Concluding remarks

Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.6 lists the energy values calculated in his paper, from the
magmatic source to the environment, based on the relevant systemic and environmental
parameters. This study shows that treating a magma system as a thermodynamic body capable
of enthalpic change gives a reasonably accurate value for the energy involved in a volcanic
eruption, based on both quantitatively known environmental parameters and other energetic
phenomena with similar orders of magnitude. The calculations for the thermodynamic
potential of the system and the thermal energy output into the environment, into both the
eruption column and the coolant phases, appear to give reasonable values. Furthermore, the
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question as to whether the eruption sequence involved “phreatic” (hydrothermal) blasts (i.e.
Mastin, 1995) or phreatomagmatic blasts (i.e. Wohletz, 1986) has been somewhat addressed
here by assessing both types of thermal energy transferral paths: it appears to have involved
both, rather than be exclusively phreatomagmatic in nature.
In contrast to this, the calculation of the mechanical energy transferred from the
system to the environment is not as certain: in the case of Rotomahana, not only are the
craters highly eroded, but it appears the fissure eruption dominated the 1886 event; thus the
term Ex (excavation energy) in our cumulative energy model is not appropriate for any
explosive volcanic eruption. In effect, Ex only applies exclusively to maar-diatreme eruptions.
The total ballistics kinetic energy usage is also extremely difficult to calculate; it can only be
calculated if fieldwork has quantified exactly how much juvenile or accessory mass was
ejected as lithics or transported in the eruption column. In the case of Rotomahana, only the
approximate totals of erupted or ejected masses are known. Nevertheless, as an energy model
for a volcanic eruption, it produces reasonable energy values, and is the first cumulative
energy model since Kieffer, (1981) to attempt such a calculation; furthermore, the apparent
accuracy of the model means it is possible to calculate missing values if other variables in the
volcanic eruption sequence are known. Future work should aim to provide more case studies
for this thermodynamic potential model in order to assess the accuracy of each component of
the equation. In any case, the calculation of the total energy release during a volcanic
eruption, if repeated, could provide an approximate predictor of future volcanic energy
releases during hazardous eruptions; this would indubitably aid hazard prediction efforts.
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7 – Synthesis: A new maar-diatreme formation model

Chapter summary
The research comprising this thesis is summarized, and the four key questions are addressed
directly and answered. The future of quantitative volcanology is considered.

1. Introduction

This thesis has assessed the viability of many plausible connections between the
bench-scale, field-scale and mathematical modelling sections, relating each individual
conclusive remark back to the fieldwork studies as often as possible. Without a doubt, much
about the eruption processes and formation mechanics of maar-diatreme volcanic systems has
been revealed by this experimental volcanology study. Some conclusions have merely built
upon pre-existing findings, whereas others presented entirely new and perhaps controversial
hypotheses. In any case, a summary of the thesis is required; the most effective way to do this
is to address the key questions posed at the end of Chapter 2.

2. Addressing the Key Questions

At the start of the thesis, four key questions were posed in order to form an
investigative structure to the study. Although they have been gradually addressed throughout
the thesis, they can be directly addressed, assessed and summarised here.
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Major Explosion and Sedimentation Synthesis (MESS)
Maar-Diatreme Formation Model

Feeder Depth
Explosion site
Permanently removed ejecta
Fallback Sedimentation
Sustained/Collapsing
Eruption Column

Debris Jet

Maar Ejecta Rim
(Degree of juvenile material
higher with ascending blast
series)
Slumping Features
(Degree of slumping higher
with deepening blast series)

Diatreme Zone
Dominant
Deepening or Ascending
Explosion Pathway

Major Explosion = Produces Approximate
Post-shot Crater Dimensions

Shallower Minor Explosions = Induce
Sedimentations Process (Fallback
Sedimentation and Subsidence)

Root Zone

Deeper Minor Explosions = Induce
Sedimentations Process (Subsidence)

Feeder Dyke

Figure 7.1 | Diagrammatical model of the Major Explosion and Sedimentation Synthesis (MESS)
Model of maar-diatreme system formation. The major departures from the two pre-existing endmember models are highlighted in bold.

2.1. Which models of maar-diatreme system formation are more likely to occur in
nature?

As aforementioned, three major competing models exist: the energetically focused
“major explosion dominated model”, and the two sedimentation dominated models, the
“ascending blast incremental growth model” and the “descending blast incremental growth
model”. As the bench-scale experiments verified – and as the field-scale experiments affirmed
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– under a range of initial blast energies and depths, all three models work. Thus, a case can be
made that certain maar-diatreme systems, such as the Lunar Crater in Nevada, USA, fit the
incremental growth models (Lorenz, 1973, 1986; Valentine et al., 2011), whereas others, such
as the edifices at Alban Hills, Italy suit the major explosion dominated model (Taddeucci et
al., 2010).
A diatreme is formed after the cavitation phase of the explosion by the process of
granular fountaining and sedimentation, as long as the blast(s) occurs beneath the ODB. As
the bench-scale experiments show, three diatreme forms are possible: single blast origin
diatremes, remobilised compound diatremes (for deepening blast series) and stacked
compound diatremes (for ascending blast series). Descending blast series distribute more
magma into the subsurface, and preserve the increasingly slumped accessory material beneath
the maar crater rims whilst destroying the architecture immediately above the explosion; the
resulting remobilised compound diatreme will show mixed igneous domains with diffuse
signatures. Ascending blast series distribute more magma onto the surface environment, and
often preserve altered sedimentological architecture beneath each successive explosion; the
resulting stacked compound diatreme will show segregated igneous domains with less diffuse,
sharper boundaries. Single blast origin diatremes will show different associated
sedimentological features depending on how deep the blast was, but will show one single,
petrologically cohesive igneous domain. Significantly, as long as the blast or blasts occur
beneath the ODB, a diatreme deposit is formed regardless of which cratering model is
utilised.
However, it is possible that the reality is more complex than this: the cratering models
themselves may not be mutually exclusive for the same maar-diatreme system. The
experimental footage and data makes it quite clear that, although the blasts that occur at the
approximate optimum depth of burial at their associated blast energies produce the largest
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craters by both diameter and volume, successive blasts alter the crater’s topography. So it is
possible in natural maar-diatreme systems that the crater is continuously altered by
sedimentation processes – both the central relief-increasing fallback process (at greater
depths) and the central relief-reducing ejecta process (at shallower depths) – but either way
the crater size throughout is still dominantly a function of the most energetic explosion at the
optimum depth of burial. In the field, it may not be clear which process dominates, and the
existence of only two dichotomous end-member models – one which emphasises the integral
effect of smaller explosions and sedimentation processes, and one which focuses only on the
largest discrete blast – demonstrates that the theoretical toolkit volcanologists use is far from
complete.
Thus, a third model at the center of the spectrum is proposed: the Major Explosion and
Sedimentation Synthesis maar-diatreme formation model, or MESS. Fig. 7.1 illustrates the
merger model, indicating in bold the changes to the pre-existing models. I propose – based on
its dominance during the bench-scale experiments and the uncertain application of both
conflicting end-member models to many of the same natural examples of maar-diatreme
systems – that this formation model occurs in nature more often than either of the end
members.
In this model, the most energetic explosion during the eruption sequence nearest the
optimal depth of burial generates the widest, most voluminous crater. However, minor
explosions still contribute significantly to the transient crater’s morphology. Shallower minor
explosions create volcaniclastic particles that either permanently leave the crater as ejecta or
add to the relief of the crater by returning as fallback. These minor explosions may also
counterbalance the build up of crater infill by causing subsidence to occur. Deeper minor
explosions below the containment depth do not generate debris jets, and thus induce only
subsidence if powerful enough.
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The net effect of these minor explosions may create a flatter crater if the fallback is
significant enough and it is not counterbalanced by significant ejecta; on the other hand, the
cumulative effect of multiple minor explosions may be to crate a deeper crater through high
rates of centralised subsidence and higher proportions of material leaving the crater as
permanently removed ejecta. In either case, this model takes into account the effects of both
the explosive energetic processes and the integral effect of the sedimentation processes
without forcing a volcanologist investigating any particular natural maar-diatreme system to
declare the overwhelming dominance of either.
Of course, one process may marginally dominate over the other, but the advantage of
applying the MESS model is that all known maar-diatreme forming events are taken into
account in the interpretation, not just one or the other. Certainly, it may be clear that in some
situations that the end-member models are more appropriate for certain maar-diatreme
systems. In any case, a diatreme can form with any pattern of explosions deep enough, so the
MESS model can apply to all three types. Suoana, a small maar-diatreme system reinterpreted in Chapter 5, would be a perfect fit for the MESS model: it is likely that a series of
larger, shallower blasts generated the crater, whereas a deeper succession of blasts generated
enough syn-eruption subsidence to produce a diatreme and significantly altered the original
size of the crater through fallback sedimentation and further subsidence.

2.2. Are there any subsurface sedimentary features that are indicative of the explosion
pattern within the diatreme?

Absolutely: as is clear from the bench-scale experiments, the deepening blast series –
assuming each blast is of an equivalent (or lesser) energy than the previous, shallower one –
preserves the overturned, upturned and slumped accessory (+/- juvenile material) layers
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beneath the maar crater rims whilst producing flatter final craters. Furthermore, more magma
is distributed within the subsurface with deepening blast series, and the boundaries between
the igneous phases within a remobilised compound diatreme will be more diffuse and mixed.
On the other hand, the ascending blast series tend to create flatter, newer strata of juvenile
material at the surface of a generally voluminous crater. In addition to this, the stacked
compound diatreme will show sharper boundaries and will be less mixed, as each shallower
blast will leave the deposits of the lower segments relatively unaffected. Further fieldwork is
required to corroborate these findings.

2.3. Do debris jets occur concurrently with the gas expansion phase of the explosions
occurring within the system, or are they more complex than this?

As is very clear from the bench-scale experiments, the debris jets, generated by single,
discrete blasts, are in fact two-stage events. The cavitation (responsible for the initial crater
excavation) phase is separated from the granular fountaining phase (responsible for the
mobilisation of juvenile material that will later form the core of the diatreme deposit) by a
process known as dynamic segregation, which is shown to quantifiably cease, and perhaps
reverse, as the locus of the explosive series descends away from the optimum depth of burial
and towards the containment depth.

2.4. Is water incidental or instrumental as a driver of maar-diatreme volcanic system
formation?

Although the thesis cannot comprehensively answer this particular question, both the
bench-scale and

field-scale experiments,

which
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phreatomagmatic explosions within a maar-diatreme system, generate maar craters perfectly
scalable and morphologically comparable to natural examples in every single run without
using any MFCI-style component whatsoever. The experiments are entirely based on the
mechanical energy released during the blasts, and only truly utilise kinematics, not
thermodynamics. Additionally, the bench-scale experiments produced diatreme deposits –
albeit it oversimplified ones lacking the petrological complexity of natural examples – in
every run deep enough, again without any MFCI-style component involved.
Extensive fieldwork, as described in Chapters 2 and 6, clearly points towards
phreatomagmatic explosions being the type of blasts that occur within maar-diatreme systems,
but as aforementioned, no consensus on whether the phreatomagmatic blasts are incidental or
instrumental as a driver of maar-diatreme volcanism has ever crystallised. Regardless of
whether or not the fuel in the explosive MFCI happens to be magma or a hot lithic
component, a coolant – most commonly water – is required. Maar-diatreme systems are
always formed in water-laden environments, so it is sensible to assume explosive MFCI-style
phreatomagmatism or “phreatic” (hydrothermal) explosions are the drivers of their eruptive
activity; indeed, my calculations in Chapter 6 suggest both types were occurring at
Rotomahana in 1886, which was nevertheless still a dominantly phreatomagmatic eruption.

3. Concluding Remarks

Quantitative volcanology is at the forefront of contemporary volcanological studies;
although there is always a place for traditional fieldwork, there are limits as to what can be
ascertained from natural volcanic exposures. Experimental volcanology is now providing the
means to simulate both surface and subsurface processes than would otherwise be entirely
impossible to view; although they are merely analogues of natural processes, they are, in
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conjunction with mathematical or numerical modelling, producing convincing results that
strongly correlate with, or clarify, the findings of field geologists, and this study has been no
exception, with three key unanswered questions regarding the formation and eruption
sequences of maar-diatreme volcanoes comprehensively addressed; a further question
regarding the importance of water has been given some new insight.
Importantly, as both the analogue experiments and the mathematical modelling
demonstrate, thinking of volcanic eruptions as falling into mutually exclusive end-member
categories is often unhelpful. Nature does not tend to fit physical processes or systems into
one definite category or another: solid-solution series in mineralogy, or stem groups and
crown groups in evolutionary biology are two clear examples of this. Similarly, volcanology –
specifically, volcanic eruptions – are likely not to be as clear-cut as sometimes stated. The
1886 Rotomahana eruption was definitely a phreatomagmatic event, but there is evidence to
suggest it also contained “phreatic” style volcanism; instead of discussing whether it was a
phreatomagmatic or “phreatic” eruption, it may be more accurate to describe it as a
phreatomagmatic-dominant eruption. If future fieldwork on the area reveals enough detail of
the sedimentological architecture of the maar craters, then they should be looked at as not just
either major explosion dominated crater forms or sedimentation and subsidence craters – it is
more likely they are a hybrid of both.
Future work on maar-diatreme systems, including successors to the bench-scale and
field-scale experiments used in this study, will indubitably reveal even more details about
their eruption processes. Understanding more about these volcanic systems is vital, not solely
for the field of volcanology and the pursuit of scientific curiosity, but for the benefits to
hazard mitigation and economic ventures that these particular volcanic systems are associated
with. In any case, the fact that these experiments appear to reveal such spectacular details of
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the workings of these volcanic systems speaks volumes as to how far the field of volcanology
itself has evolved over the last few decades.
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